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Venue:
The Premier Travel Inn (Fosse Park),

Braunstone Lane East, Leicester  LE3 2FW
(See map page 2)

Cricket Memorabilia Auction
Sunday 31st August 2014 

11am

Viewing: Friday 5pm to 8pm and Saturday 8am to 11am 

Approximate rate of sale – 140/160 lots per hour

** Please note we are no longer accepting commission bids by fax **

Complimentary tea, coffee & mineral water will be available.

A buyer’s premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. at 20%)
of the hammer price is payable by the buyers of
all lots.
V.A.T. lots are marked throughout the catalogue
with an asterisk after the lot number. V.A.T.
charges are reclaimable by V.A.T. registered
traders within the EEC. Purchasers outside the
EEC will be exempt from these charges subject
to proof of postage or granting of licenses.
Cheques to be made payable to "Knight’s". 
Credit cards accepted. Payments by Visa and
Access/Mastercard will be subject to a
surcharge of 3% (+ VAT) of the total amount
payable.

For full terms and conditions see page 3.
Postal bids are welcomed and should be sent
to: Knight’s Sporting Ltd, Cuckoo Cottage,
Town Green, Alby, Norwich  NR11 7PR  
Office: (01263) 768488 
Mobile: 07885 515333 
Email bids to tim@knights.co.uk

Please note: All commission bids to be
received no later than 6pm on the day prior to
the auction of the lots you are bidding on.

Auction results will be available by telephone
from the Tuesday following the auction.

Postage and packing will be charged at current
rates for all postal deliveries. Packing will be
charged at £3.00 (+ VAT) per customer. 

Please bring any items along during viewing times for a free valuation with no obligation

knights
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LIVE TELEPHONE BIDDING
Live telephone bidding can be
arranged by contacting the 

auctioneer at least two days prior to
the day of auction. 

We now have a mandatory
minimum lot estimate of £80.00. 
Please see conditions of sale for full

details 

Please call 01263 768488 prior to
28/08/2014 to book your live

telephone line.

Please note that if you need to speak to
Tim Knight or a member of staff personally
from the morning of Friday 29th August
please call one of the mobiles on 07885
515333 or 07718 740886. Emails and
recorded messages can be left on our
normal numbers.

VAT
Knight’s would like to point out that unlike some other Auction
Houses, who operate under the Auctioneers Margin Scheme,
we are V.A.T. registered under the standard V.A.T. regulations. 
V.A.T. is applied on the sale price of a lot only where the vendor
is V.A.T. registered or the source of the lot is from a non E.E.C.

country. Where V.A.T. is applicable, it is denoted in the
catalogue by an asterisk after the lot number.
V.A.T. is payable on auctioneer's commission without
exception. 
The VAT on commission is a charge on commission and not on
the item purchased.

PREMIER

PREMIER

Online Bidding
Knights Sporting Limited are delighted to offer an online bidding facility at our auctions for bidders who cannot attend
the sale. Bid on lots and buy online from anywhere in the world at the click of a mouse with the-saleroom.com's Live
Auction service. 

Full details of this service can be found at www.the-saleroom.com

In completing the bidder registration on www.the-saleroom.com and providing your credit card details and unless
alternative arrangements are agreed with Knights Sporting Limited you:authorise Knights Sporting Limited, if they so
wish, to charge the credit card given in part or full payment, including all fees, for items successfully purchased in the
auction via the-saleroom.com, and confirm that you are authorised to provide these credit card details to Knights
Sporting Limited through www.the-saleroom.com and agree that Knights Sporting Limited are entitled to ship the
goods to the card holder name and card holder address provided in fulfilment of the sale.

Please note that any lots purchased via the-saleroom.com live auction service will be subject to an additional 3%
commission charge + VAT at the rate imposed on the hammer price.
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CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. A buyer’s premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. @ 20%) of the hammer price is payable by the buyers of all lots.
2. Cheques to be made payable to ‘Knights Sporting Limited’.
3. Knights Sporting Ltd, Registered Office, The Thatched Gallery, The Green, Aldborough, Norwich, Norfolk. NR11 7AA
4. Postage and packing will be charged at current rates for all postal deliveries.
4a Postage and packing is subject to V.A.T. at 20%.
5. The seller warrants to the Auctioneer and to the buyer that he is the true owner or is properly authorised to sell the property by the

true owner and is able to transfer good and marketable title to the property free from any third party claim.
6. The highest bidder to be the buyer. If during the auction the Auctioneer considers that a dispute has arisen he has absolute authority 

to settle it or re-offer the lot. The Auctioneer may at his sole discretion determine the advance of bidding or refuse a bid, divide any
lot, combine any two or more lots or withdraw any lot without prior notice.

7. The buyer shall pay the price at which a lot is knocked down by the Auctioneer to the buyer (the hammer price) together with a
premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. @ 20%) of the hammer price, all of which are hereafter collectively referred to as ‘the total sum due’.
By making any bid the buyer acknowledges that his attention has been drawn to the fact that on the sale of any lot the Auctioneer
will receive from the seller commission at its usual rates in addition to the said premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. @ 20%) and assents to
the Auctioneer receiving the said commission.

8. The buyer shall forthwith upon the purchase give in his name and pay to the Auctioneer immediately after the conclusion of the
auction the total sum due.

9. If the buyer fails to pay for or take away any lot or lots the Auctioneer as agent for the seller shall be entitled after consultation with
the seller to exercise one or other of the following rights:
i) Rescind the sale of that or any other lots sold to the buyer who defaults and re-sell the lot or lots whereupon the defaulting buyer
shall pay to the Auctioneer any shortfall between the proceeds of that sale after deduction of costs of re-sale and the total sum due.
Any surplus shall belong to the seller.
ii) Proceed with damages for breach of contract.

10. Ownership of the lot purchased shall not pass to the buyer until he has paid to the Auctioneer the total sum due.
11. The seller shall be entitled to place a reserve on any lot and the Auctioneer shall have the right to bid on behalf of the seller for any

lot on which a reserve has been placed. A seller may not bid on any lot on which a reserve has been placed.
12. All unsold lots will attract a fee per lot of £10.00 + VAT.
12a. Where any lot fails to sell, the Auctioneer shall notify the seller accordingly. The seller shall make arrangements either to re-offer the

lot for sale or to collect the lot.
13. Any representation or statement by the Auctioneer in any catalogue, brochure or advertisement of forthcoming sales as to

authorship, attribution, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price is a statement of opinion only.
Every person interested should exercise and rely on his own judgement as to such matters and neither the Auctioneer nor his servants
or agents are responsible for the correctness of such opinions. No warranty whatsoever is given by the Auctioneer or the seller in
respect of any lot and any express or implied warranties are hereby excluded.

14. Notwithstanding any other terms of these conditions, if within fourteen days of the sale the Auctioneer has received from the buyer
of any lot notice in writing that in his view the lot is a deliberate forgery and within fourteen days after such notification the buyer
returns the same to the Auctioneer in the same condition as at the time of the sale and satisfies the Auctioneer that considered in the
light of the entry in the catalogue the lot is a deliberate forgery then the sale of the lot will be rescinded and the purchase price of
the same refunded. ‘A deliberate forgery’ means a lot made with intent to deceive.

15. A buyer’s claim under the above condition shall be limited to the amount paid to the Auctioneer for the lot and for the purpose of
this condition the buyer shall be the person to whom the original invoice was made out by the Auctioneer.

16. Lots may be removed during the sale after full settlement.
17. All goods delivered to the Auctioneer’s premises will be deemed to be delivered for sale by auction unless otherwise stated in writing

and will be catalogued and sold at the Auctioneer’s discretion and accepted by the Auctioneer subject to all these conditions. By
delivering the goods to the Auctioneer for inclusion in his auction sales each seller acknowledges that he/she accepts and agrees to
all the conditions.

18. The Auctioneer shall remit the proceeds of the sale to the seller no later than forty days after the day of the auction provided that
the Auctioneer has received the total sum due from the buyer. In all other cases the Auctioneer will remit the proceeds of sale to the
seller within seven days of the receipt by the Auctioneer of the total sum due. The Auctioneer will not be deemed to have received
the total sum due until after any cheque delivered by the buyer has been cleared. In the event of the Auctioneer exercising his right
to rescind the sale his obligation to the seller hereunder lapses.

19. In the case of the seller withdrawing instructions to the Auctioneer to sell any lot or lots, the Auctioneer may charge a fee of the lot
withdrawn and any expenses incurred in respect of the lot or lots.

20. Live telephone bidding
i) Live telephone bidding can be arranged (subject to paragraph 20iii) below) by contacting the Auctioneer two days prior to the day
of the Auction.
ii) Knight’s have a mandatory minimum lot estimate of £80.00 on all live calls.
iii) The arrangement referred to in paragraph 20i) above will be at the buyer’s risk and no guarantee can be given by the Auctioneer
that telephone facilities will be available or working on the day of the Auction.

21. These conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English Law.
Online Bidding. 

In completing the bidder registration on www.the-saleroom.com and providing your credit card details and unless alternative
arrangements are agreed with Knights Sporting Limited Ltd you: authorise Knights Sporting Limited Ltd, if they so wish, to charge the
credit card given in part or full payment, including all fees, for items successfully purchased in the auction via the-saleroom.com, and
confirm that you are authorised to provide these credit card details to Knights Sporting Limited Ltd through www.the-saleroom.com
and agree that Knights Sporting Limited Ltd are entitled to ship the goods to the card holder name and card holder address provided
in fulfilment of the sale. Please note that any lots purchased via the-saleroom.com live auction service will be subject to an additional
3% commission charge + VAT at the rate imposed on the hammer price’
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Lot 436



CRICKET EPHEMERA

366 ‘Vigoro Cricket’, ‘The People’s
Game’. c1908. A rare and unusual
four page handbill comprising
‘Rules, Score Sheet and Particulars
of the New Game’ for an exhibition
match between Middlesex and
Surrey, played at the Coliseum,
Charing Cross, London. The handbill
features photographs of games in
progress. ‘The special object of this
new game is to provide the missing
International quick game for the
People’s gatherings, and the
advantages of it as a Health Exercise
with its splendid short exciting runs
and good humour will be found
greater than any other. Without
running, a game is practically
useless, and people soon age or
become stout who give up running
games for slow ones’. The teams
were made up of four players on
each side, for Middlesex, A.E. Trott,
E. Mignon, E. Hendren and T.J.
Hearne, for Surrey, A. Marshall, W.
Gooder, W. Davis and J.W. Hitch.
Horizontal fold, otherwise G/VG -
cricket £180/250

‘Vigoro Cricket’, a game that could
be considered as a forerunner to
indoor cricket, was invented by
John George Grant of London, in
which he attempted to amalgamate
cricket with tennis. The game could
be played with teams of four to
twelve players, and there were both
indoor and outdoor varieties. The
original outdoor version comprised
‘bats’ shaped like tennis racquets
and a light rubber ball weighing
approximately twice that of a tennis
ball. Each wicket comprised six
stumps. Any shot played forward of
the crease required the batsman to
run creating a fast paced game. The
match played at the Coliseum
would have been played in an
indoor arena, and may have been
arranged to attempt to sell the
concept to the cricket authorities at
Lord’s.

During World War I the game took
hold in Australia, where there is a
thriving women’s game to this day 

367 Australia tour to New Zealand,
1914. Official folding fixture card

for ‘Mr Sims’s Australian Team,
1914’, published by the New
Zealand Cricket Council. With
Australian team list, itinerary and
dates of matches. Annotation to
front cover scratched out, otherwise
G/VG - cricket £60/80

368 ‘Cricketing Extraordinary! Two
Against Eleven’. An original printed
handbill of an eye-witness report on
‘an extremely novel and interesting
match’ played at Wittersham in the
Isle of Oxney, on 4th & 5th
September 1834, between Mr E.G.
Wenman and Mr Richard Mills of
Benenden, against ‘eleven chosen
players of the Isle of Oxney’. ‘The
chances against the two enterprising
players were great: the match
having been made as follows: the
two against the eleven in every
point of the game, they having none
to field, and their opponents being
all in the field. And what was more
particularly against them was that
when one was out, both were out,
thus in reality each had but one
innings’. Remarkably, in the two
innings match, the ‘Two’ beat the
eleven by 66 runs. The handbill has
been laid down to reinforcing page,
with minor loss to page edges,
ageing and folds. G. A rare handbill
- cricket £200/300

Wenman and Mills were well
known Kent players, Wenman
reputed to be the best wicket
keeper of his day

369 Cricket 1826. A very unusual and
important contemporary hand
written diary comprising accounts of
events in 1826. Each page is written
in beautiful copperplate, with hand
coloured titles. Included is a
‘statement of the game’ for the
match played between Leicester and
Sheffield v All England at Barker’s
Ground, Leicester, 28th-30th
August 1826, ‘... proved a grand
disappointment at the close. A
numerous assemblage attend the
Ground from all parts of the
Country, and several from a great
distance; who however
disappointed in the Game, had at
least the gratification of all (England
in slippers!)‘. Author unknown.

Bound in quarter leather. £200/300

The Leicester and Sheffield XXII
beat the All England XI by an
innings and 12 runs

370 Calcutta Cricket Club 1955-1956.
Three original files of the Presidents
of the Calcutta Cricket Club, T.C.
Longfield followed by H.J.
Moorhouse. A fascinating record of
the administration of the Club
including minutes of meetings,
maintenance of equipment,
entertainment of visiting touring
sides, speeches etc. Includes
correspondence relating to the theft
of a bundle that had been left in the
charge of a Club employee. Also a
signed letter from Irving Rosenwater
regarding the origins of the Club
and a copy of a letter from
Rosenwater to ‘The Times’. G -
cricket £80/120

371 Albert Edwin Trott. M.C.C.,
Middlesex, Victoria, Australia &
England, 1892-1911. Rare original
menu on two cards for the
Complimentary Luncheon given by
E.F. Bourke ‘On the Occasion of the
Representative Cricket Match
between Pretoria and Johannesburg
for A.E. Trott’s Benefit. Held at the
Berea Park, Pretoria, 28th February
1898. Decorative front cover with
‘G. MacArthur’ of Pretoria hand
written, and printed menu to verso,
the other card with the printed
players’ names for both teams.
Minor staining to card edges,
otherwise in good condition. A
scarce item - cricket £500/700

Australian born, Albert Trott played
for Victoria and Middlesex between
1892 and 1910. He also is one of
few players to have played for both
Australia, 3 Tests and England, 2
Tests. He is known as the only
batsman to hit a ball that cleared
the Lord’s Pavilion. He committed
suicide by shooting himself, having
been ill for some time with little
hope of recovery, in 1914.

The one day match was won by A
Bailey’s Transvaal XI (Johannesburg)
by 162 runs. Trott, playing for
Pretoria, took 5 wickets and top
scored with 22 runs

5
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372 Johannesburg Cricket Team 1897.
Scarce original four page dinner
menu given to ‘Mr W. Brockwell and
the Johannesburg Cricket Team’, at
the Grand Hotel, Pretoria, 3rd March
1897. Gilt scalloped edges. Some
foxing and ageing, otherwise in
good condition. Rare - cricket 

£400/600 

Bill Brockwell, Surrey and England,
toured South Africa with M.C.C. in
1891/92 and played for Kimberley
in South Africa in 1889/90. No
record can be found of him playing
in South Africa in 1897 or why the
Dinner was held in his honour

373 Warren Bardsley. New South Wales
& Australia, 1903-1926. Small
printed card, ‘Mrs Gertrude Bardsley
wishes to express her appreciation
and thanks for your kind thoughts
and expressions of sympathy in the
loss of her beloved husband,
Warren’. Dated 20th January 1954.
VG - cricket £30/50

Warren Bardsley died in Collaroy,
New South Wales on 20th January
1954

374 Middlesex C.C.C. Early member’s
card for the 1921 season. The
folding card in blue leather with
decorative titles to front and rear,
with bound in printed fixture lists for
the 1921 season. Stamped to the
inside front cover no. 445. G/VG -
cricket £20/30

375 Warwickshire C.C.C. Early member’s
card for the 1909 season. The
folding card in maroon board with
decorative titles to front and rear,
with bound in printed fixture lists for
the 1909 season. Stamped number
109. G - cricket £30/40

376 I Zingari. Two menus for Dinners
held at The Dorchester, 25th
October 1972, and the 150th
anniversary of the founding of I
Zingari, The Savoy, 24th October
1995. Sold with an itinerary for the I
Zingari Australia tour to the UK,
June-July 1977. G/VG. Qty 3 -
cricket £20/30

377 County and Cricket Club fixture and
members’ cards, 1890s-2000s. Box
containing a large collection of
approximately 750 cards for M.C.C.,
Lancashire C.C.C., Cheshire C.C.C.,
Birkenhead Park, New Brighton,

Neston, Formby, St Helens, Huyton,
Northern Nomads, Ormskirk,
Liverpool, Hightown Oxton,
Southport & Birkdale, Sefton,
Boughton Hall, Catford Cricket &
Lawn Tennis Club, Bromley, Charlton
Park, Old Roan Sports Club,
Norwood, Sidcup, Blackheath Park,
Asterisks. Generally G - cricket 

£40/60

377a ‘Sports and Pastimes of the British
Isles’. ‘No. 4 The Rambling Club’,
‘No. 6 The Rowing Club’ and ‘No. 8
A Seaside Holiday’ of a series of 12
piano pieces covering various sports.
Ralph Alard. Published by ‘The
Orpheus Music Publishing Co 1911.
5pp + covers. Large 8vo sheet music
with cricketing and sporting interest.
The colour front cover shows scenes
of children playing various sports
with the central image being
football. Around it are vignettes of
cricket, rowing, kite flying, rolling
the hoop, hare & hounds etc. Odd
foxing, otherwise in good/very good
condition. Qty 3 - cricket £80/120

378 England v Australia cricket menus.
Two menus from the 1977 Australia
tour to England, including the
second Test at Old Trafford, 7th-
12th July, and the fourth Test at
Headingley, 11th to 16th August.
Sold with a British Sportsman’s Club
luncheon menu for the Australian
Cricket Team, held at the Savoy
Hotel, 18th May 1981 featuring a
Roy Ullyett cartoon to the front
cover. G/VG. Qty 3 - cricket 

£50/80

Geoff Boycott famously completed
his 100th first class hundred in the
fourth Test at Headingley

379 Worcestershire C.C.C. ledger style
scrapbook containing various
original press cuttings from 1865-
1937 including much about cricket
in Worcestershire including the
county team and local
Worcestershire town teams. Neatly
presented scrapbook. VG £50/80

380 Alfred Mynn, Kent & Sussex. 1834-
59. A rare match ticket printed on
card with a small illustration of
stumps with bails and wax seal to
lower right corner. The match
between England and Kent, was
played at Lord’s on 26th & 27th July
1847 in honour of Mynn. Other

famous names playing in the game
include Dean, Hagarth, Guy, Box,
Pilch, Felix, Hillyer. The ticket has
been neatly cut in half presumably
on admission to the ground. G -
cricket £100/150

Alfred Mynn was considered to be
the greatest all-rounder of his day,
appearing for the Gentlemen against
the Players in twenty matches.
Mynn struggled with debt and was
made bankrupt in 1845. His
situation was eased by the award of
this testimonial match. Kent won by
seven wickets with Mynn taking 7-
42 in first innings, all bowled, ten
wickets in the match, top scored
with 48 for Kent in their first
innings, and scored the winning run
in the second

AUTOGRAPHED CRICKET EPHEMERA

381 Arthur Ernest Sydney Rippon.
Somerset 1914-1937. Short
handwritten letter replying to a
request for an autograph. Nicely
signed by Rippon and dated 28th
May 1934. The letter laid down to
card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph and a Somerset
centenary collectors’ card, both of
Rippon. G/VG - cricket £20/30

382 George Edward Hunt. Somerset
1921-1931. Single page handwritten
letter written and signed by Hunt to
an advertiser in ‘The Cricketer’
enquiring about the provenance of a
bat in his possession. The letter laid
down to album page and trimmed.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of Hunt. G - cricket £20/30

383 Claud Neville Woolley.
Gloucestershire & Northamptonshire
1909-1931. Signature on piece ‘C.N.
Woolley Late Northants’, sold with a
covering letter written by Woolley’s
daughter dated 25th March 1946.
Also a Wills cigarette card of
Woolley from the second series of
‘Cricketers’, issued 1929, and a small
mono photograph of Woolley
walking out to bat. G - cricket 

£20/30

384 Albert Edward Lawton. Derbyshire &
Lancashire 1900-1914. Handwritten
single page letter from Lawton,
dated 18th January 1947, replying
to a cricket enthusiast in which he
refers to his occasional contributions
to ‘Sports Special’ on the radio. He
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also looks forward to the coming
1947 season with hopes for
Derbyshire, ‘as they will have the
assistance of the very good all round
player George Pope’. Sold with  a
‘Nostalgia Reprint’ Imperial Tobacco
cigarette card of Lawton. VG -
cricket £80/120

385 Cecil John Burditt Wood.
Leicestershire 1896-1923.
Handwritten single page letter from
Wood, dated 1944, replying to a
request for his autograph. ‘It is a
pleasure to oblige & to know you are
so keen on Cricketers Autographs’.
Folds and some ageing, otherwise G
- cricket £80/120

386 Norman Foster Armstrong.
Leicestershire 1919-1939.
Handwritten single page letter from
Armstrong, replying to a request of
an old bat to add to the
correspondent’s collection. ‘I regret
that at the moment, I have not one
old bat left. However during the
season to come, as soon as I have
finished with a bat, I will certainly
send it to you...’. Sold with two
mono photographs of Armstrong.
G/VG - cricket £25/35

387 William Ewart Astill. Leicestershire &
England 1906-1939. Handwritten
single page letter from Astill to a
Master Malyon which he had
received whilst on active duty. The
letter signed ‘W.E. Astill. Capt’. Sold
with four mono copy photographs
and a ‘Godfrey Phillips’ cigarette
card of Astill. G/VG - cricket 

£25/35

388 Samuel Coe. Leicestershire 1896-
1923. Handwritten single page
‘Forces Letter’ from Coe to a Mr
Coldham with content relating to
leicestershire's performances in the
early part of the 1946 season, and
their lack of a home ground. ‘I
thought it best to wait till the cricket
season started, then I could write
you about the game you are so
interested in... We haven’t got a
strong team just now, but the lads
are doing very well this season... We
have not got a County Ground at
Leicester at present as the lease was
up during the war...’. Signed by Coe
and dated 26th May 1946 during
their match in Leeds against
Yorkshire. Sold with a Taddy & Co
reproduction cigarette card of Coe.

G/VG - cricket £60/80

389 Robert Elliott Storey Wyatt.
Warwickshire, Worcestershire &
England 1923-1951. Handwritten
single page letter from Wyatt to
John Arlott with fascinating insights
comparing the bowling speeds of
Constantine and Larwood. ‘It is true
that I played against Constantine in
1928 when he was bowling at his
fastest and I think the fastest I ever
saw was at Folkestone in a festival
match that year in the second
innings on a fast pitch but even then
his speed was not the equal of
Larwood... I asked Woolley who was
the fastest he had ever played
against and without any hesitation
he said Larwood was a good yard
faster than any and he played
against Kortright etc. To describe a
bowler as yards faster is, of course,
quite incorrect as a yard is a
measurement of distance not
speed... Wisden ought to know
better!’. Signed ‘Yours ever, Bob’.
Sold with two small photographs of
Wyatt (one signed) and a Player’s
cigarette card of Wyatt. VG - cricket 

£80/120

390 John Shields. Leicestershire 1906-
1923. Handwritten single page letter
from Shields agreeing to send his bat
to the correspondent ‘at the end of
this season. I only play village cricket
these days so one bat lasts 2
seasons’. Sold with a Taddy & Co
reproduction cigarette card of Coe.
G/VG - cricket £60/80

391 George Brown. Hampshire &
England 1908-1933. Handwritten
single page letter from Brown to
John Arlott, dated 23rd December
1960, thanking Arlott for the gift of
‘8 tins of tobacco’. He goes on to
describe his own ill-health and that
of his wife. Sold with an original
press photograph of Brown walking
on to the field in wicket keeping
attire and two other copy
photographs of Brown. G/VG -
cricket £70/90

392 Alfred Powell Rawlins Hawtin.
Northamptonshire 1908-1930.
Handwritten single page letter from
Hawtin, dated 30th November
1961, replying to an enquiry about
another former Northants player, L.J.
Davies. Sold with a trimmed copy
photograph of Hawtin. G/VG - 

cricket £40/60

Hawtin was Chairman of Northants
from 1945 to 1953. Davies played
six matches for the County from
1919 to 1921

393 Edward Pearson Hewetson.
Warwickshire & Oxford University
1919-1927. Handwritten single
page letter written and signed by
Hewetson, dated 23rd January
1964, confirming details of his
attendance at a dinner at which he
was to give an address. Sold with an
original mono photograph of
Hewetson in bowling pose. G/VG -
cricket £40/60

Hewetson made his debut for
Warwickshire age 17 with two full
years at school still to complete

394 George Alfred Turner Vials.
Northamptonshire 1905-1922.
Handwritten single page letter from
Vials replying to a request for an
autograph. Nicely signed by Vials
and dated 16th June 1956. Sold with
two mono copy photographs and a
reproduction Imperial Tobacco
cigarette card of Vials. G/VG -
cricket £40/60

395 Thomas Edgar Manning.
Northamptonshire 1906-1922.
Handwritten single page letter on
headed notepaper from Manning
replying to a request for an
autograph. ‘So nice of you to want
my autograph in your collection as I
thought people had forgotten that I
ever played cricket.’ Nicely signed by
Manning ‘President of
Northamptonshire C.C.C.’ and dated
1st November 1954. Sold with a
printed copy photograph of
Manning. G/VG - cricket £40/60

396 Brian Henry Belle, Essex & Oxford
University 1935-1938. Hand written
two page letter replying to a request
for an autograph. Belle refers to his
playing days for Essex, ‘Perhaps the
memory I treasure most is when we
bowled out Yorkshire (top dogs
then) for 31 & 99, & I shared a
partnership of over 150 with
Maurice Nichols’. Signed and dated
21st October 1987. Sold with a
mono copy photograph of Belle.
G/VG - cricket £25/35
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397 Thomas Atkinson Higson, Oxford
University, Derbyshire & Lancashire
1892-1923. Typed single page letter
on ‘Swire & Higson Solicitors’
headed paper replying to a request
for an autograph. The letter dated
6th June 1934 and signed twice in
ink by Higson, is laid down to album
page. Sold with a small mono copy
photograph of Higson. G - cricket 

£25/35

398 Peter Earnshaw Murray-Willis,
Worcestershire & Northamptonshire
1935-1946. Hand written two page
letter, dated 1984, on ‘Russell Wood
& Co (Stockbrokers)‘ headed paper
in which Murray-Willis relates his
cricketing memories, ‘I first of all
played a lot of cricket for the County
of my birth, but not first class,
Warwickshire... for the Second XI in
the days of R.E.S. Wyatt... Dollery,
Ord, Hill & many others...
Worcestershire asked me to open in
the absence of C.F. Walters and I
jumped at it’. Sold with a small mono
copy photograph of Murray-Willis.
G - cricket £30/40

399 William Eric Hollies, Warwickshire &
England 1932-1957. Hand written
single page letter replying to a
request for an autograph. Signed
and dated 19th May 1944, ‘I hope it
will not be too long before you are
watching your favourites again’.
Sold with an original mono ‘Sport &
General’ press photograph of Hollies
in cricket attire etc. G/VG - cricket 

£25/35

Hollies famously bowled Don
Bradman for a duck in Bradman’s
last Test innings at The Oval in 1948

400 John Sydney Buller, Yorkshire &
Worcestershire 1930-1946. Hand
written single page letter to ‘Ron’
(?Yeomans, Chairman, The Council
of Cricket Societies) writing to
express thanks for his membership
of the newly formed Northern
Cricket Society. Signed and dated
13th November 1958. Sold with an
original mono ‘Reuter’ press
photograph of Buller in umpire attire
etc. G/VG - cricket £30/40

Buller became a first class umpire in
1951 and died while officiating in
the match between Warwickshire
and Nottinghamshire at Edgbaston
in 1970 

401 Dennis Brooks. Northamptonshire &
England, 1934-1959. Hand written
two page letter thanking the
correspondent for congratulating
Brooks on his appointment as
Captain of Northants. Signed and
dated 7th March 1954. Sold with
three original mono press
photographs of Brooks, one signed
(signature faded). Also one copy
photograph. G/VG - cricket £30/50

Brooks was Captain of Northants
from 1954 to 1957

402 Albert George Robinson.
Northamptonshire, 1937-1946.
Hand written letter apologising for
the delay in responding to a request
for Robinson’s autograph in 1984.
Sold with a mono copy photograph
of Robinson in bowling pose. G -
cricket £20/30

403 Gahmini Ryle Johannes de Soysa.
Oxford University & Ceylon, 1938-
1945. Hand written note in black
ink, ‘Thank you for your letter, and
the very flattering request it
contained’. Nicely signed and dated
11th July 1940. Sold with a small
mono copy photograph of de Soysa.
G/VG - cricket £25/35

404 Peter Geoffrey Foster. Oxford
University & Kent, 1936-1946. Hand
written two page letter in ink
replying to an enquiry regarding
photographs of Foster. He looks
forward to watching Leicestershire
play Kent at Canterbury, ‘Curiously
enough it was against Leicester that
I got my one and only hundred for
Kent in 1939 - but it was away from
home’. Foster also refers to his
taking over the Presidency of Kent
C.C.C. Nicely signed and dated 14th
March 1991. G - cricket £20/30

405 Arthur Hugh ‘Podge’ Brodhurst.
Cambridge University,
Gloucestershire & M.C.C. 1937-
1951. Hand written small single
page letter in ink. ‘Those pre war
years were happy & carefree - and
no reverse sweeps! I was also lucky
to to go on MCC tour to Canada in
1951 under Walter Robins with John
Thompson who was my best man!’
Signed ‘Podge Brodhurst’, undated.
G - cricket £15/25

406 Guy Longfield Willatt. Cambridge
University, Nottinghamshire,
Scotland & Derbyshire, 1938-1956.

Hand written note in ink on
Pocklington School headed paper to
Mr Coldham relating to a manuscript
for an article written by Willatt, ‘I
enclose ‘Cricket and the Arts’
having, I think reduced it to about
the length you require... my
secretary who has typed both
versions tells me that I have spoilt
it!’. Sold with three mono copy
photographs of Willatt. G - cricket 

£25/35

407 Rollo John Oliver ‘Jack’ Meyer.
Cambridge University, Somerset &
M.C.C., 1927-1950. Hand written
plain postcard from Meyer. ‘Regret
Coronation Day impossible, but can
offer a very good substitute, W.
Holmes c/o me’. Signed and dated
4th May 1937. Sold with a mono
‘Sport & General’ press photograph
of Meyer in cricket attire at Lord’s in
1938. G - cricket £30/40

408 Hon. Charles John Lyttelton,
Worcestershire & M.C.C., 1932-
1939. A wonderful hand written two
page letter, dated 24th March,
written in 1946, from Lyttelton
replying to a letter, originally
addressed to C.J. Lyttelton’s uncle,
Charles Frederick Lyttelton, from Mr
Coldham. ‘I am taking the liberty of
replying to it. C.F. died in 1931, and
it was his son, Antony, who was
killed in this war whilst serving with
the Grenadier Guards... a great
fellow and a most promising
cricketer’. He continues by
describing his demobilisation ‘and
am settling down to fruit farming in
this beautiful corner of
Worcestershire’ and goes on to look
forward to the forthcoming cricket
season - the first after WWII, ‘They
are starting to prepare the County
Ground for a season’s cricket:- we
play the Indian touring team in their
first match;- it will be curious to have
our old star, the Nawab of Pataudi
playing against us instead of for us.’
Finally, Lyttelton reminisces about
how ‘The war hit our amateurs hard.
Roger Human died in the Middle
East, Bert Crisp had his right arm so
shattered that he will never bowl
again, and Cedric Humphries was
killed during the Rhine crossing. Still,
one is proud to think that, but for
such as they, there would have been
no more cricket, and that cricket,
and that the antithesis of all that
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cricket stands for would have
triumphed.’ A poignant reflection of
the period. Sold with three copy
photographs of Lyttelton. VG - 
cricket £70/100

C.J. Lyttelton succeeded as 10th
Viscount Cobham in July 1949

409 John David Benbow ‘Jack’
Robertson. Middlesex & England.,
1927-1950. Hand written single
page letter, dated 10th March, year
unknown, confirming his arrival for
an event. Also a colour postcard of
Lord’s Father Time, with a message
from Robertson reminiscing on his
cricketing achievements, including
‘my first County match v Sussex at
Lord’s 1938 - managed 85 which set
me up. The Test 100 v New Zealand
at Lord’s 1949, and in the same year
the 331 not out scored in one day on
that beautiful ground at Worcester’.
Sold with three original mono press
photographs of Robertson and one
copy photograph. G/VG - cricket 

£30/40

410 Worcestershire C.C.C. 1939. Official
scorecard for the match played v
Essex at the Chelmsford Cricket
Ground, 27th-30th May 1939. Sold
with a hand written letter from
Vernon Grimshaw of Worcestershire
replying to a request for his
autograph, with comments on the
match and his own cricketing record.
Also includes copy photographs of
Grimshaw, Bull and Buller of
Worcestershire. Pencil annotations
(regarding Bull and Buller) to
scorecard, otherwise G/VG - cricket 

£30/40

The match was marred by the tragic
car accident over the weekend of
the match, in which Worcestershire
players Charlie Bull died and Syd
Buller injured and unable to take
any further part. Despite this, the
game was played out with Essex
winning by 295 runs

411 Donald John Knight. Surrey, Oxford
University & England, 1911-1937.
Hand written two page letter to
Brian Bassano, cricket author and
collector, replying to a request for a
signed photograph. The letter is
dated 18th August 1957. G/VG -
cricket £30/40

412 Henry Dudley Gresham Leveson-
Gower, Oxford University, Surrey &

England, 1893-1920. Typed single
page letter from Leveson-Gower to
A.J. Phillips, Manager of the New
Zealand touring party of 1949,
dated 22nd September 1949. ‘I am
so sorry that I was unable as I had
hoped to come and see you off at St.
Pancras tomorrow... the more I see
of you and your Team the more sorry
I am at your departing’. Signed in ink
‘Shrimp’. G/VG - cricket £40/60

413 John Berry ‘Jack’ Hobbs, Surrey &
England, 1905-1934. Hand written
single page letter from Hobbs to a
Mr Twitchin, apologising for having
to cancel an engagement. ‘It was
very silly of me - and my wife- for
we both forgot that we are going to
Cambridge next weekend... I hope
you will forgive me and still wish me
another 100 centuries’. Signed by
Hobbs and dated 29th November
1926. Two file holes and folds,
otherwise G/VG - cricket £40/60

414 Surrey C.C.C. Three handwritten
letters, from Sandham, Long and
Bedser, replying to requests for
signatures of Surrey players in the
1970s & 1980s. Letters include one
from Alec Bedser written in 1988 in
which he comments ‘The Pakistan
affair was sad. Afraid we have been
too easy on our players’. G - cricket 

£30/50

415 Edward George Wynyard.
Hampshire & England, 1878-1908.
Short hand written note in ink on
M.C.C. headed notepaper regarding
some ‘valuable autographs’. ‘My leg
is so much better I mean to have a
practice today’. G/VG - cricket 

£80/120

416 Lord Hawke. Yorkshire & England,
1881-1911. Short hand written note
in ink on Wighill Park headed
notepaper. Nicely signed ‘Hawke’.
G/VG - cricket £100/150

417 Younis Ahmed Mohammad, Surrey,
Worcestershire & Pakistan, 1961-
1987. Single page hand written
letter replying to a letter congratu-
lating him on his recent marriage.
Signed in a rare earlier name ‘Mohd
Younis’ and dated 1st May 1966.
G/VG. Unusual - cricket £40/60

Mohammad Younis was latterly
better known as Younis Ahmed

418 M.S. Rajappa. Mysore, 1968-1973.
Single page typed ‘thank you’ letter
for the wedding gift of photographs
and autographs of ‘eminent
Cricketers of the World’. Signed i in
ink by Rajappa and dated 7th June
1973. G - cricket £25/35

419 Wilfred Rhodes. Yorkshire &
England, 1898-1930. Short hand
written letter on ‘Bog Hall’ headed
note paper. ‘Many thanks for your
letter containing good wishes &
many happy returns of the day’.
Nicely signed in ink by Rhodes. VG -
cricket £100/150

420 A.G. Satvinder Singh. Madras,
c1970s. Single page typed letter
replying to a request for a signed
photograph. Signed in ink by Singh
and dated 12th June 1973. G -
cricket £25/35

Satvinder Singh was a destructive
middle order batsman, whose
promising career was cut short by a
knee injury suffered in a car accident

421 Lord Harris. Oxford University, Kent
& England, 1871-1911. Two page
hand written letter to George
Brooking, cricket journalist and
collector. ‘As a matter of fact I’ve
had no instructions from the Board
of Control: I understand they passed
a resolution “suggesting” that I
should go next winter: but I have
received no communication from
them as yet’. Signed in ink by Harris,
date unknown. VG - cricket 

£100/150

422 William Gilbert Grace, 1890. Single
page hand written letter to W.H.
Laverton with references to his
beagles . Nicely signed by Grace and
dated 4th December 1890(?). VG -
cricket £250/350

Grace captained W.H. Laverton’s XI
against the Australians at Westbury,
15th-17th May 1890, leading them
to victory by 181 runs. W.G Grace
was a keen Beagler when he came to
London in 1900 he joined the
Worcester Park Beagles 

423 Walter Reginald Hammond.
Gloucestershire & England, 1920-
1951. Two page hand written letter
to ‘Kitty’, a lady friend. ‘Good Lord,
I am most awfully pleased to hear
from you and should love to meet
you and make a fuss of you in
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London’. Nicely signed ‘Wally
Hammond’, undated. G/VG - cricket

£100/150

424 Charles Burgess Fry. Oxford
University, Sussex, Hampshire &
England, 1920-1951. Two page
hand written letter to a Mr Bacon in
which he remembers ‘playing for
Corinthians v Notts County at Trent
Bridge... Southampton played Notts
Forest in a Cup-tie but at Tottenham.
A semi final’. Nicely signed ‘C.B. Fry’
and dated 3rd July 1940. Minor
foxing, otherwise G/VG - cricket 

£100/150

425 Kumar Shri Ranjitsinhji. Cambridge
University, Sussex & England, 1893-
1920. Two page circular letter sent
from Ranjitsinhji to Princes asking for
overdue contributions towards the
costs for souvenirs purchased for a
banquet held for the Maharajah of
Bikaner. Signed in ink by Ranjitsinhji
and dated 15th October 1919. G.
Rare - cricket £100/150

426 Keith Miller, Australia. Hand written
one page letter to John regarding
some photographs. Signed by Miller
and dated 28th June 1980. Written
in England while Miller was visiting
for the Australian tour. G/VG 

£30/50

427 George Oswald Browning Allen.
Hand written one page letter to the
cricket historian, James Coldham. ‘I
would be pleased to do my best to
help you with your Tribute to Lord
Harris. I played virtually no cricket
with him but knew him in my early
days at Lords’. Nicely signed ‘Gubby
Allen’, dated 14th November, year
unknown. G/VG - cricket £25/35

428 F.S. Ashley-Cooper. Hand written
one page letter to the famous
illustrator and cricket author, James
Thorpe regarding a list of cricketing
publications and menus in his
possession, ‘... there are probably
few copies of them in this country.
Nicely signed by Ashley-Cooper,
dated 11th April 1928. G - cricket 

£80/120

429 Clarrie Grimmett, Australia. Typed
single page Air Mail letter from
David Frith, then Editor of The
Cricketer to Grimmett regarding the
delay in Grimmett receiving a
cheque. Signed by Frith and dated
26th February 1973. Also, two draft

letters written by Grimmett in reply
to Frith acknowledging receipt of the
cheque, one draft signed by
Grimmett. Grimmett refers to
Wilfred Rhodes, ‘He was a great
cricketer & I had already spoken
highly of him in a talk I did for the
South African Broadcasting
Commission. His bowling at The
Oval in 1926 won the game for
England!’. G - cricket £40/60

430 Gilbert Laird Jessop. Gloucestershire,
Oxford University & England, 1894-
1914. Hand written single page
letter in reply to an enquiry asking
for a recommendation for a
publisher. ‘Have you tried Christy &
Moore... They did my book -
Cricketers Log - I’m not greatly
enamoured of them - they put my
cricket syndicated stuff into the hand
of a woman partner - who did not
know a bat from a ball’. Signed
‘Jessopus’. Dated 3rd January, year
unknown. G/VG - cricket £80/120

431 Charles Aubrey Smith. Cambridge
University, Sussex & England, 1882-
1896. Hand written single page
letter to Arthur Langford of The
Cricketer, acknowledging receipt of
two copies of the magazine. He also
refers to a letter he had received the
previous day ‘from ‘Plum’ (Warner),
which was most interesting & will
require a clear hour to answer’.
Nicely signed ‘C. Aubrey Smith’.
Dated 30th October 1934. G/VG -
cricket £80/120

432 Lord Hawke. Yorkshire & England,
1881-1911. Short hand written note
on a plain postcard. Nicely signed
‘Hawke’. Dated 18th May 1920.
Adhesive damage to address side,
otherwise G - cricket £50/80

433 Wilfred Wooller. Cambridge
University & Glamorgan, 1935-
1962. Typed letter on official
Glamorgan C.C.C. headed paper.
The letter from Wooller, in his
capacity as Joint-Secretary, to Gerald
Brodribb, cricket historian, replying
to a request from Brodribb to
research the County archive. Nicely
signed in ink by Wooller, dated 17th
January 1949. G/VG - cricket 

£25/35

434* Frank Laver. Victoria & Australia
1891-1912 and Vernon Ransford.
Victoria & Australia 1903-1928.

Excellent two page letter written by
Laver, but from them both, to Mrs
Warner (Plum Warner’s Wife), the
letter dated 18th December 1911
and headed ‘Sydney Cricket
Ground’. ‘We desire to apologise
from our lack of gallantry on
Saturday last. When we mentioned
to our friends the fact that you paid
for the taxi in which we drove to the
ground, they immediately remarked
that we ought to be ashamed of
ourselves and forthwith took up a
collection to defray the amount so as
to return it to you. We were not able
to gather sufficient in coin and
stamps and tram tickets and other
articles of a commercial value so we
made up the balance with a ‘wee o
u’ trusting that later we may be in a
position to redeem it. Trusting you
will accept our apologies’. Nicely
signed in ink by Ransford and Laver.
The two page ‘Wee o u’ and original
envelope accompanies the letter and
is again signed by Ransford, Laver
and Australian Umpire, Robert
Crockett. A rare and interesting
letter from this early tour. VG -
cricket £600/800

435 Surrey C.C.C. 1896. Hand written
single page letter on Surrey C.C.C.
headed note paper from C.W.
Alcock, Secretary of Surrey to E.G.
‘Teddy’ Wynyard. The letter, dated
8th August 1896, was written
immediately prior to Wynyard’s
debut for England in the third Test
match v Australia played at The
Oval, 10th-12th August 1896. In the
letter he appears to be offering to
keep two tickets for Wynyard if not
selected. G - cricket £250/350

Charles William Alcock served as
Secretary of Surrey, 1872 to 1907.
He arranged the first cricket Test
Match to be played in England,
England against Australia at the
Kennington Oval in 1880. He also
edited the Cricket newspaper for
almost a quarter of a century, and
edited James Lillywhite’s Cricketers’
Annual from 1872 to 1900.

436 Lord’s and the M.C.C. 1936 to 1950.
Large and impressive leather bound
autograph book containing
autographs of touring teams,
representative teams, individuals and
guests who played or were guests at
Lord’s during the period including



some war-time coverage. The
signatures, all beautifully and boldly
signed in ink, were collected by G.
Portman who may well have been a
doormen or dressing room attendant
in the pavilion at Lord’s during the
period. The signatures include the
Indian touring team of 1936, twenty
signatures including the Maharaj
Kumar of Vizianagram (Cpt),
Mustaq Ali, Merchant, Banerjee,
Nayudu, Wazar Ali, Nissar, Jai,
Gopalain, Elahi etc, the page also
signed by G.J.V. Weigall (Kent 1891-
1903), the South African touring
team to England 1935, fourteen
signatures including Wade, Mitchell,
Nourse, Crisp, Siedle, Vincent,
Dalton, Viljoen, Cameron, Rowan,
Bell etc, the outgoing M.C.C.
touring team to Australia 1936/37,
thirteen signatures including Allen
(Cpt), Leyland, Hammond,
Worthington, Wyatt, Farnes,
Hardstaff, Voce, Duckworth etc, the
Australian touring team to England
1938, fourteen signatures including
Bradman (Cpt), McCabe,
Chipperfield, Fingleton, Barnett,
O’Reilly, Hassett, Fleetwood-Smith,
McCormick, Waite etc,  guests who
attended the M.C.C. Dinner in June
1938 including Baldwin of Baldwin,
Home Gordon, Leveson Gower
(Surrey & England 1895-1920),
Troughton, Stanley Christopherson
(Kent & England 1883-1890),
Wykeham Stanley Cornwallis. (Kent
1919-1926), E.R.T. Holmes, (Surrey
& England 1924-1955), R.S. Rait
Kerr, Secretary of M.C.C.W. Findlay,
Ronnie Aird, (Hampshire 1920-
1938), Viscount Cobham, J.J. Astor,
President of M.C.C., Lord Somers,
Lord Suffield,  George Allison
(Arsenal F.C. Manager 1930’s) etc,
members of the 141st Officer Cadet
Training Unit, Royal Engineers,
based at Lord’s??? c1940 including
R.S. Rait Kerr, Sir Pelham Warners XI
v West Indies, June 1940, seventeen
signatures from the two teams
including Heane, Robins, Hutton, D.
Compton, Farnes, Valentine, Brown,
Allen, L. Compton (playing for the
West Indies), Eytle (signed twice),
Constantine, Nicholson, Emptage,
Ford, St. Hill etc, Guests who
attended the London County
Council A.R.P. Services v Home
Guard, London District matches in
June 1942 and 1943 including P.F.

Warner, Lord’s Luncheon Room
March 1946, signatures include
Webster Booth, Anne Ziegler, Olive
Groves (all singer’s) etc, All India
1946, eleven signatures including
Hazare, Sarwate, Mustaq Ali,
Nayudu, Sarwate, Banerjee,
Nimbalkar etc, Guests attending the
Army v R.A.F. match at Lord’s in July
1946 including Air Chief Marshall
Trenchard etc, the outgoing M.C.C.
touring team to Australia 1946/47,
fourteen signatures including
Hutton, Hammond, Edrich,
Compton, Evans, Gibb, Langridge,
Voce etc, the South African touring
team to England 1947, nineteen
signatures including Melville,
Mitchell, Nourse, Mann, Lindsay,
Rowan, Dawson, Fullerton etc, the
outgoing M.C.C. touring team to
South Africa 1948/49, ten signatures
including Mann, Palmer, Young,
Hutton, Compton, Jenkins, Simpson
etc, the outgoing M.C.C. touring
team to Australia 1950/51, fifteen
signatures including Brown, Hutton,
Washbrook, Close, Hollies, Bailey,
Evans, Knight, Bedser etc, the New
Zealand touring team to England
1949, fifteen signatures including
Hadlee, Sutcliffe, Donnelly, Cowie,
Burke, Wallace, Reid, Cave etc, The
ink signature of Prince Phillip, the
M.C.C. President, signed at the
M.C.C. Dinner of 1949 and fourteen
members of the West Indian touring
party to England 1950 including
Weekes, Walcott, Stollmeyer,
Gomez, Valentine, Ramadhin,
Christiani, Williams, Rae, Jones,
Pierre etc. Individual signatures
include A.P.F. Chapman, Ian Peebles,
W.A. Woodfull (Australian Captain
1934), Patsy Hendren, Alexander of
Tunis, Robertson Hare, Duke of
Norfolk, Boris Karloff, Owen Nares
(actor), Field Marshall Alexander of
Tunis, N. Haig, Robertson Hare
(actor), Albert Victor Alexander First
Lord of the Admiralty, Duke of
Norfolk, Lavina Norfolk, Clement
Attlee (Prime Minister 1945-1951),
F.H. Gillingham, C.Aubrey-Smith,
W.R. Hammond, Norman Birkett,
R.E.S. Wyatt etc. The album with
loss to spine otherwise in very good
condition. An excellent archive of
signatures very nicely signed at
Lord’s, on large album pages -
cricket £1000/1500

437 Army XI v R.A.F. XI, 1941. Official
four page programme for the Inter-
Services match played at Niagara
Grounds, Sheffield on Sunday 29th
June 1941. Signed to the centre
pages by over twenty players and
officials. Signatures in ink and pencil
include Leyland, Smailes, Wright,
Astill, King from the Army, and
Matthews, Hubble, Washbrook,
Parks, Yarnold, Gregory for the
R.A.F. Slight cracking to hinge,
otherwise G/VG. Sold with an
original mono press Sport & General
photograph of Matthews of
Glamorgan, captain of the R.A.F.
side - cricket £100/150

The match, which was well
represented by Test and County
players on both sides, was won by
the R.A.F. by seven wickets

438 West of England v  Royal Australian
Air Force, 1944. Original rare small
printed handbill listing the two
teams for the match played at
Clifton College, Bristol on 9th
September 1944. Signed to verso by
eight Australian players and three
from the West. Notable Australian
signatures include Keith Miller
(Victoria, New South Wales &
Australia), Bill Baker (Victoria), Mick
Roper (New South Wales), Bob
Christophani (New South Wales)
and Ross Stanford (South Australia).
Tape repairs and loss, otherwise in
fair condition. Sold with an original
mono photograph  of the West of
England team who played against
the R.A.F on 3rd June 1944 at
Gloucester. Players featured include
Wyatt, Lyon, Sinfield, Neale and
Wilson of Gloucestershire, Santall of
Warwickshire, Gibbons of
Worcestershire, also Wally
Hammond who captained the R.A.F.,
another small mono photograph of
Hammond with G.O.J. Elliott,
secretary of The West, and two copy
scorecards from the matches.
Generally good condition - cricket 

£130/160

439 Australian tour of England 1956.
Official P&O souvenir tour brochure
for the Australian tour of England.
Printed in Sydney. Pictorial green
and gold covers with pen pictures,
fixtures, advertising to inside pages.
Signed in ink to pen pictures by all
seventeen members of the
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Australian touring team. Signatures
include I. Johnson, Benaud, Miller,
Craig, Davidson, Harvey, Lindwall,
Wilson, Maddocks, McDonald etc.
Minor stains to front covers, staples
rusted, one page detached, owner’s
name annotated to front cover. G -
cricket £100/150

440 A.J. Rich scrapbook, 1896-1913. A
scrapbook containing a large
collection of scorecards, press
cuttings, concert programmes,
dinner menus, etc relating to
Cambridgeshire cricket and Camden
C.C. for whom Rich played regularly.
Includes a Complimentary Dinner
Menu to Jack Hobbs held by the
Cambridgeshire Cricket Association
at the Lion Hotel, Cambridge, 23rd
April 1912. The menu features a
mono printed photograph of Hobbs,
and has been profusely signed to the
front and inside cover by attendees.
Signatures in pencil include that of
Hobbs, F.R. Foster and Tom
Hayward. Front hinge broken, wear
and loos to spine and covers,
otherwise in fair condition - cricket 

£500/700

Rich played cricket for
Cambridgeshire and was a founder
member of the Cambridge Cricket
Association in 1889

441 First M.C.C. Tour to South Africa,
1905/06. Very rare original four
page dinner menu given to the
M.C.C. touring party held at the
Hotel Imperial, Pretoria, 6th January
1906. The front cover features an
exquisite art deco-style embossed
design of a lady admiring a flower,
sunlight in the background and floral
borders. The menu is signed to the
inside pages by thirteen members of
the M.C.C. team. Signatures in black
ink are Warner (Captain), Haigh,
Relf, Hayes, Board, Lees, Denton,
Fane, Blythe, Crawford, Leveson-
Gower, Moon and Hartley. Lacking
the signature of Wynyard, who
returned to England early due to
illness. The South African XI who
played in the first Test at
Johannesburg are also listed in ink.
Minor ageing and staining to edges,
1” split to lower fold, otherwise
good condition. A scarce menu in
this signed form - cricket 

£800/1200 

The Dinner was held on the evening

of the first days play in the tour
match at Pretoria. South Africa won
the first Test by one wicket

442 South Africa, 1967. Three single
page menu cards, all for different
days or meals, for the Park View
Hotel, Durban 19th-20th January
1967 during the third Test against
Australia. Signed to the verso of one
menu by seventeen members of the
South African squad. Signatures
include Barlow, G. Pollock, P.
Pollock, Goddard, Proctor, Bacher,
Lindsay, Lance etc. Small tear to one
edge of the signed menu, some
creasing, otherwise G - cricket 

£70/100

South Africa won by eight wickets

443 Australian Tour to England, 1964.
Official tour itinerary issued by the
Australian Board of Control. Signed
in ink to the back page by all
seventeen players and to the front
by the Treasurer, J.A. Ledward.
Players’ signatures include Simpson
(Captain), Booth, Connolly, Grout,
Jarman, O’Neill, Redpath, Veivers
etc. G/VG - cricket £100/150

444 Surrey C.C.C. 1938. Official folding
menu given ‘to E.R.T. Holmes and
the Surrey County Team 1938’.
Nicely signed to the front and back
in black ink by thirty eight players
and hosts. Players signatures include
Holmes, Leveson-Gower, Brown,
Knight, Hobbs, McIntyre, Strudwick,
Sandham, Gover, Fishlock, Gregory
etc. Includes Sandy Tait, former
Spurs player and member of the
1901 Cup Final team. Minor ageing
and foxing, otherwise G. Rare -
cricket 

£120/160

445 William Territt Greswell. Somerset
1908-1930. Headed notepaper
signed by Greswell in black ink,
dated 6th June 1934. Horizontal and
vertical folds not affecting the
signature, otherwise G/VG - cricket 

£25/35

446 Northamptonshire C.C.C.
Handwritten piece listing four
centuries scored by W.H. Denton
including 230no v Essex at Leyton
1913. Nicely signed by Denton. Also
a piece signed by twin brother, J.S.
Denton, and another of A.P.R.
Hawtin - cricket £50/70

447 C.J.B. Wood. Leicestershire, 1896-
1923. Signature in ink on piece laid
down to card. Nicely signed. G/VG -
cricket £20/30

448 A.E. Knight. Leicestershire &
England, 1895-1912. Signature in
ink on piece laid down to card.
Nicely signed. G/VG - cricket 

£20/30

449 A.T. Sharp. Leicestershire, 1908-
1935. Signature in ink on piece laid
down to card. Nicely signed. G/VG -
cricket £20/30

450 R.T. Crawford. Leicestershire, 1901-
1911. Signature in ink on piece laid
down to card. Nicely signed. G/VG -
cricket £20/30

451 W. Shipman. Leicestershire, 1908-
1921. Signature in ink on piece laid
down to card. Nicely signed. G/VG -
cricket £20/30

452 W.E. Astill. Leicestershire & England,
1906-1939. Signature in ink on
piece laid down to card. Sold with
Taddy & Co reprint cigarette card of
Astill. G/VG - cricket £20/30

453 J. Shields. Leicestershire, 1906-1923.
Signature in ink on piece laid down
to card. Nicely signed. G/VG -
cricket £20/30

454 V.F.S. Crawford. Surrey &
Leicestershire, 1896-1910. Signature
in ink on piece laid down to card.
G/VG - cricket £20/30

455 Archibald Campbell MacLaren.
Lancashire & England, 1890-1914.
Pencil signature on piece laid down
to card. G - cricket £80/120

456 Kumar Shri Ranjitsinhji. Cambridge
University, Sussex & England, 1893-
1920. Ink signature on piece laid
down to card. G - cricket £80/120

457 George Brown. Hampshire &
England, 1908-1933. Original mono
photograph,  laid down to small
album page, of Brown in batting
pose. The page nicely signed in ink
by Brown. Creasing and trimming to
photograph, otherwise. G - cricket 

£30/50

458 Australian autographs. A collection
of over eighty signatures, the
majority modern, on small cards and
pieces, some laid down. Signatures
include Stackpole, Rackemann,
O’Keefe, Moody, Matthews, Marsh,
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McCosker, Lawson, Laird etc. G/VG
- cricket £50/80

459 Kent autographs. 1900 onwards. A
collection of twenty signatures, on
small cards and pieces, some laid
down. Signatures include Mann,
Collins, Cornwallis, Harding, Hubble,
Jones, Fairservice, Mordaunt,
Pretlove, Seymour, Solbe etc. G/VG
- cricket £60/90

460 Somerset autographs. 1892-1930s.
Album page with six signatures from
the 1928 Somerset team, sold with
fourteen individual pencil signatures
on pieces, some laid down to card.
Signatures include White, Ingle,
Deane, Lewis, Poyntz, Key, Chidgey,
Hale etc. G - cricket £50/70

461 Middlesex autographs. 1891
onwards. Thirteen signatures ink
signatures on pieces, some laid
down to card and pages. Signatures
include Saville, Newman, Murrell,
Mordaunt, Hunt, Henley, Gilman,
E.A.Beldam etc. G - cricket £60/90

462 Derbyshire autographs. 1880
onwards. Fourteen signatures ink
signatures on pieces, some laid
down to card, some with printed
photographs. Signatures include
Alderman, Ashcroft, Bagshaw,
Davidson, Delacombe, Maynard etc.
G - cricket £60/90

463 Thomas Walter Hayward. Surrey &
England, 1893-1914. Large album
page very nicely signed in blue ink
by Hayward. Sold with a colour
postcard of Hayward in batting pose.
National Series no. 828. G/VG -
cricket £120/150

464 Hammond Allan Furlonge. Trinidad
& West Indies, 1954-1962. Postcard
size card, niceley signed in ink by
Furlonge. The card loosely laid down
to page. G/VG. Rare - cricket 

£20/30

Furlonge played three Test matches
for West Indies in 1958

465 Clifford Archibald Roach. Trinidad &
West Indies, 1923-1935. Signature
on piece laid down to card, laid
down to page. Nicely signed in ink
by Roach. G/VG - cricket £20/30

466 Norman Edgar Marshall. Barbados,
Trinidad & West Indies, 1940-1959.
Signature on card, loosely laid down
to page. Nicely signed in ink by

Marshall. G/VG - cricket £20/30

Taylor played in one Test in 1955

467 Jaswick Ossie Taylor. Trinidad &
West Indies, 1953-1960. Signature
on card, loosely laid down to page.
Nicely signed in ink by Taylor. G/VG
- cricket £20/30

Taylor played in only three Test in
1958

468 Douglas Robert Jardine, Oxford
University, Surrey & England, 1920-
1934. Album page very nicely signed
in black ink by Jardine. To the verso,
seven Yorkshire signatures c1950s
including Leadbetter, Trueman,
Appleyard, Wardle etc. G/VG -
cricket £60/80

469 Donald George Bradman. New
South Wales, South Australia &
Australia, 1927-1949. A nice
contemporary signature in ink of
Bradman on piece. Light fold and
minor ageing, otherwise G - cricket 

£40/60

470 Shane Warne. Original Australian
Five Dollar bank note, signed in ink
by Warne. G - cricket £25/35

471 Walter Brearley. Somerset & England
1902-1911. Good pencil signature
of Brearley on paper piece. G -
cricket £50/70

472 Pelham Francis Warner. Oxford
University, Middlesex & England
1894-1920. Ink signature of Warner
on paper piece laid down to card.
Vertical crease, otherwise G - cricket 

£25/35

473 Reginald Herbert Spooner.
Lancashire & England 1899-1921.
Nice ink signature of Spooner on
paper piece laid down to card. G -
cricket £25/35

474 Alec Hearne. Kent & England. 1884-
1906. Signature on piece, laid down
to another piece nicely signed in
black ink by Hearne. Odd faults,
good - cricket £40/60

475 Kumar Shri Ranjitsinhji. Cambridge
University, Sussex & England, 1893-
1920. Pencil signature on piece.
G/VG - cricket £50/70

476 George William Beldam. Middlesex
& London County, 1900-1907. Rare
early pencil signature on piece laid
down to another piece. G/VG -
cricket £50/70

Beldam became a noted photog-
rapher and artist, pioneering action
photography specialising in cricket
and golf

477 Alfred Percy Freeman, Kent &
England, 1914-1936. Official
M.C.C. Christmas card from the
M.C.C. tour of Australia 1928-29.
Signed by Freeman. Decorative
covers in M.C.C. colours. G/VG -
cricket £60/80

478 David Stuart Sheppard, Cambridge
University, Sussex & England.
Official M.C.C. Christmas card from
the M.C.C. tour of Australia and
New Zealand 1950-51. Signed
‘David’. Colour covers. Odd faults,
otherwise G - cricket £40/50

479 England tour to Australia, 1936-37.
Official M.C.C. Christmas card from
the tour. Signed in ink ‘Bill (Voce) &
Joe (Hardstaff)‘, both of
Nottinghamshire C.C.C. Decorative
covers in M.C.C. colours. G/VG -
cricket £60/80

480 England tour to Pakistan & New
Zealand, 1977-78. Official Christmas
card from the tour. Signed in ink by
eighteen members of the touring
party. Signatures include Brearley
(Captain), Boycott, Botham,
Downton, Cope, Randall, Roope,
Lever, Hendrick, Edmonds etc. The
card sent and signed by the
manager, Ken Barrington. G/VG - 

£40/60

481 England tour to Australia & India,
1979-80. Official Christmas card
from the tour. Signed in ink by
fourteen members of the touring
party. Signatures include Brearley
(Captain), Bairstow, Hendrick,
Gooch, Lever, Gower, Botham,
Taylor etc. Also signed by the
manager, Alec Bedser. From Bedser’s
own collection. G/VG - £40/60

482 ‘Players Scoring 300 runs in a Test
Innings 1877-1992. Printed card
with named spaces for twelve
signatures of triple centurions of
which eight have been signed.
Signatures in ink include Sobers,
Simpson, Hanif Mohammad, John
Edrich, Cowper, Bradman, Gooch
etc. Additionally signed by three
others, including Mark Taylor etc.
Sold with two cards individually
signed by Hutton and Sandham.
G/VG - cricket £80/120
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483 E.B. Alletson. Nottinghamshire
C.C.C. Early member’s card for the
1949 season. The folding card in
maroon board with decorative titles
to front and rear, with bound in
printed fixture lists for the 1949
season. Eight signatures to internal
pages including E.B. Alletson and
M.J. Hall of Nottinghamshire, G.
Duckworth of Lancashire etc.
Stamped number 432. Staining and
wear, rusting to staples, otherwise
fair/good condition - cricket £50/80

Ted Alletson was famous for scoring
189 in 90 minutes, the last 142
coming in 40 minutes, including 34
in one over while batting for
Nottinghamshire against Sussex at
Hove in 1911

AUTOGRAPH SHEETS, ALBUM
PAGES

484 Leicestershire C.C.C. c1910. Album
page containing signatures of seven
Leicestershire players. Signatures,
nicely signed in ink, are V.F.S.
Crawford, R.T. Crawford, Shields,
Wood, Jayes, Whitehead and
Shipman. VG - cricket £30/50

485 No lot

486 Leicestershire 1922. Album page
containing eleven signatures in ink
of the Leicestershire team.
Signatures include Fowke (Captain),
Sharp, Rudd, Taylor, King, Dawson,
Astill etc. Minor smudges to some
signatures, otherwise in good
condition. Sold with two related
original mono photographs and
other copy photographs - cricket 

£70/90

487 Leicestershire C.C.C. 1924. Album
page nicely signed in ink by all
eleven members of the Leicestershire
team that played against Notts at
Trent Bridge, 30th-31st July 1924.
Signatures include Fowke (Captain),
Taylor, Sidwell, Geary, Shipman,
Coulson, Astill etc. The page dated
‘30.7.24’. G/VG - cricket £60/80

488 Leicestershire, 1935. Large sheet
containing eleven signatures of the
Leicestershire team. Signatures,
nicely signed, in ink include Astill
(Captain), Armstrong, Marlow,
Corrall, Coleman, Shipman etc. Sold
with related ephemera. G/VG -
cricket £25/35

489 Leicestershire 1936. Small album
page containing signatures of the
Leicestershire team. Ten signatures in
pencil including Geary, Astill,
Prentice, Berry, Armstrong etc. To
the verso, five Somerset signatures in
pencil including Andrew, McRae,
Wellard etc. Horizontal fold,
otherwise G. Sold with an original
mono press photograph (trimmed)
of Les Berry walking out to bat and
other related ephemera. G - cricket 

£20/30

490 Leicestershire C.C.C. 1937. Album
page containing eleven signatures in
ink, three in pencil, of the Hampshire
team. Signatures include Walsh,
Smith, Dawkes, Astill, Flamson,
Geary and the rarer Taylor etc.
Includes the signature of Lester, on a
piece laid down to the page. To the
verso, to ink signatures, one of
Geary. Sold with a trimmed original
mono press photograph of G.L.
Berry walking out to bat and other
related ephemera. G - cricket 

£20/30

Jack Taylor played only three first
class matches for Leicestershire, all
in 1937. He also played six matches
for Scotland in the 1950s 

491 Northamptonshire, c1909. Album
page containing eleven signatures of
the Northamptonshire team.
Signatures in pencil include W.H.
Denton, J.S. Denton, Pool, Vials,
Hawtin, Buswell etc. Odd faults and
repair to top edge, otherwise G. Sold
with other related ephemera - cricket

£80/120

492 Northamptonshire C.C.C, c1910.
Large album page signed in ink by
eight Northamptonshire players.
Signatures include Ellis, Wells, G.
Thompson, Haywood, Seymour, East
etc. Album originally owned by H.G.
Backlidge who played seven matches
for Surrey, 1908-1913. The page is
signed to the verso by his brother,
Frederick and dated 25th July 1910.
Odd marks, ageing and small stains,
otherwise G - cricket £40/60

493 Northamptonshire C.C.C. 1913.
Trimmed page laid down to album
page, nicely signed in black in ink by
eleven players. Signatures include
S.G. Smith (Captain), J.S. Denton,
W.H. Denton, Woolley, Thompson,
Haywood, Wells etc. G/VG - cricket 

£100/150

494 Northamptonshire 1922. Album
page containing eight signatures in
ink of the Northamptonshire team.
Signatures are Tyler (Captain),
Hardy, Jupp, Woolley, Bellamy,
Clark, Thomas and the rarer Ripley
who played only six first class
matches. G/VG. Sold with a small
collection of related ephemera -
cricket £40/60

495 Northamptonshire 1936. Album
page containing signatures of the
Northamptonshire team. Eleven
signatures in pencil including Brown,
James, Bakewell, Timms, Cox,
Perkins etc. Sold with an original
mono press photograph of Vallance
Jupp walking out to bat and other
related ephemera. G - cricket 

£30/40

496 Northamptonshire, 1938. Album
page containing twelve signatures of
the Northamptonshire team that
played against Cambridge University
at Fenners, 14th-17th May 1938.
Signatures, nicely signed, in ink
include R.P. Nelson (Captain), James,
O’Brien, Buswell (signed twice),
Herbert, James, Partridge (signed in
pencil) etc. Includes the rarer
signature of P.J.M. Nelson. Sold with
related ephemera. G/VG - cricket 

£30/40

Peter John Mytton Nelson played
only two first class matches, one for
Northants in 1938, the other for
Kent in 1946 (strangely against
Northants in Northampton)

497 Northamptonshire, 1939. Album
page containing twelve signatures of
the Northamptonshire team.
Signatures in ink include Nelson
(Captain), Merritt, James,
Greenwood, O’Brien, Dunkley,
Herbert etc. Sold with three related
mono copy photographs. G/VG -
cricket £30/40

498 Warwickshire 1909. Large album
page containing ten signatures of
the Warwickshire team. Signatures in
ink include Pridmore, Foster,
Stephens, Santall, Quaife, Fishwick
etc. Minor ageing, creasing and
small tear to top corner, not affecting
signatures, very slight ink bleeding
to two signatures, otherwise G/VG.
Sold with a small collection of related
ephemera - cricket £200/300
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499 Warwickshire 1922. Album page
containing eleven signatures in ink
of the Warwickshire team.
Signatures include Calthorpe
(Captain), Nelson, Partridge, Santall,
Fox, Bates etc. Includes the rarer
signature of F.W. Marshall who
played only two first class matches.
G/VG. Sold with three related copy
photographs - cricket £70/90

500 Warwickshire, c1935. Large page
containing signatures of the
Warwickshire team. Fourteen
signatures in ink including Wyatt
(Captain), Santall, Croom, Kilner,
Mayer, Wilmot, Dollery, Ord etc.
Includes the signature of Roberts, in
pencil, on laid down piece. Sold with
an original small mono candid
photograph of five players and four
related cigarette cards. G/VG -
cricket £30/50

501 Warwickshire, 1939. Two small
pages containing twelve signatures
of the Warwickshire team.
Signatures in ink include Cranmer
(Captain), Wyatt, Dollery, Santall,
Buckingham, Shortland, WiIlmot etc.
Sold with three related cigarette
cards. Odd faults, otherwise G/VG -
cricket £25/35

502 Middlesex 1910. Album page
containing thirteen signatures in ink
of the Middlesex team. Signatures
include Warner (Captain), Hearne,
Mignon, Hendren, Murrell, Mann,
Kidd etc. One signature on piece laid
down. G/VG. Sold with three small
original photographs of the players
etc - cricket £150/200

503 Middlesex C.C.C, 1910. Album page
nicely signed in ink by twelve
Middlesex players. Signatures
include J.T. Hearne, J.W. Hearne,
Mignon, Hendren, Warner, Murrell,
Webbe and the rarer Harper etc. To
the verso, four signatures of County
players including Leveson-Gower
and A.O. Jones. G/VG - cricket 

£70/100

Kenneth Brand Harper played only
three first class matches, all for
Middlesex in 1910

504 Middlesex c1920s. Album page
containing nine signatures in ink of
the Middlesex team. Signatures
include Haig, Allen, Dales, Hendren,
Lee, Fowler, Durston etc. The
Durston signature on piece laid

down. G/VG. Sold with a mono
copy photograph of Stevens - cricket

£60/80

505 Middlesex, 1934 & 1935. Album
page containing twelve signatures of
the 1934 team and to the verso
twelve signatures of the 1935 team.
Signatures in ink include Haig,
Tindall, Price, Hendren, Robins,
Human, Hearne, Allen, Hart, Putner
etc. Sold with original mono
photographs of Human (signed by
Human) and Sims etc. G/VG -
cricket £30/40

506 Middlesex, 1936. Two joined album
pages containing signatures of the
Middlesex team. Eleven signatures in
ink including Nevell, Gray, Killick,
J.W. Hearne, Peebles (signed in
pencil), Hart and the rarer Wignall
etc. Sold with two original mono
press photographs of Compton and
Allen, both in batting action, and
other related ephemera. G - cricket 

£25/35

W.H. Wignall played only six first
class matches for Middlesex and
M.C.C.

507 Middlesex, c1938. Large page
containing ten signatures of the
Middlesex team. Signatures, nicely
signed, in ink include Sims, Price,
Edrich, Compton, Hulme etc and the
signature of Gubby Allen on piece
laid down to the page. Sold with a
mono copy photograph of the team.
G/VG - cricket £25/35

508 Middlesex C.C.C. 1939. Two small
album pages containing twelve
signatures in pencil of the Middlesex
team. Signatures include Peebles
(Captain), Price, Allen, D. Compton,
L. Compton, Robertson, Edrich,
Mann etc. To the verso of one page
are six ink signatures of Yorkshire
players including Hutton, Sellers,
Bowes etc and, on the other, six
Essex signatures in pencil including
Wade, Taylor, Smith etc. Sold with a
copy photograph of Peebles signed
by Peebles, and other Middlesex
related ephemera. G - cricket 

£20/30

509 Hampshire 1922. Album page
containing thirteen signatures in ink
of the Hampshire team. Signatures
include Tennyson (Captain), Aird,
Shirley, Livsey, Bowell etc. Includes
the signatures of Remnant and

Boyes on piece laid down. The page
unevenly trimmed, otherwise G -
cricket £80/100

510 Hampshire C.C.C. 1930. Album
page nicely signed in ink by ten
members of the Hampshire team
that played against Notts at Trent
Bridge, 2nd-4th July 1930.
Signatures include Tennyson
(Captain), Mead, Newman,
Pothecary, Creese, Adams, Brown
etc. The page dated ‘2.7.30’. G/VG
- cricket £60/80

511 Hampshire C.C.C. 1937. Album
page containing thirteen signatures
in pencil, one in ink, of the
Hampshire team. Signatures include
Moore (Captain), Arnold (x2),
Creese, Pothecary, Herman, Walker,
Budd, Heath etc. The page laid
down to card with some creasing.
Sold with a trimmed original mono
press photograph of R.H. Moore in
batting action and other related
ephemera. G - cricket £25/35

512 Hampshire C.C.C. 1939. Album
page containing eleven signatures in
pencil of the Hampshire team.
Signatures include Taylor (Captain),
Boyles, Pothecary, Arnold, Walker,
Holt etc. Includes the rarer signature
of Ian Shield who played only four
matches for Hampshire. Sold with
two related cigarette cards. G -
cricket £30/40

513 Hampshire C.C.C. 1954. Album
page, nicely signed in ink by eleven
players. Signatures include Eagar
(Captain), Burden, Hill, Rayment,
Dare, Bridger, Rogers etc. VG -
cricket £25/35

514 Hampshire C.C.C. 1971. Official
Hampshire autograph sheet, signed
in ink by fifteen players. Signatures
include Gilliat (Captain), Richards,
Greenidge, Jesty, Sainsbury, R.
Marshall, Rice, Livingstone etc.
G/VG - cricket £15/25

515 Worcestershire 1911. Large album
page containing ten signatures of
the Worcestershire team. Signatures
in ink include Simpson-Hayward
(Captain), Burns, W.L. Foster, H.K.
Foster, Arnold, Bowley, Cuffe etc.
Minor ageing and creasing, not
affecting signatures, otherwise
G/VG. Sold with a small collection of
related ephemera - cricket 

£150/200
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516 Worcestershire C.C.C. 1937. Page
containing twelve signatures in ink
of the Worcestershire team.
Signatures include Quaife, Howorth,
Perks, Kimpton, Gibbons, Buller,
Grimshaw etc. Sold with an official
mono press photograph of the team,
seated and standing in rows in
cricket attire, signed to the front in
ink by Martin, Copper and Howorth,
with related mono copy photograph
and two cigarette cards - cricket 

£30/40

517 Worcestershire C.C.C. 1950. Page
signed in ink by fifteen players.
Signatures include Wyatt (Captain),
Bird, Perks, Yarnold, Flavell, Kenyon,
Jenkins, Howorth, Darks etc. Light
folds, otherwise G - cricket £25/35

518 Worcestershire C.C.C. 1952. Large
album page nicely signed in ink by
twelve  members of the
Worcestershire team and, to the
verso, eleven members of the 1953
Oxford University team.
Worcestershire signatures include
Richardson, Broadbent, Jenkins,
Outschoorn, Chesterton. For
Oxford, Dowding, Fasken, Williams
and Colin Cowdrey etc. G/VG -
cricket £30/40

519 Worcestershire, 1935. Page
containing signatures of the
Worcestershire team. Eleven
signatures in ink including Walters
(Captain), Quaife, Pulham, Perks,
Howorth, Brook, Warne etc.
Includes the signature of Jackson on
taped in piece. Sold with Two
original mono press photographs of
Howorth in batting action, signed by
Howarth, and another of Walters
walking out to bat, unsigned etc. G -
cricket £30/50

520 Worcestershire, 1939. Two small
album pages, one containing eleven
signatures of the Worcestershire
team and, to the verso, five
Yorkshire signatures. Worcestershire
signatures in ink include Lyttleton
(Captain), Martin, White, Yarnold,
Perks and the rarer Blakey etc.
Yorkshire signatures in pencil are
Barber, Leyland, Sutcliffe, Verity and
Wood. The second album page
contains twelve Worcestershire 2nd
XI signatures with seven Derbyshire
signature to verso. Sold with a mono
press photograph of R. Howarth,
signed by Howarth, mono press

photographs of Jenkins and Cooper,
a sepia ‘R.A.’ series postcard
no.8578 of the County Ground,
Worcester etc. Generally G/VG -
cricket £30/50

G.M. Blakey played only three first
class matches

521 ‘Worcestershire C.C.C.’ autograph
book. The book contains one
hundred ink signatures of, mainly
modern, cricketers, a single signature
to a page and back to back.
Signatures include Collingwood,
Plunkett, Di Venuto, Chanderpaul,
Willis, Giles, G. Swann, S. Broad,
Hoggard, Vaughan, Holder, Horton,
Prior, Gooch, Amla, Langer, P.
Jaques, Caddick, Fraser, Strauss, Finn
etc. One signature on piece laid
down to page. VG £30/40

522 Gloucestershire C.C.C. c1903/4.
Album page nicely signed in ink by
seven players. Signatures are
Wrathall, Sellick, Langdon, Jessop,
Robinson, Thomas and Brownlee.
Some ageing to page, otherwise
G/VG - cricket £80/120

523 Gloucestershire, c1909/11. Album
page containing eleven signatures of
the Gloucestershire team. Signatures
in pencil include Holloway, Huggins,
Langdon, Dennett, Dipper, Merrick
etc. G/VG. Sold with other related
ephemera - cricket £180/250

524 Gloucestershire c1910. Album page
containing thirteen signatures of the
Gloucestershire team. Signatures in
ink include Jessop (Captain), Brown,
Holloway, Board, Dennett, Langdon,
Mills etc. Small tear to edge, not
affecting signatures, otherwise
G/VG. Sold with a small collection of
related ephemera - cricket 

£150/200

525 Gloucestershire C.C.C. 1939. Album
page, nicely signed in ink by twelve
players. Signatures include
Hammond (Captain), Goddard,
Eagar, Crapp, Sinfield, Emmett,
Neale, Mills etc. VG - cricket 

£30/50

526 Essex C.C.C. c1933. Album page,
nicely signed in black ink by eleven
players. Signatures include Pearce
(Captain), Pope, L.C. Eastman, Daer,
O’Connor, Cutmore etc. VG - cricket

£30/50

527 Essex, c1934/5. Album page
containing eleven signatures of the
Essex team. Signatures in pencil are
Pearce (Captain), Lawrence and
O’Connor, in ink include Cutmore,
Eastman, Bowsell, Wade etc. G/VG.
Sold with an original mono press
photograph Pearce, signed by
Pearce, another of Nichols
(unsigned) and a signed copy
photograph of Read etc - cricket 

£30/50

528 Essex, 1937. Page containing ten
signatures of the Essex team.
Signatures in pencil include Dennis,
Waterman, Taylor, Smith, Avery,
Eastman. Folds, otherwise in good
condition. Sold with an original
mono press photograph of P. Smith
in bowling action, signed by Smith,
and another of D.R.Wilcox walking
out to bat at Scarborough in 1938 -
cricket £25/35

529 Essex C.C.C. 1951. Album page
nicely signed in ink by eleven
players. Signatures include Insole
(Captain), Gibb, Bailey, Horsfall,
Greensmith, Preston, Eve etc. G/VG
- cricket £20/30

530 Derbyshire and Surrey, 1909. Album
page containing twelve signatures of
the Derbyshire team and eight
signatures of the Surrey team to
verso. Signatures in pencil include
Curgenven, Oliver, Wright,
Humphries, Chapman, Higson etc of
Derbyshire, Smith, Bird, Hayes,
Ducat etc of Surrey. Odd faults,
otherwise G. Sold with an original
colour postcard of J. Humpries
published by Melbourne Sports
Depot and other related ephemera -
cricket £180/250

531 Derbyshire, c1935. Album page
containing eleven signatures of the
Derbyshire team. Signatures in pencil
include Skinner, Elliott, Smith, L.
Townsend, A. Townsend, Copson,
Armstrong etc. G/VG. Sold with
three mono real photograph
postcards of Carrington, Copson and
Elliott, each signed in ink by the
player etc - cricket £40/60

532 Derbyshire C.C.C. 1937. Album
page nicely signed in ink by eleven
players. Signatures include Buckston
(Captain), Townsend, Worthington,
Elliott, A.V. Pope, G.H. Pope etc.
G/VG - cricket £30/50
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533 Derbyshire, 1937. Page containing
eleven signatures of the Derbyshire
team. Signatures in ink include
Mitchell, Smith, H. Elliott, C.S. Elliott,
Worthington, Alderman, Copson
etc. G/VG. Sold with an original
mono ‘Sport & General’ press
photograph from the Test trial
match, England v The Rest, at Lord’s,
2nd June 1938. The photograph
features Pope playing an attacking
shot to leg with Edrich looking on.
Signed in ink by Pope and Edrich.
Also a mono press photograph of
Alderman and other related
ephemera - cricket £30/50

534 Derbyshire C.C.C. 1939. Large
album page containing twelve
signatures in ink of the Derbyshire
team. Signatures include Buckston
(Captain), Copson, A. Pope, G.
Pope, Alderman, A.F. Townsend, L.F.
Townsend etc. Sold with a trimmed
mono press photograph of Alderman
walking out to bat. G - cricket 

£70/100

535 Derbyshire C.C.C. 1939. Small
album page nicely signed in ink by
twelve members of the team.
Signatures include Buckston
(Captain), Hounsfield, A.V. Pope,
G.H. Pope, H. Pope, Elliott, Copson
etc. VG - cricket £40/60

536 Somerset, 1935. Large page
containing signatures of the
Somerset team. Fourteen signatures,
the majority in ink, include White,
Burrough, Luckes, Cameron, J.W.
Lee, Gerrard, Gimblett, Ingle etc.
Some signatures on laid down
pieces, one inserted on piece. Sold
with related ephemera. G - cricket 

£30/40

537 Somerset C.C.C. 1938. Album page
containing ten signatures of the
Derbyshire team, the majority in ink.
Signatures include Longrigg
(Captain), Barnwell, Lyon, F.S. Lee,
Wellard, Hazell etc. Sold with a
mono press photograph of F.S. Lee
batting, nicely signed in ink by Lee, a
1938 team photograph and one
other press photograph of Wellard in
batting action etc. G/VG - cricket 

£30/40

538 Kent & Leicestershire, 1910. Small
album page signed in ink to both
sides by ten Kent and three
Leicestershire players. Kent

signatures include Woolley, Fielder,
Huish, Humphreys, Hutchings,
Mason, Carr etc. Leicestershire
signatures are Astill, Knight and Coe.
G/VG - cricket £40/60

539 Kent C.C.C. 1937. Album page
nicely signed in ink by eleven
members of the team. Signatures
include Woolley, Pearce, Levett,
Ashdown, Todd, Lewis, Cole etc. VG
- cricket £50/70

540 Kent C.C.C, c1946/47. Album page
boldly signed in ink by eleven Kent
players. Signatures include Valentine
(Captain), Fagg, Mallett, Harding,
Martin, Davies, Mallett etc. G/VG -
cricket £25/35

541 Kent C.C.C, 1950. Four individual
official Doug Wright Benefit Fund
sheets, each signed by ten players.
Signatures in ink including Clark
(Captain), Ames, Todd, Fagg,
Ridgeway, Hearn, Edrich, Dovey etc.
VG. Qty 4 - cricket £50/80

542 Lancashire C.C.C, c1910. Album
page nicely signed in ink by five
Lancashire players. Signatures are
Whitehead, Cook, Makepeace,
Worsley and Huddleston. Two other
signatures including W.A.J. West
(umpire) and G. Blake (unknown).
To the verso, three signatures of
Somerset players Robson, Chidgey
and Braund. G/VG - cricket £40/60

543 Sussex C.C.C. 1911. Small album
page nicely signed in black ink by
four players. Signatures are H.P.
Chaplin (Captain), K.O. Goldie,
A.P.F.C. Somerset, and C.L.A. Smith.
VG - cricket £25/35

544 Sussex C.C.C. 1927. Album page
nicely signed in ink by fourteen
members of the team. Signatures
include A.H.H. Gilligan, Bowley,
Tate, Cook, W.L. Cornford,
Langridge, J.H. Parks, H.W. Parks
etc. Ink smudge affecting three
signatures, otherwise G/VG - cricket 

£60/80

545 Sussex C.C.C. c1938. Album page
nicely signed in black ink by thirteen
players. Signatures include Holmes
(Captain), Stainton, Griffith, J.H.
Parks, H.W. Parks, Cornford, Eaton,
Nye, Tuppin etc. G/VG - cricket 

£70/90

546 Sussex C.C.C. 1947. Album page
nicely signed in ink by eleven

players. Signatures include Bartlett
(Captain), John Langridge, James
Langridge, Stainton, Cornford, Nye,
Cox etc. VG - cricket £25/35

547 Nottinghamshire 1904. Large album
page nicely signed in black ink by
thirteen members of the team.
Signatures include Jones (Captain),
G. Gunn, J. Gunn, Oates, Wass,
Iremonger, Hallam, Hardstaff etc.
Includes the rarer signatures of
White and Staunton, the latter in
pencil. VG - cricket £250/350

John William White played only
three first class cricket matches and
also played full back for Nottingham
Forest. The Rev. Harvey Staunton
played only sixteen times

548 Nottinghamshire 1914. Album page
nicely signed in black ink by ten
members of the team. Signatures
include Barratt, Iremonger,
Hardstaff, Payton, Lee, Whysall, J.
Gunn, G. Gunn etc. The Payton
signature upside down. G/VG -
cricket £100/150

549 Nottinghamshire 1921. Small album
page nicely signed in black ink by
eleven members of the team.
Signatures include Carr (Captain),
Hardstaff, Richmond, Staples, Lee,
Whysall, J. Gunn, G. Gunn etc.
G/VG - cricket £80/120

550 Nottinghamshire C.C.C. 1929.
Album page nicely signed in black
ink by eleven players. Signatures
include Carr (Captain), Whysall,
Gunn, Voce, Shipston, Barratt etc
VG - cricket £80/100

551 Nottinghamshire C.C.C. c1948.
Large album page, nicely signed in
ink by twelve players. Signatures
include Sime (Captain), Simpson,
Keeton, Jepson, Voce, Stocks,
Winrow etc. VG - cricket £25/35

552 Nottinghamshire C.C.C. 1952.
Album page signed in ink by twelve
players. Signatures include Simpson
(Captain), Giles, Butler, Poole,
Harvey, Stocks, Clay etc. G - cricket 

£25/35

553 Glamorgan C.C.C. c1930s. Album
page nicely signed in ink by eleven
members of the team. Signatures
include Turnbull (Captain), Brierley,
Smart, Dyson, Duckfield, H. Davies
etc. G/VG - cricket £40/60
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554 Glamorgan C.C.C. Former Players’
Association Luncheon, Sophia
Gardens, 26th July 1989. Official
County headed sheet nicely signed
by twenty three former players in
attendance. Signatures include H.J.
Dickinson, B. Lewis, A.R. Lewis, H.G.
Davies, H.D. Davies, H. Morgan,
V.G.J. Jenkins, P.B. Clift, D.J.
Shepherd etc G/VG - cricket 

£25/35

555 Glamorgan C.C.C. Former Players’
Association Luncheon, Sophia
Gardens, 30th May 1997. Official
County headed sheet nicely signed
by thirty three former players in
attendance. Signatures include V.
Jenkins, H.D. Davies, A. Rees, W.
Whitehill, D.J. Shepherd, J. Hopkins,
S. Montgomery, S.C. Harrison etc
G/VG - cricket £25/35

556 Glamorgan C.C.C. Former Players’
Association Luncheon, Sophia
Gardens, 5th July 1993. Official
County headed sheet nicely signed
by twenty eight former players in
attendance. Signatures include H.
Morgan, H.D. Davies, S.W.
Montgomery, W.E. Harris, M.J.
Llewellyn, G.C. Kingston, B. Lewis,
R.C. Davis etc G/VG - cricket 

£25/35

557 No lot

558 Oxford University 1909. Large
album page containing eleven
signatures of the Oxford team.
Signatures in ink include Hurst,
Lagden, Pawson, Hooman, Lowe,
Leese, Salter etc. Minor ageing and
creasing, not affecting signatures,
otherwise G/VG. Sold with a small
collection of related ephemera -
cricket £80/120

559 Oxford University 1922. Album
pages containing signatures of the
Oxford University team for the
match vs Lancashire played at the
University Parks, Oxford, 14th-16th
June 1922. Eleven signatures in ink
including Greville Stevens (Captain),
Bettington, Raikes, Lawrie, Franklin,
Hedges etc. Sold with a small
collection of related copy
photographs. G/VG - cricket 

£30/40

Lancashire won the match by 97
runs. A number of the Oxford
players went on to play county
cricket, and Greville Stevens

captained England in one Test

560 Oxford University 1938. Page nicely
signed in ink by the eleven members
of the Oxford team who played
against the Australians at the Christ
Church Ground, Oxford, 4th-6th
May 1938. Signatures include
Grover (Captain), Dixon, Eggar,
Eagar, Murray-Wood, Kimpton,
Walford, Evans etc. Sold with a
mono press photograph of Dixon in
batting action and other related
ephemera. G/VG - cricket £30/50

561 Oxford University. 1949. Album
page, nicely signed in ink by the
eleven players who took part in the
match v Hampshire at Bournemouth,
25th-28th June 1949. Signatures
include van Ryneveld (Captain),
Hofmeyer, Kardar, Winn, Campbell,
Boobbyer etc. VG - cricket £25/35

Oxford won the match by 44 runs.
Abdul Kardar, who went on to
captain Pakistan, took twelve
wickets for Oxford

562 Cambridge University 1909. Large
album page containing ten
signatures of the Cambridge team.
Signatures in ink include Macleod,
Mann, Collins, Olivier, Bruce-
Lockhart, Bache, Falcon etc. Minor
ageing and creasing, not affecting
signatures, otherwise G/VG. Sold
with a small collection of related
ephemera - cricket £80/120

563 Cambridge University C.C.C. 1927.
Album page signed in ink by eleven
members of the team. Notable
signatures include Dawson (Leics &
England), Robins (Middx &
England), Longrigg (Somerset),
Longfield (Kent), Judd (Hants),
Seabrook (Gloucs)  etc. G/VG -
cricket £40/60

564 Cambridge University 1938. Large
page nicely signed in ink by nine
members of the Cambridge team.
Signatures include Thompson,
Wilson, Langley, Wild, Kaye, Gibb
etc. G/VG - cricket £20/30

565 Gentlemen v Players 1921. Album
page containing the eleven
signatures of the Players team for
the match played at Kennington
Oval on 29th June to 1st July 1921.
Signatures in ink include Hobbs
(Captain), Freeman, Parkin, Hitch,
Ducat, Sandham etc. Minor wear,

otherwise G/VG - cricket £80/120

566 Sir Pelham Warner’s XI v England
Past and Present, 1935. Album page
signed by twenty one players who
played in the match at Folkestone,
7th-9th September 1935. Signatures
in ink for Sir Pelham Warner’s XI
include Fagg, Woolley, Paynter,
Hendren, Hammond, Chapman,
Voce etc. For England Past and
Present, Edrich, D. Compton,
Dollery, Valentine, Chalk, G. Pope,
A. Pope etc. Lacking the signature of
Price. G/VG. Sold with a
reproduction scorecard for the
match and a copy photograph of the
Folkestone ground - cricket £40/60

The match was drawn

567 Royal New Zealand Services XI v
Royal Australian Air Force, 1937.
Page containing eighteen signatures
in ink, on ‘Australian Comforts Fund’
headed note paper, of the players
who took part in the match played at
Mote Park, Maidstone on 14th
August 1943. Sold with a mono
postcard of Mote Park, a mono copy
photograph of Rabone and a copy
scorecard of the match. Folds to
page, otherwise G - cricket 

£80/120

Notable players included Geoff
Rabone who played Test cricket for
New Zealand, and Walter Yeates,
Keith Carmody, Eddy Williams and
Ross Stanford who all played first
class state cricket in Australia

568 Sir Pelham Warner’s XI, 1947. Large
album page nicely signed in ink and
pencil by the twelve players for the
team v The South at the Hastings
Festival, 6th-9th September 1947.
Signatures include Valentine, Laker,
Edrich, Robertson, Tremlett, Bailey,
Tompkin etc. Signed to verso in
pencil by Arthur Gilligan. Minor
faults, otherwise G/VG - cricket 

£30/50

Warner’s XI won the match by 26
runs with Jim Laker taking six
wickets, including a hat trick, in the
second innings

569 Surrey C.C.C. c1955. Official paper
strip with printed Surrey emblem,
nicely signed ink by twelve Surrey
players. Signatures include Surridge
(Captain), May, A. Bedser, E. Bedser,
Constable, Laker, Lock, McIntyre
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etc. VG - cricket £30/40

570 Surrey C.C.C. 1964. Printed
autograph sheet produced by the
Daily Express to celebrate Ken
Barrington’s benefit year in 1964.
Signed to the front by fourteen
Surrey players. Signatures include
Stewart (Captain), Barrington,
Constable, Tindall, Arnold, Storey,
Willett etc. Includes the rarer
signature of K.B. McEntyre who
played only three first class matches,
all for Surrey. To the verso, printed
cartoons by Roy Ullyett of
Barrington with a short biography on
Barrington by Crawford White of the
Daily Express. Horizontal and vertical
folds, otherwise G/VG - cricket 

£30/50

571 ‘The Centurions- Scorers of 100
First-Class Centuries’. Headed book
insert by Boundary Books containing
the ink signatures of nine players
who have achieved the feat.
Signatures, nicely signed in ink, are
Don Bradman, Glenn Turner, Zaheer
Abbas, Colin Cowdrey, Tom
Graveney, Geoff Boycott, John
Edrich, Denis Amiss and Graham
Gooch. 7.5”x10”. VG  -cricket  

£80/120

572 Royal Air Force v The Navy, 1958.
Album page nicely signed in ink by
all eleven members of the R.A.F.
team for the match played at Lord’s,
20th & 21st August 1958.
Signatures include Fenner (Captain)
and notable England and County
players including Parfitt, Atkinson,
Lewis, Scott, Knight, Buxton etc.
Horizontal fold, otherwise G - cricket

£20/30

573 Australian tour of England 1930.
Album page very nicely signed in ink
by fifteen members of the touring
party including the Treasurer, T.
Howard. Signatures include
Woodfull (Cpt), Bradman, Grimmett,
Kippax, Jackson, Ponsford, Oldfield,
Hornibrook, McCabe, a’Beckett,
Wall, Walker etc. Lacking only Alan
Fairfax from the full party. To verso
are four ink signatures of the New
Zealand team of 1931, Dempster,
James, Cromb and Merritt. G/VG 

£100/150

574 Australian tour of England 1934.
Album page very nicely signed in ink
by eleven members of the touring

party including the Manager, W.
Bushby. Signatures are Woodfull
(Cpt), Bradman, Bromley, Brown,
Wall, O’Reilly, Ebeling, Barnett,
Oldfield and Grimmett. G/VG 

£50/70

575 Australia tour to England, 1948.
Official autograph sheet signed by
seventeen members of the touring
party. Signatures in ink include
Bradman (Captain), Hassett, Harvey,
Johnston, Johnson, Lindwall, Miller,
Morris, Tallon etc. Also signed by the
manager, Keith Johnson. Lacking the
signature of Barnes. Folds and light
creasing, light adhesive marks to
verso otherwise G/VG - cricket 

£300/400

576 England v Australia, 5th Test, The
Oval 1953. Double album page
nicely signed by twelve members of
the England team who won the
Ashes. Signatures in ink include
Hutton (Captain), Edrich, May,
Compton, Graveney, Bailey, Evans,
Laker, Trueman, Bedser etc. The
verso signed by the Australian team,
Twelve signatures including Hassett
(Captain), Morris, Miller, Langley, de
Courcey, Lindwall, Hole, Hill,
Davidson etc. G - cricket £100/150

England won the Test by eight
wickets and the series 1-0 with all
the other four Tests being drawn.

577 Australia tours to England, 1964 &
1972. Two official autograph sheets
for Australia tours. The 1964 sheet
signed by all seventeen players.
Signatures include Simpson
(Captain), Booth, Burge, Corling,
Hawke, Lawry, Potter etc. The 1972
sheet signed by all seventeen
players, including I. Chappell
(Captain), G. Chappell, Stackpole,
Gleeson, Inverarity, Mallett, Lillee,
Marsh etc. Folds and creasing to
both sheets, minor staining to the
1964 sheet, otherwise fair to good
condition - cricket £40/60

578 Australians 1954/55. Album page
containing signatures of sixteen of
the seventeen Australians who
played in the 1954/55 Ashes series.
Signatures in ink include Johnson
(Captain), Benaud, Favell,
Maddocks, Harvey, McDonald,
Lindwall, Burge, Johnston etc. The
page, with horizontal fold is laid
down to a larger page. To the verso,

another laid down album page
containing five autographs of
England players. Signatures include
Bailey, Compton, Graveney, Laker
etc. G/VG - cricket £40/60

579 Australian Tour to England, 1930.
Small album page signed in ink to
both sides by twelve members of the
touring party. Signatures include,
Bradman, Fairfax, Jackson, Oldfield,
Ponsford, Kippax, Hornibrook etc.
G/VG - cricket £40/60

580 Australia in England. 1938. Two
album pages nicely signed in ink by
thirteen members of the touring
party. Signatures include Bradman
(Captain), S.Barnes, Barnett,
Chipperfield, O’Reilly, Walker,
Hassett etc. VG - cricket £50/80

581 Australian tour to England, 1956.
Album page signed by fifteen of the
Australian players. Signatures
include Johnson (Captain),
Rutherford, Burge, Archer, Lindwall,
Crawford, Maddocks, Burke etc.
Signatures a little untidy. To the
verso, nineteen signatures of the
Nottinghamshire team c1955.
Signatures include Simpson, Stocks,
Poole, Winfield, Harvey etc. Some
wear, soiled and smudging,
otherwise good - cricket £40/60

582 Australia and the Counties 1926.
Leather bound autograph album
containing pages nicely signed by
four Australian cricketers from the
1926 tour of England, Macartney,
Taylor, Oldfield and Kelleway. Plus
Middlesex 1927 (6 signatures),
Northamptonshire 1927 (7), Sussex
c1927 (5), Hampshire c1927 (6) and
Worcestershire 1932 (10).
Signatures include Woolley, Bellamy,
Timms, Hendren, J.W. Hearne, Price,
Durston, Sims, Tate, Webb, Wensley,
Mead, Kennedy, Mead, Boyes, C.F.
Walters, M.E. White, Fiddian-Green,
Pataudi, Perks, Root etc. Plus a
further album page containing the
laid down signatures, on paper
pieces, of sixteen members of the
New Zealand touring team to
England in 1937. Album contains
other signatures, messages and
rhymes. G £40/60

583 England c1930s. Album page
containing signatures of nine players
of the era. Signatures, nicely signed
in ink, include Hammond, Wyatt,
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Warner, Verity, Smailes etc. Ink
smudging to one signature,
otherwise VG - cricket £30/40

584 Test and County autographs, c1912.
Album page nicely signed in ink by
six England players who took part in
the Triangular Test series against
Australia and South Africa in 1912.
Signatures are C.B. Fry, R.H.
Spooner, P.F. Warner, W. Rhodes,
J.W. Hitch and H. Dean etc. Also
contains three Derbyshire signatures
of Rickman, Oliver and Forrester
and, to the verso, six Middlesex
signatures of Warner, Twining,
Douglas, Saville, Mann and Webbe.
G/VG - cricket £50/70

Alexander Webbe played one match
for England on Lord Harris’ tour to
Australia and New Zealand 1878/79

585 England v Australia, 1930. Album
page very nicely signed in black ink
by the eleven England players who
played in the second Test against
Australia at Lord’s, 27th June-1st
July 1930, plus Sandham. Other
signatures include Chapman
(Captain), Tate, Duleepsinhji, Allen,
Hammond, Woolley etc. VG - cricket

£120/150

Australia won the Test by six
wickets, despite Duleepsinhji
scoring 173 in England’s first
innings. Bradman’s 254 and
Woodfull’s 155 in Australia’s first
innings set up the victory

586 M.C.C. tour of Canada & U.S.A.
1959. Official autograph sheet with
M.C.C. colour title signed in ink by
nine of the thirteen members of the
touring party. Signatures are Silk
(Captain), Thompson, Green,
Pretlove, Smith, Howland, Bailey,
Piachaud and Barber. G. Rare -
cricket £30/50

587 England v Australia ‘200th Test
Match’, 1968. Official England
autograph sheet for the second Test
match played at Lord’s 20th-25th
June 1968. Signed in ink by all
eleven England players. Signatures
include Cowdrey (Captain),
Barrington, Boycott, Graveney,
Knott, Milburn, Snow, Underwood
etc. Light folds, otherwise G - cricket

£60/80

The match was drawn, Australia all
out for 78 in the first innings

588 M.C.C. tour to Australia and New
Zealand, 1950-51. Official M.C.C.
autograph sheet signed in ink by the
full touring party, including the joint
Managers, M.A. Green and J.A.
Nash. Players’ signatures include
Brown (Captain), Compton, Hutton,
Simpson, Bailey, Berry, Close,
McIntyre, Dewes, Warr etc. Also
includes the signature of Washbrook
who joined the tour in Australia.
Light folds, otherwise VG. Rare -
cricket £80/120

589 England v Australia, 1972. Lord’s
headed note paper nicely signed by
the England XI who played in the
second Test at Lord’s, 22nd-26th
June 1972. Signatures include
Illingworth (Captain), Snow, Smith,
D’Oliveira, Boycott, Knott, Price etc.
G/VG - cricket £35/45

‘Massie’s Match’ was won by
Australia by eight wickets, Bob
Massie taking 16-137 for Australia

590 New Zealand tour of England 1949.
Album page nicely signed in ink by
thirteen members of the New
Zealand team. Signatures include
Hadlee, Scott, Burke, Wallace,
Sutcliffe, Cowie, Cresswell, Reid,
Smith etc. VG £30/50

591 New Zealand tour to England, 1937.
Paper strip nicely signed in ink by the
fifteen players in the touring party.
Signatures include Page (Captain),
Wallace, Donnelly, Moloney, Cowie,
Hadlee, Carson, Gallichan, Vivian
etc. Light folds, otherwise G/VG -
cricket £40/60

592 Pakistan, 1962. Album page signed
in ink to both sides by eleven
members of the touring party.
Signatures include, Alimuddin,
Munir Malik, Intikhab Alam,  Afaq
Hussain, Wallis Mathias etc. G -
cricket £25/35

593 England v Australia, 1977 ‘Geoff
Boycott 100 hundreds’. Official
typed sheet nicely signed by the
thirteen players who took part in the
fourth Ashes Test at Headingley,
11th-15th August 1977. Signatures
include Brearley (Captain), Boycott,
Greig, Botham, Miller, Knott,
Underwood, Hendrick, Wills etc.
Horizontal folds, otherwise G/VG -
cricket £30/50

England won the Test by seven

wickets and Geoff Boycott famously
completed his 100th first class
hundred 

594 South African tour to England 1994.
Official autograph sheet nicely
signed by all twenty members of the
touring party including players and
officials. Signatures include Wessels
(Captain), Cronje, de Villiers,
Donald, Kirsten, McMillan, Rhodes
etc. Horizontal fold, otherwise G/VG
- cricket £20/30 

595 International Wanderers 1975.
Official autograph sheet for the tour
of Rhodesia 1975. Signed in ink by
fifteen members of the party
including Turner, Snow, Greenidge,
Younis, Roope, Wood, Old,
Kunderam etc. Sold with an official
programme for the tour, seven
official action photographs from the
tour including Roope, Hayes, Turner
etc plus two similar larger press
photographs of the Wanderers
touring party £30/40

596 Leicestershire C.C.C. 1939. Album
page containing thirteen signatures
in red ink of the Leicestershire team.
Signatures include Smith,
Armstrong, Watson, Berry, Prentice
etc. Includes the rarer signatures of
George Palmer who played only five
matches for Leicestershire, George
Knew (five matches) and Cyril Drake
(eight matches). Sold with two two
trimmed mono press photographs
and one copy photograph of Les
Berry. G - cricket £30/40

CRICKET EPHEMERA RELATING TO
VICTOR TRUMPER 

597 Victor Trumper. ‘Paddington Cricket
Club. Smoke Concert to
commemorate the club’s victory in
the competition for the Premiership
1897/98’. Official 4pp programme
for the Concert held at Paddington
Town Hall on Monday, 23rd May
1898 and highlighting Trumper’s
contribution to the team to front
cover with printed details of his
performances and image of the
player. Trumper scored 1021 runs for
Paddington, including six centuries
at an average of 204.2!. To inside
pages are the programme of events
including Presentations of the
‘Hordern Shield’ to the Borough of
Paddington, ‘Sydney Referee Gold
Medal’, for Australia Champion
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bowler to M.A. Noble and to presen-
tation Victor Trumper from club
mates. Images of A.C.K. McKenzie
and Monty Noble to sides. Monty
Noble sang a song at the concert
‘Out of the Mighty Deep’. Light
fold, slight breaking to spine edge,
minor gage toning, odd nicks
otherwise in good condition. An
extremely rare and early Trumper
item  £500/700

598 Australia tour of England 1902.
Original mono real photograph
postcard of the touring party
standing and seated in rows,
wearing tour caps and blazers. The
postcard with title ‘Australian Team
1902’ to top and players names to
lower border. Nicely signed, in black
ink, to face by all fifteen members of
the team including the Manager
Major B.J. Wardill. Signatures are
Darling (Cpt), Hill, Jones, Trumper,
Noble, Duff, Hopkins, Gregory, Kelly,
Carter, Howell, Armstrong, Trumble
and Saunders. The postcard by
Thiele, printed in Berlin, loosely laid
down to an album page to right
hand edge. Above a typed notice
‘The great Australian team of 1902
with original signatures. Wisden said
it was the best to tour England since
1882, with opinion divided as to
which was the better of those two
teams’. Minor wear otherwise in
good/very good condition. A very
rare signed postcard of this early
Australian touring party 

£1500/2500 

The 1902 Australians suffered only
two defeats during the entire tour
and won the Ashes 2-1 with two
matches drawn

599 Australia tour of England 1905.
Victor Trumper. ‘Paddington Cricket
Club. Smoke Concert. ‘Hordern
Shield Presentation and ‘Bon
Voyage’ to Messrs M.A. Noble, J.J.
Kelly and Victor Trumper,
Paddington’s Representatives on the
cricket team visiting England in
1905’. Official 4pp programme for
the Concert held at Paddington
Town Hall on 27th January 1905. To
inside pages are the programme of
events including Presentations of the
‘Hordern Shield’ and ‘Bon Voyage’
to Messrs M.A. Noble, J.J. Kelly and
Victor Trumper’. Also two pages
detailing records of the club
including Trumper making 335 in

January 1903, highest partnership
between Trumper and Gee of 423
1903/04 and Trumper making 18
centuries in the 1903/04 season.
Minor age toning, to loss to bottom
corners of programme otherwise in
good condition. A rare and early
Trumper item  £400/600

600 Australia tour of England 1905. ‘The
Australian Cricket Team in England
1905’. Two mono real photograph
postcards of the Australian touring
party, the players depicted in small
cameo portraits, head and shoulders,
with title to lower border and centre
image of ‘J. Darling, Captain’. Rotary
Photographic Series No. 3824a. One
card signed in pencil by seven of the
Australian players, V.T.Trumper,
D.R.A.Gehrs, F. Laver, A.J. Hopkins,
Clem Hill, M.A. Noble and W.P.
Howell. The other postcard signed
by W.G. Grace (Gloucestershire,
London County & England) and T.S.
Fishwick (Warwickshire & London
County 1896-1909). The signatures
were obtained at the England XI v
Australians match played at Dean
Park, Bournemouth on the 31st
August to 2nd September 1905, one
postcard dated in pencil 31st August
1905. In original postcard
envelope/packet  G/VG £500/700

The Australians won the match by
one wicket. W.G. Grace and T.S.
Fishwick opened the innings for the
England XI making 2 & 43 and 22 &
3. For Australia, Trumper made 52 &
30, Hill 50 & 15, Cotter 44 & 37 and
Armstrong took nine wickets and
Howell eight wickets in the match.
For the England XI, Arnold made 51
& 52, Llewellyn 50 and Hargreave
took ten wickets and Braund seven
wickets in the match

601 Australia tour of England 1909.
‘Lunch Menu to Australian
Cricketers’. Unique watercolour card
menu for the Luncheon held at The
Hotel Ballachulish, Argyleshire on
Sunday, 26th September 1909. The
proprietors, Mr & Mrs J.A. Fearnside.
The menu card with original
watercolour of a kangaroo, holding
sunglasses and with camera in case
to side being greeted by a bearded
Scotsman in kilt and national dress,
with lock, hotel and the highland
mountains of Glencoe to
background. Gilt to edges. Some
minor adhesive marks to verso

otherwise in good condition. A
unique item from this early
Australian tour £400/600

The Australian tourists played The
North of Scotland in a single innings
tour match played at Inverness on
the day after, the 27th September
1909. The Australians won by two
wickets. For Australia, Monty Noble
top scored with 42, Ransford 30 and
Hopkins 29 and Whitty took four
wickets in the North of Scotland’s
innings. For the North of Scotland,
Munro top scored with 46, Burt-
Marshall 24 and Mirtle took four
wickets in the Australian innings

602 Australia tour of England 1909.
England v Australia 1909. Early
original silk scorecard for the match
played at the Kennington Oval on
the 9th to 11th August 1909. The
scorecard with light folds to head
and base and minor foxing
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Rare £150/250

The match was drawn. For Australia
Bardsley made centuries in both
innings, 136 & 130, Trumper 73 &
20, Gregory 74 and Cotter took 6-95
in England’s first innings. For
England Sharp made 105, Rhodes 66
& 54, Fry 62 and 35*Hutchings 59
and Carr took 5-146 in the
Australian first innings

603 Charles George Macartney. New
South Wales & Australia 1905-1927.
Excellent early ink signature of
Macartney c1909. VG £60/80

604 New South Wales v M.C.C, February
1912. Large album page very nicely
signed in black ink by all twelve
members of the New South Wales
team. Signatures are Trumper (Cpt),
Collins, Barbour, Kelleway, Scott,
Emery, Bardsley, Hazlitt, Macartney,
Gregory, McKew and Waddy (12th
man). The page measures 7”x9”.
Very good condition £500/700

M.C.C. won the match by eight
wickets, for England, Rhodes made
119 & 109 and Foster took nine
wickets in the match and Jack
Hobbs took 4-25 in NSW second
innings. For New South Wales,
Gregory made 186 in the second
innings, Trumper made 7 & 53 and
Hazlitt took 7-95 in M.C.C.’s first
innings



CRICKET BOOKS

Please note. There is a large
selection of County cricket club
Yearbooks, Handbooks and Annuals
being sold in our Wisden sale being
held on Saturday 30th August. Lots
291-365

605 ‘Bodyline’. ‘In Quest of the Ashes’.
D.R. Jardine. Hutchinson & Co.,
London 1933. Signed to page
opposite dedication in black ink by
Wyatt, Larwood, Sutcliffe and Voce.
Some foxing, otherwise G - cricket 

£180/250

606 ‘A Few Short Runs’. Lord Harris.
London, 1921. Original red cloth
covers. Signed presentation copy
with hand written dedication to R.C.
Parrat ‘for the best bowling analysis,
Bromley, Kent 1931’ and signed by
Harris. Odd faults and wear,
otherwise G - cricket £100/150

607 ‘Old Melbourne Memories’. Rolf
Boldrewood. MacMillan & Co,
London 1896. Second edition.
Original decorative boards. Signed
to front end paper by ‘MacKinnon of
MacKinnon’. Small ink stains to
cover and spine, otherwise G/VG -
cricket £150/200

Francis Alexander MacKinnon
played for Kent and in one Test
match on Lord Harris’ tour to
Australia 1878/9

608 Australian tour of England 1921. 'A
Voyage with the Mails Between
Brisbane- London'. London
Stereoscopic Company, London,
1920, fourth edition. A large format
souvenir book comprising
photographs and descriptions of
ports of call on the journey on the
S.S. Osterley. Includes a collection of
signatures, on two pages titled "My
Table Mates", of fifteen members of
the Australian touring party to
England, 1921. Signatures, nicely
signed, in ink include Armstrong
(Captain), Ryder, Oldfield, Gregory,
Smith, Mailey, Bardsley, Macartney,
McDonald, Collins etc. Lacking
Andrews and Pellew from the full
touring party. Also nicely signed by
all seventeen members of the
M.C.C. touring party to Australia
1920/21  including Rhodes, Hearne,
Hobbs, Hitch, Strudwick, Woolley,
Fender, Douglas, Waddington,
Hearne, Rhodes etc. Also signed by

R.M. Bell. Original decorative
boards. General wear and ageing,
foxing, internal hinges neatly
repaired otherwise in good
condition. The book was signed by
the M.C.C. on their return journey
from Australia to England (1920/21
tour) and the Australians en route to
England for the 1921 tour. The
teams travelled on the same ship.
Rare - cricket £500/700

609 ‘Gentlemen and Players.
Conversations with Cricketers’.
Michael Marshall. Grafton Books,
London, 1987. Original hard back
with dust wrapper. Signed to the
front endpaper by by the author and
contributors, Ted Dexter and Fred
Trueman Sold with two advertising
cards relating to the book launch.
VG - cricket £20/30

610 ‘R.E.S. Wyatt-Fighting Cricketer’.
Gerald Pawle. London 1985. Signed
by Wyatt to title page. Excellent
condition - cricket £15/25 

611 ‘Professional Captain’. H.E. (Tom)
Dollery (Warwickshire C.C.C.).
London 1952. Original dustwrapper.
Signed by Dollery to title page. G+
condition £18/25

612 ‘Three Straight Sticks’. R.E.S. Wyatt.
Tiptree 1951.  Signed ‘R.E.S. Wyatt’
to front end paper. The book
contains the signatures of twenty
three players, on paper pieces/snips,
mentioned in the books, on three
additional pages which are tipped on
to the edge of the contents page.
Signatures, in ink and pencil, include
F.S.G.Calthorpe, B.W. Quaife, W.G.
Quaife, Santall, Kemp-Welch,
Croom, Parsons, Howell, Paine etc
(all Warwickshire), Sandham,
Holmes (Surrey), Carr, Larwood
(Notts), Rhodes, Sutcliffe (Yorkshire),
Mead (Hampshire), Clay, Mercer
(Glamorgan), Hendren (Middlesex),
O.C. Scott (West Indies) etc. Nicely
presented with players name typed
to page next to each signature. Old
tape repairs to front and rear internal
hinges. Name stamped to lower
border of front end paper ‘Capt W.
Bennet Ashton’. G £60/90

Wyatt, Warwickshire,
Worcestershire & England, was
Captain of Worcestershire in 1951

613 ‘How to become a First Class
Batsman’. Herbert Sutcliffe. Leeds

1949. Nicely signed to front end
paper in ink by Sutcliffe. Title and
author handwritten to spine paper,
minor breaking to front internal
hinge otherwise in good condition 

£15/25

614 ‘G.L. Jessop. A complete record of
his performances in First Class
cricket’. C.J. Britton. Birmingham
1935. Nicely signed and dedicated
to Peter ...... R.N. on his 20th
Birthday. With every good wish C.J.
Britton’ Signed by Britton and dated
5th May 1943. Minor foxing to page
block edge otherwise in good/very
good condition £40/60

615 ‘Charles Barnett’. Andy Wilson
1991. Limited edition number 24 of
only 40 copies published. Signed by
Barnett and the author. Published by
R. Walsh books. G £30/50

616 ‘The Wisden Book of Test Cricket
1876-77 to 1977-78’. Bill Frindall.
London 1979. Leather bound de
luxe presentation edition with gilt
lettering, gilt to top edges. Signed to
the title page by Frindall,  with
additional dedication to England
scorer, Geoffrey Saulez, to front
endpaper ‘For Geoffrey. Again, very
many thanks for all your helps. With
very best wishes, Bill’. Odd nicks to
top of spine, otherwise VG - cricket 

£60/90

617 ‘The Catch. A Correspondence’.
Harold Pinter and Alan Wilkinson.
Charingworth, 2003. Comprising
answers to questions posed by
Wilkinson regarding a spectacular
catch taken by Pinter at second slip
whilst playing for Gaities C.C. Bound
in boards. Limited edition no.
34/500, the first 50 copies being
specially bound and very nicely
signed by the two authors. VG. Rare
in this edition - cricket £400/600

618 ‘Double Century. The Story of
M.C.C. and Cricket’. A.R. Lewis.
London, 1987. J.W.H. Bannerman.
Dunedin, 1909. Bound in red leather
in slipcase. Limited edition no.
74/100. Signed by Tony Lewis and
Colin Cowdrey to limited edition
label laid down to inside front cover.
Lacking gilt title to spine (faded), 
otherwise VG - cricket £100/150

619 ‘Eton v Harrow at the Wicket’. F.S.
Ashley-Cooper. London 1922.
Limited edition no. 30/100, signed
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by Ashley-Cooper. Full leather with
gilt titles to front cover and spine.
Wear to spine, front hinge broken,
two bookplates detached, otherwise
G - cricket £150/180

620 ‘The Cricket-Field’. James Pycroft.
Edited by F.S. Ashley Cooper.
London 1922. Half calf and vellum
covers, gilt to top edge. Limited
edition no. 27/100. Signed by
Ashley-Cooper. Foxing to page
edges, otherwise G/VG - cricket 

£200/250

621 ‘The Jubilee Book of Cricket’. K.S.
Ranjitsinhji. Edinburgh 1897. Limited
edition of 350 copies, nicely signed
by Ranjitsinhji, this being number
134. Hand made paper, edges
untrimmed. Original covers. Front
cover becoming detached, damage
to spine, wear to boards, breaking to
rear internal hinges, odd further
faults otherwise in fair/good
condition. Gilt to top edge - cricket 

£200/300

622 ‘A.D. Taylor. The Cricketologist’.
Tony Laughton, Boundary Books,
2002. In original paper wrappers.
Limited edition no.163/200. VG -
cricket £20/30

623 ‘Frederick Lillywhite’s Cricket Scores
And Biographies Of Celebrated
Cricketers. Volumes I-XIV, missing
Volume V. Cambridge 1996-2001.
Limited editions of 500 numbered
copies, these are all number 423.
Reprints of the original volumes
covering the period 1746-1854.
Published by Roger Heavens.
Hardback. Very good condition. Qty
13 - cricket £60/90

624 ‘World Championship of Cricket’.
17th February to 10th March 1985.
Produced by the Victoria Cricket
Association. Limited edition of 1000
in blue boards, signed by David
Gower and Ray Steele, President of
the Association. VG - cricket 

£20/30

625 ‘Basingstoke Boy’. John Arlott. 1990.
Limited edition of 200 bound in full
leather, gilt to page edges, by
Boundary Books. Signed by John
Arlott. Limited edition no 108/200.
Mint condition £60/90

626 ‘Cricket Lovely Cricket. West Indies v
England 1950’. V.P. Kumar. Privately
published 2000. Limited Deluxe
Edition no. 26/100. Signed to front
end paper by all six featured players.
Signatures are Rae, Christiani,
Walcott, Weekes, Ramadhin and
Valentine. VG - cricket £50/70

627 ‘Felix and the Eleven of England’,
Gerald Brodribb. Boundary Books
2002. Full leather with gilts to page
edges in slip case. Limited Edition of
250 copies each signed by a
descendent of Felix, by Ted Dexter,
President of MCC, and by Hubert
Doggart, Chairman of the M.C.C.
publishing committee and
contributor of a charming foreword.
This copy numbered 86. VG - cricket

£80/120

628 ‘Captain of the Crowd. Albert Craig,
Cricket and Football Rhymester
1849-1909’, Tony Laughton.
Boundary Books 2008. Original
dustwrapper. VG - cricket £20/30

629 ‘For Essex & England. Graham
Gooch’s Century of Centuries’.
Graham Gooch & Michael Down.
Boundary Books 1993. Quarter
leather. Limited edition number 294
of 333 copies published. Signed by
Gooch. VG - cricket £30/50

630 ‘Hal Cohen. Memoir of a Great
Collector’. Michael Down. Privately
published, 1994. Limited edition,
only 20 copies published. Signed by
the author. VG - cricket £100/150

631 ‘German Cricket: A Brief History’.
J.D. Coldham. London, privately
printed, 1983. Original wrappers.
Limited edition of 125 copies, signed
by the author. This being number
56. VG £20/30

632 ‘Lord’s 1787-1945’. Sir Pelham
Warner. London 1946. Quarter
leather limited edition of 160 copies
produced, this being number 154.
Gilt to top edge. Signed in ink by
Warner. Slight foxing and odd stain
otherwise in good/very good
condition £100/150                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

633 ‘Long Innings- The Autobiography’.
Sir Pelham Warner. London 1951.
Quarter leather limited edition of
260 copies produced, this being
number 61. Signed in ink by Warner.
G £80/120                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

634 ‘Annals of Cricket’. W.W. Read.
London 1896. Original quarter
vellum over dark green boards, gilt
title to spine. Contents on hand-
made paper, rough edges. Top edge
gilt. Limited edition 38 in the deluxe
edition of 250 copies, signed by
Read. Minor chipping to head of
spine paper, some breaking to
internal hinges otherwise a good
copy. Rare £200/300

Many copies of the limited edition
were not signed by Read. Walter
William Read played eighteen
matches for England and was
considered one of the best batsmen
of the 1880s

635 ‘Match of the Decade’ West Indies v
Australia, 3rd Test, Bridgetown,
March 1999. Richard M. White
1999. Limited edition pamphlet with
score sheets and radial diagrams
from the game. Signed by Frindall
and the author. Limited edition
37/50. VG £25/35

636 ‘The Noble Game of Cricket’.
London 1961. ‘Illustrated &
Described from the Collection of Sir
Jeremiah Colman, Bt. at Gatton
Park, Surrey’. Original green boards,
with gilt titles to front and spine, gilt
to top edge. Contains 100 plates of
cricketing scenes with accompanying
descriptions from the Collection.
Limited edition of 150. Ex libris
Guildhall Library with hand-stamps
to some pages.  G/VG. Rare - cricket

£500/700

637 ‘The Leeds Zingari Cricket Club.
North Wales Tour 1935’. C.L.
Champion. 1935. Unique and scarce
compilation by Champion
comprising a hand written daily diary
with original candid photographs
and press cuttings from the tour.
Signed in ink to the title page by the
touring members. Bound in maroon
boards. G £120/150

638 ‘The Cricket Guide’. Mohummud
Abdullah Khan. Lucknow, Royal
Printing Press 1891. First and only
edition. ‘Intended for the use of
young players, containing a short
but comprehensive account of the
game, embracing all the important
rules and directions nicely arranged
in due succession. Original pink
paper wrappers with full-page
diagram of fielding positions, errata
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slip on fold yellow paper. Loss and
damage to wrappers, internally
good, but splitting to spine
otherwise in good condition. Loose
bound in red boards. Very rare -
cricket £1000/1500

A similar copy of this book sold for
£5250 (inc commission + vat) at
Christie's auction of MCC duplicates
in 2010 

639 ‘Old English Cricket’. H. P-T
(Thomas Percy Francis). Richards,
Nottingham, 1929. ‘A collection of
evidence concerning the game prior
to the days of Hambledon’. A set of
six original pamphlets issued
between 1923 and 1929, bound in
green boards. Appears to have been
signed by cricket author, M.W.
Luckin, to title page of ‘More Old
Cricket’. VG - cricket £200/300

640 ‘John Lawrence’s Handbook of
Cricket in Ireland- and record of
Athletic Sports, Football etc’. 1868-
1869. Fourth issue. Compiled and
edited by J.T. Hurford. Lawrence,
Dublin. Bound in green boards,
original paper wrappers preserved.
Staining and rounding to corners,
affecting first few internal pages,
minor loss to wrappers, otherwise G
- cricket £200/250

The handbook was published
annually from 1865, the last volume
published in 1882 covering both
1881 and 1882 seasons

641 ‘Scottish Cricketers’ Annual and
Guide’. 1870-71. First issue. Edited
by Percival King, Edinburgh.
Rebound in half leather, original
wrappers preserved. Ex libris B.J.
Wakely. Odd faults, otherwise G -
cricket £80/120

642 ‘Scottish Cricketers’ Annual and
Guide’. 1872-73. Third issue. Edited
by Percival King, Edinburgh.
Rebound in dark green boards,
original wrappers preserved. Minor
annotations to some internal pages,
otherwise G/VG - cricket £80/120

643 ‘Scottish Cricketers’ Annual and
Guide’. 1876-77. Sixth issue. Edited
by Percival King, Edinburgh. Original
paper wrappers. Small loss and wear
to spine and front cover, otherwise
generally G - cricket £80/120

644 ‘A Correct Account of all the Cricket
Matches which have been played by

the Marylebone Club and all other
Principal Matches from the year
1786 to 1822’. H. Bentley. London
1823. Original copy in bound half
calf. General foxing and small loss to
odd internal pages, otherwise
generally G/VG - cricket £500/700

645 ‘The Secret History off the
Coningham Case, Copiously
Illustrated with Facsimiles of
Documents etc’, by “Zero”. Sydney
1901. Bound in original pictorial
boards. Minor ageing and wear to
board edges, otherwise generally
G/VG - cricket £60/80

Arthur Coningham was a noted
athlete, billiards player as well as
cricketer. In his one and only Test for
Australia against England in 1894,
he became the first player to take a
wicket with his first ball in Test
cricket. He achieved notoriety in
Australia in a case in which he and
his wife accused a local priest of
adultery with Coningham’s wife in
order to extract money. He lost the
case and was made bankrupt

646 ‘The Theory and Practice of Cricket,
from its origin to the present time’.
Charles Box. London 1868. Original
boards. Wear and loss to spine,
broken spine block with rear pages
and cover detached. Viewing
essential - cricket £60/90

647 ‘Wellington C.A. Cricket Annual
1891-92 & 1892-93’. One issue
rebound in brown boards. Original
wrappers preserved. Protective film
applied to front cover. Wear and
foxing, otherwise G. Rare - cricket 

£300/500

648 ‘Fifty Years History of the Durham
County Cricket Club. 1882-1931’.
W.R. Bell. Sunderland 1932. Original
paper wrappers. Ex Libris K.A. Auty,
Ontario. G/VG - cricket £40/60

649 ‘History of Otago Representative
Cricket 1863-1906’. J.W.H.
Bannerman. Dunedin, 1907.
Rebound with replacement spine
and endpapers, original boards
preserved. Small loss to one internal
page, otherwise G/VG. Rare - cricket

£100/150

650 ‘An Angler’s Rambles’. Edward Jesse.
London, 1836. Rebound in half
moroccan leather and gilt to spine.
Contains a chapter, ‘The Village

Cricket Club’. Ex libris J.W. Goldman
and A.E. Winder. VG - cricket 

£100/150

651 ‘Outdoor Games. Cricket & Golf’.
R.H. Lyttleton. J.M. Dent & Co,
London, 1901. Full vellum, hand
made paper, limited edition no.
94/150. G/VG - cricket £150/200

652 Archaeologia Cantiana: Being
Transactions of the Kent
Archaeological Society’. Two
volumes, numbers 48 (1936) and 63
(1950), each with good historical
references to Kent cricket. Original
boards with gilt emblem to front and
title to spine. Light fading to the
1936 edition, otherwise G/VG. Qty
2 - cricket £30/50

653 William Gilbert Grace. Two volumes
of ‘Men and Women of the Day’,
each containing a set of impressive
large ‘Woodburytype’ mono
photographs of actors, authors and
other celebrities of the day with
accompanying biographies by
Barraud of London, 1888. Includes a
photograph of Grace, three quarter
length, wearing cricket whites and
holding a cricket bat under his arm.
Each photograph is laid down to
official photographer’s mount with
printer’s name to lower border. The
photographs measure 9.5”x7”. The
two volumes bound in full leather,
general wear to covers, one cover
detached. The internal photographs
in very good condition. Excellent
images £180/250

654 ‘Spybey’s Annual Register of
Nottinghamshire Cricket Matches.
Season 1884’. Eighth Year of
Publication. Compiled and published
by F.G. Spybey, Nottingham 1884.
Bound in replacement front board,
original rear board. Internal pages in
good condition - cricket £50/70

The register was published from
1878 to 1886

655 ‘Great Batsmen. Their Methods at a
Glance’, ‘Great Bowlers and Fielders.
Their Methods at a Glance’, G.W.
Beldam and C.B. Fry. London 1905 &
1906. Also ‘Great Golfers. Their
Methods at a Glance’, C.B. Fry,
London 1904. All 1st editions. Each
volume in original pictorial covers
with gilt to top page edges.
Replacement spines on the
‘Batsmen’ and ‘Golfers’. Broken
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internal hinges to ‘Bowlers’. Wear to
boards and foxing, otherwise G. Qty
3 - cricket £100/150

656 Bodyline. Six books in original
boards. ‘In Quest of the Ashes’, D.R.
Jardine, Hutchinson & Co., London
1933, ‘The Fight for the Ashes 1932-
3’, J.B. Hobbs, 1933, ‘-And Then
Came Larwood’, Arthur Mailey,
1934, ‘Jardine Justified’, Bruce
Harris, 1933, ‘Bodyline?’, Harold
Larwood, 1933 and ‘Cricket Crisis’,
J.H. Fingleton, 1947. Sold with a
white folder containing press
cuttings and obituaries relating to
Larwood, Allen, Wyatt and Warner.
Also includes two original mono
press photographs of Larwood in
later years, and other copy press
photographs of Larwood in action in
the Bodyline series. Sold with
‘Cricket’s Imperial Crisis of 1932/33’,
Brian Stoddart, 1983, limited edition
no. 123/200 and ‘Cricket Year Book
1932-33’, published by the New
South Wales Cricket Association
(wear and loss to covers). G - cricket 

£60/90

657 Australian cricket books. Eight books
including ‘Australian Cricket. A
History’. A.G. Moyes. London, 1959.
Original dust wrapper, with some
tears and loss.  ‘Australian Cricket:
The Game and the Players’. J.
Pollard, Sydney 1982. Original dust
wrapper in very good condition.
‘First Class Cricket in Australia’
Volumes I (1991) & II (1997),
compiled by Ray Webster, Victoria.
Both volumes limited edition nos.
501. Vol. 1 signed by Webster and
the editor, Alan Miller, Vol II signed
by Webster. Breaking to front
internal hinge of Vol I. Also four
volumes of Australian cricket history
by Jack Pollard in original dust
wrappers. G/VG - cricket £25/35

658 New Zealand cricket books. A box of
books, almanacks and annuals
relating to New Zealand cricket.
Includes ‘New Zealand Cricket 1841-
1914’, T.W. Reese, Christchurch
1927, ‘Was It All Cricket?’, Daniel
Reese, London 1948 and ‘The All
Blacks at Cricket’, S. Canynge Caple,
Worcester 1958, Generally G. Qty
14 - cricket £30/40

659 A.C.S. International Cricket
Yearbooks. A run of the yearbook
from 1986 to 2010, missing 2001 &

2002. Published by the Association
of Cricket Statisticians. Qty 23. Sold
with a collection of magazines
including Cricket World and League
Cricket Review etc. G/VG - cricket 

£20/30

660 Overseas cricket books. A box of
modern year books, annuals,
almanacks etc covering New
Zealand, Australia and other interna-
tional cricket. The majority published
by the Association of Cricket
Statisticians. G/VG - cricket £20/30

661 Instructional cricket books. A
collection of books including ‘The
Complete Cricketer’, Albert E.
Knight, London 1906, ‘Cricket and
How to Play It’, Gilbert Jessop,
London 1925, ‘How to Make a
Century’, J.B. Hobbs, London 1913,
‘The Art of Cricket’ , Donald
Bradman, London 1960 etc. Mixed
condition, generally G. Qty 8 -
cricket £25/35

662 Australian State Cricket. Five
‘Statistical Surveys’ by John King,
1982-1986, each survey providing a
summary of matches played
between the five States. Each signed
by the author. G/VG - cricket 

£40/60

663 Yorkshire C.C.C. An unusual book of
a compilation of ‘Cricket Close-ups’
of famous cricketers originally
published in the Yorkshire Evening
Post, produced for Len Hutton’s
benefit year in 1950. Published by
Yorkshire Conservative Newspaper
Ltd. Also ‘Yorkshire’s 22
Championships 1893-1946’, E.L.
Roberts, 1949 and ‘Yorkshire
Cricketers 1839-1939’, Derek
Hodgson 1973. Sold with six other
books and  brochures with Yorkshire
interest. G/VG - cricket £20/30

664 ‘A History of Worcestershire County
Cricket Club 1844-1950’. W.R.
Chignell 1950 and ‘Worcestershire
Cricket 1950-1968’ W.R. Chignell.
1968, with original dustwrapper.
G/VG £25/35

665 ‘Cricket. Old and New’. A.C.
Maclaren. London 1924. Original
green boards. Light fading and stain
to spine paper otherwise in good
condition. Sold with ‘The Jubilee
Book of Cricket’. K.S. Ranjitsinhji.
4th Edition. 1897. Breaking to
internal hinges, some foxing

otherwise in very good condition 
£20/30

666 ‘Cricket Scores 1744-1845’, G.B.
Buckley. Two bound volumes of
photocopies of the originals held in
the library at Lord’s. From A.E.
Winder who claims only four copies
were made. VG - cricket £80/120

667 ‘Cricket Scores & Biographies’,
Arthur Haygarth. Three bound
volumes of photocopies of the
original manuscripts in Haygarth’s
own hand, being the source material
for the published volumes. Copied
from the originals in the library at
Lord’s. VG. Rare - cricket £60/90

668 ‘The Daily News Cricket & Tennis
Annual’ 1924 & 1925. The 1924
edition with detached and faded
wrappers, loss to top corner of front
wrapper. The 1925 edition with
chipping to edges of wrappers, loss
to corner of rear wrapper and last
two pages otherwise in good
condition. Sold with ‘News Chronicle
Cricket Annual’ (which succeeded it)
for 1934, 1936, 1938, 1947, 1948,
1956-1960 (2 copies for 1959) and
‘The Cricket Annual’ (which
succeeded it) for 1962, ‘Playfair
Cricket Annual’ for 1964 and 1965.
Old tape repairs to the 1934 and
1936 editions, annotation to some
covers and spines otherwise in good
condition. Qty 20 £40/60

669 ‘The Athletic News Cricket Annual’
for 1924 to 1933, 1935, 1936 to
1939, then continued as ‘The
Athletic News Cricket and Golf
Annual’ for 1946, 1949 (2 copies),
then became the ‘Sunday Chronicle
Cricket and Golf Annual’ for 1950,
1952 to 1954. Some foxing to earlier
editions, the 1925 edition lacking
wrappers, minor staining, folds and
marks to wrappers, handwritten
annotation to odd wrapper and
spine paper otherwise in good
condition. Qty 22 £60/90 

670 ‘The Athletic News Cricket Annual’
for 1927, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932,
1936, 1938 & 1949 (& Golf Annual).
Minor wear to the spine paper of the
1927 edition, rear internal hinges
broken to the rear of the 1930
edition with wear to rear wrapper,
the 1932 has a portion of the front
wrapper corner missing, the 1936
edition has annotation to the front
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wrapper and broken front internal
hinges and the 1949 edition has
small loss to the top corner of the
front wrapper and first few internal
pages otherwise in good condition.
Qty 8 £25/35

671 Worcestershire County Cricket Club
Official Yearbook 1933. Original
decorative covers. Some light soiling
to wrappers otherwise in very good
condition. Rare first year of issue 

£300/500

The Yearbook was first issued in
1933, then issues for 1936-1939
and 1947 to date

672 Worcestershire County Cricket Club
Official Yearbook 1937. Original
decorative covers. Very minor light
soiling to wrappers, year
handwritten to spine paper in ink
otherwise in very good condition.
Rare third year of issue £200/300

673 Worcestershire County Cricket Club
Official Yearbook 1938. Original
decorative covers. Very minor light
soiling to wrappers, minor chip to
base of spine paper, year
handwritten to spine paper in ink
otherwise in very good condition.
Rare fourth year of issue £200/300

674 Worcestershire County Cricket Club
Official Yearbook 1939. Original
decorative covers. Very minor light
soiling to wrappers, minor chip to
head of spine paper, minor rusting to
staples otherwise in very good
condition. Rare fifth year of issue 

£200/300

675 Worcestershire County Cricket Club
Official Yearbook 1947. Original
decorative covers. Rusting to staples,
rear wrapper with corners cut, minor
creasing to front wrapper otherwise
in good/very good condition 

£30/50

676 Worcestershire County Cricket Club
Official Yearbook 1948 & 1949
(Jubilee Year). Original decorative
covers. Minor rusting to staples to
the 1948 edition, slight soiling to
wrappers of both editions, minor
wear to head and base of spine of
the 1949 edition otherwise in good+
condition £30/50

677 Worcestershire County Cricket Club
Year Books. Official County Guides
for 1955, 1956, 1959, 1965, 1975-
1979, 1982, 1990, 1991 & 1995 in

pictorial wrappers, the 1965 issue
(Centenary year) in green boards.
Generally good. Qty 13. Sold with
an official Dinner menu for the West
Indian touring side when they
played Worcestershire at New Road
in 1959. Small tear to front cover,
otherwise G/VG - cricket £25/35

678 ‘Worcestershire C.C.C. Centenary
Year Book 1965’. Original green
boards. Signed to front end paper by
eleven members of th 1964 team.
Signatures include Kenyon
(Captain), Graveney, Horton,
Ormrod, Gifford, Booth etc. Wear to
covers and spine, internally good -
cricket £50/80

679 Yorkshire C.C.C. annual 1909.
Seventeenth annual issue. Original
blue boards with gilt title and
emblem to front cover and spine.
Gilt to page edges. Ex libris J.W.
Goldman. Previously owned by F.S.
Trueman, with letter of authenticity
from Trueman’s wife. Some
darkening to spine otherwise in
good condition - cricket £120/150

Previously included in the Vennett-
Smith Cricket Auction,15th
November 2007 

680 Warwickshire Cricket Handbook
1952. ‘Championship Edition’.
Edited by W.E. Hall. Sold with official
handbook for 1958 and Annual
Reports for 1950, 1951, 1952, 1953
& 1954. All in good/very good
condition. Qty 7 £30/50

681 Sussex C.C.C. ‘Sussex Cricket
Annual for 1901’. First issue of the
yearbook in original beige paper
wrappers, edited by A.D. Taylor,
‘Willow Wielder’. Stamped ‘With the
Editors Compliments’ to front cover.
Rusting to staples, otherwise VG.
Rare - cricket £300/400

682 Sussex C.C.C. ‘Sussex Cricket
Annual for 1902’. Second issue of
the yearbook in original red paper
wrappers, edited by A.D. Taylor,
‘Willow Wielder’. Minor ageing,
otherwise VG. Rare - cricket 

£300/400

683 Sussex C.C.C. ‘Sussex Cricket
Annual for 1903’. Third issue
(second edition) of the yearbook in
original grey paper wrappers, edited
by A.D. Taylor, ‘Willow Wielder’.
Hand written pencil annotation

‘With the editor’s compliments’ to
the Introduction page. Minor ageing
and damage to cover, otherwise VG.
Rare - cricket £300/400

684 No lot

CRICKET POSTCARDS, CIGARETTE &
TRADE CARDS

685 George Paine. Middlesex,
Warwickshire & England 1925-1947.
Mono real photograph plain back
postcard of Paine, wearing
Warwickshire cap. Signed in ink by
Paine in 1942. Photograph by A.
Wilkes & Son of West Bromwich.
G/VG - cricket £80/120

686 Claud Neville Woolley.
Gloucestershire & Northamptonshire
1909-1931. Mono real photograph
plain back postcard of Woolley, in
umpire attire. Signed in ink by
Woolley. Photograph by A. Wilkes &
Son of West Bromwich. Minor
blemishes, otherwise G/VG - cricket 

£80/120

Claud Woolley, younger brother of
Frank, was a first class umpire,
1932-1949, standing in one Test in
1938

687 Arnold Townsend. Derbyshire 1934-
1950. Mono real photograph plain
back postcard of Townsend, head
and shoulders. Nicely signed in ink
by Townsend. Photograph by A.
Wilkes & Son of West Bromwich. VG
- cricket £80/120

688 Raymond Smith. Essex 1934-1956.
Mono real photograph plain back
postcard of Smith, head and
shoulders wearing a suit. Signed in
ink by Smith. Photograph by A.
Wilkes & Son of West Bromwich. VG
- cricket £80/100

689 Peter Murray-Willis. Worcestershire
& Northamptonshire 1935-1946.
Mono real photograph plain back
postcard of Murray-Willis, head and
shoulders wearing a blazer. Signed in
ink by Murray-Willis. Photograph by
A. Wilkes & Son of West Bromwich.
VG - cricket £80/100

690 R.E.S. Wyatt. Warwickshire,
Worcestershire & England 1923-
1951. Mono real photograph plain
back postcard of Wyatt, head and
shoulders wearing an England cap.
Signed in ink by Wyatt. Photograph
by A. Wilkes & Son of West
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Bromwich. Odd faults otherwise G -
cricket £80/100

691 Tom Dollery. Warwickshire,
Wellington & England 1934-1955.
Mono real photograph plain back
postcard of Dollery, head and
shoulders wearing cricket attire.
Signed in blue ink by Dollery.
Photograph by A. Wilkes & Son of
West Bromwich. G/VG - cricket 

£80/100

692 Les Berry. Leicestershire 1924-1951.
Mono real photograph plain back
postcard of Berry, head and
shoulders in Leicestershire cap and
blazer. Signed in ink by Berry.
Photograph by A. Wilkes & Son of
West Bromwich. Dated 1935. VG -
cricket £80/100

693 Anthony Riddington. Leicestershire
1931-1950. Mono real photograph
plain back postcard of Riddington,
head and shoulders in cricket attire.
Signed in ink by Riddington.
Photograph by A. Wilkes & Son of
West Bromwich. Odd blemishes and
minor silvering, otherwise G/VG -
cricket £80/100

694 James Ord. Warwickshire 1933-
1953. Mono real photograph plain
back postcard of Ord, head and
shoulders in cricket attire.
Photograph by A. Wilkes & Son of
West Bromwich. G/VG - cricket 

£30/50

695 Hampshire C.C.C. 1922. Mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
the team with two umpires, seated
and standing in rows in cricket attire
for the match vs Warwickshire.
Players names handwritten in ink to
lower border. Photograph by A.
Wilkes & Son of West Bromwich.
G/VG - cricket £30/50

696 Alfred Croom. Warwickshire 1922-
1939. Sepia real photograph
postcard of Croom, wearing
Warwickshire blazer. Signed by
Croom. Photograph by A. Wilkes &
Son of West Bromwich. G/VG -
cricket £80/120

697 George Brown. Hampshire &
England 1908-1933. Mono real
photograph postcard of Brown in
batting action vs Surrey. Signed in
ink by Brown. Photograph by World
Sports. Slight fading to signature,
otherwise G - cricket £40/60

698 Henry ‘Harry’ Howell, Warwickshire
& England 1913-1928. Sepia real
photograph postcard of Howell,
three quarter length, holding cricket
ball. Signed in blue ink by Howell.
Card by Percy Wynne of
Birmingham. Portion of the top and
bottom of postcard cut away, minor
corner damage, otherwise G - cricket

£30/50

699 Charles Dempster. Wellington,
Leicestershire, Warwickshire & New
Zealand 1921-1948. Original mono
plain backed real photograph
postcard of Dempster walking out to
bat in 1936. Signed in ink by
Dempster. Vertical crease, otherwise
G - cricket £70/90

700 Walter Luckes. Somerset 1924-
1949. Sepia real photograph
postcard of Luckes, seated on a deck
chair in front of a pavilions with
spectators in the background. Hand
written annotation in black ink ‘W.T.
Luckes (Somerset)‘. Published by
Kilroy Ltd of Kingsway, Hove. G/VG
- cricket £30/40

701 Jack Hearne. Middlesex & England
1888-1923. Mono postcard of
Hearne in bowling pose. Signed to
front by Hearne. Star Series.
Signature faded, otherwise G -
cricket £50/70

702 Charles Knott. Kent & Oxford
University 1921-1939. Mono real
photograph postcard of Knott
standing three quarter length in
cricket attire. Nicely signed in ink by
Knott. Published by B.C. Flemons of
Tonbridge. G/VG - cricket £80/100

703 Aubrey Sharp. Leicestershire 1908-
1935. Mono real photograph
postcard of Sharp standing full
length in batting pose. Signed in ink
by Sharp. Published by T.I.C.
postcards. G - cricket £80/100

704 Arthur Frederick Augustus Lilley.
Warwickshire & England 1894-1911.
Mono real photograph postcard of
Lilley, in wicket keeping pose and
wearing Warwickshire cap. Nicely
signed in black ink by Lilley to lower
border. Odd faults, otherwise in
good condition - cricket £250/300

705 Cecil Wood. Leicestershire 1896-
1923. Mono real photograph
postcard of Wood, in batting pose
and wearing Leicestershire cap.

Nicely signed in black ink by Wood
to lower border. Rotophot series no.
8608 Odd faults, otherwise G/VG -
cricket £80/100

706 Samuel Coe. Leicestershire 1896-
1923. Sepia real photograph
postcard of Coe, standing in batting
pose. Nicely signed in black ink by
Coe. Hand written annotation to
verso detailing Leicestershire’s
victory over Northants in 1914, in
which Coe scored 252no, then
Leicestershire’s highest individual
score. Publisher unknown. Odd
faults, otherwise G/VG - cricket 

£80/100

707 Patsy Hendren. Middlesex &
England 1907-1937. Mono real
photograph postcard of Hendren,
head and shoulders, wearing
Middlesex cap. Nicely signed in ink
by Hendren. “Force” Bat Series.
Photograph by Debenham of
London. G/VG - cricket £80/100

708 Thomas Bowley. Surrey, 1885-1891.
Mono printed postcard of Bowley in
bowling pose. Signed faintly in
pencil ‘With Tom Bowley’s
compliments’. Printed title to lower
border ‘Tom Bowley, Proprietor,
Castle Hotel, Sherborne’. Publisher
unknown. G - cricket £80/120

709 John Berry ‘Jack’ Hobbs, Surrey &
England, 1905-1934. Mono real
photograph postcard of Hobbs
standing full length in cricket attire.
Signed in ink to front by Hobbs.
Publisher unknown. Horizontal fold
to lower third of postcard, affecting
the signature, otherwise G - cricket 

£30/50

710 Lionel Hallam Tennyson. Hampshire
& England, 1913-1938. Unusual
mono real photograph postcard of
Tennyson standing in cricket attire
and blazer, smoking a pipe. Printed
title ‘Lord Tennyson’. Photograph by
‘Gick’, date and publisher unknown.
Very nicely signed in ink ‘Tennyson’
to front. G/VG - cricket £100/150

711 Jim Laker. Surrey, Essex & England,
1946-1964. Mono real photograph
plain back postcard of Laker, head
and shoulders in M.C.C. blazer.
Signed in ink to front by Laker.
Published by Lucozade. VG - cricket 
£25/35
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712 M.C.C. tour to Australia, 1958/59.
Scarcer mono real photograph
postcard of the S.S. Iberia. The
postcard signed by all eighteen
members of the England touring
party. Players’ signatures include
May (Captain), Cowdrey, Bailey,
Tyson, Lock, Trueman, Richardson
etc. Odd signature faded or fading
otherwise good - cricket £80/120

713 Kenneth Farnes. Cambridge
University, Essex & England 1930-
1939. Mono plain back real
photograph postcard of Farnes
walking out to bat c1937/38. Hand
written annotation to lower border
‘K. Farnes (Essex)‘. Publisher
unknown. G/VG - cricket £30/40

714 Leicestershire C.C.C. 1937. Mono
real photograph postcard of the
Leicestershire team walking on to
the field. Players featured include
Armstrong, Dempster, Astill, Geary,
Flamson etc. Nicely signed in black
ink to the verso by all eleven players
who took part in the match v
Worcestershire at Worcester, 26th-
29th June 1937. Signatures include
Astill (Captain), Geary, Armstrong,
Prentice, Corrall, Berry etc. Small ink
blemish to front, otherwise G/VG -
cricket £40/60

715 Percy Albert Perrin. Essex, 1896-
1928. Sepia real photograph
postcard of Perrin standing full
length in batting pose. Foster of
Brighton. Photograph slightly faded,
otherwise G - cricket £50/70

716 William Beaumont Burns.
Worcestershire & England, 1903-
1913. Mono real photograph
postcard of Burns standing full
length in batting pose. Foster of
Brighton. G/VG - cricket £50/70

717 Colin Blythe. Kent & England, 1899-
1914. Sepia real photograph
postcard of Blythe standing full
length in bowling pose. Foster of
Brighton. G/VG - cricket £50/70

718 John Richard Mason. Kent &
England, 1893-1914. Mono real
photograph postcard of Mason
standing full length in batting pose.
Foster of Brighton. Postally used.
Nice image. G/VG - cricket £50/70

719 Kent C.C.C, 1903. Mono real
photograph postcard of the Kent
team, seated and standing in rows

wearing blazers. Players featured
include Burnup (Captain), Dillon,
Hearne, Day, Huish, Blyth, Fielder
etc. Foster of Brighton. G/VG -
cricket £50/70

720 England v Australia, 1938. Official
Nottinghamshire C.C.C. postcard
nicely signed in black ink by the
twelve England players selected for
the first Test against Australia at
Trent Bridge, 10th-14th June 1938.
Signatures include Hammond
(Captain), Verity, Ames, Compton,
Edrich, Hutton, Farnes etc. Complete
with original Nottinghamshire
C.C.C.l envelope. VG - cricket 

£120/150

The high scoring match was drawn.
In England’s only innings of 658-8
dec. Paynter scored 216 with
Barnett, Hutton and Compton also
scoring centuries. In Australia’s first
innings, McCabe scored 232, and in
their second innings, following on,
Brown and Bradman scored
centuries

721 West Indies. 1923. Rare mono
postcard of the West Indies badge
showing a royal palm and the Orion
constellation. The postcard by
Raphael Tuck & Sons. G/VG - cricket

£50/70

722 Kenneth Lotherington Hutchings.
Kent & England, 1902-1912. Mono
real photograph postcard of
Hutchings standing full length in
batting pose. Foster of Brighton.
G/VG - cricket £40/50

723 Henry E. Smith. Transvaal, 1905-
1909. Coloured real photograph
postcard of Smith, standing in cricket
attire leaning on his bat. Published
by Sallo Epstein of Durban. To the
verso, an amusing hand written
message from ‘Agnes’ complaining
how difficult it is to buy ‘funny’
postcards. ‘If I asked for funny
pictures the man would look me up
& down & begin to grin as much to
say “Well I guess here is a cop. I will
get one of my gentleman friends to
get you some”‘. Small scrape to top
edge of photograph, otherwise
G/VG. Rare - cricket £70/90

724 England v Australia, 1926. Mono
real photograph postcard featuring
vignettes of thirteen England players
for the Third Test at Leeds, 10th-
13th July 1926. Players featured

include Carr (Captain), Root, Hobbs,
Parker, Sutcliffe, Hendren, Macauley,
Strudwick, Larwood etc. Postcard by
J. Webb, Douglas Studio,
Nottingham. VG - cricket £25/35

725 Nottinghamshire C.C.C. 1948.
Mono real photograph plain back
postcard of the team, seated and
standing in rows in cricket attire.
Nicely signed to the verso by twelve
players. Signatures in ink include
Simpson, Butler, Woodhead, J.
Hardstaff, Winrow, Harvey, Jepson,
Stocks etc. Postcard by Van Ralty of
Nottingham. Minor crease,
otherwise G/VG - cricket £40/60

726 South Africa tour to England, 1907.
Mono real photograph postcard of
the team, seated and standing in
rows in cricket attire, with printed
names and title to lower border.
Players featured include Sherwell
(Captain), Snooke, Hathorn, Vogler,
Tancred, Sinclair, Robinson, Faulkner
etc. Publisher unknown. VG. Rare -
cricket £30/40

727 England v South Africa, 1907. Mono
real photograph postcard of the
England team for the first Test
played at Lord’s, 1st-3rd July, 1907,
seated and standing in rows in caps
and blazers. Printed names and title
to lower border. Players featured
include Foster (Captain), Fry, Jessop,
Braund, Tyldesley, Hirst, Blythe etc.
Rotary Photographic Series, no.
3825. Minor creasing, otherwise
G/VG - cricket £20/30

728 Pakistan tour to England, 1954.
Official mono real photograph
postcard of the Pakistan touring
party, seated and standing in rows in
blazers. Printed names and title to
lower border. Players featured
include Kardar, Shakoor Ahmed,
Zulfiqar Ahmed, Waqar Hassan,
Alim-ud-din, Hanif Mohammad etc.
Publisher unknown. G/VG. Rare -
cricket £25/35

729 Australian tour to England, 1921.
Sepia real photograph postcard of
the Australian touring party, seated
and standing in rows in caps and
blazers. Printed names and title to
lower border. Players featured
include Armstrong (Captain),
Oldfield, Hendry, Pellew, Bardsley,
Macartney, Mailey etc. Rotary
Photographic Series, no. 3835. Press
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cuttings laid down relating to
Australia playing at the Scarborough
Festival to verso. G - cricket £15/25

730 Australian tour to England, 1878.
Very rare early mono printed
postcard of ‘Members of the 1st
Australian Eleven who visited
England in 1878’, seated and
standing in rows in formal attire.
Printed title and players’ names to
borders. Players featured include
Gregory (Captain), Spofforth, A.
Bannerman, Blackham, Bailey etc.
Published in the early 1900s as a
promotional card for the Joe Davis
jewellery store in Sydney. Creasing
and ageing, generally fair condition -
cricket £80/120

731 Nottinghamshire C.C.C, 1907. Early
mono printed postcard of the team,
seated and standing in rows in caps
and blazers. Printed title ‘Notts
County XI, 1907’ and players’ names
to lower border. Photograph by Sam
Kirk. Postally used. Odd faults,
otherwise G - cricket £20/30

732 England v Australia, 1921. Original
mono printed postcard of the
England team, seated and standing
in rows in caps and blazers, for the
fifth Test match at The Oval, 13th-
16th August 1921. Players featured
include Tennyson (Captain),
Sandham, Tyldesley, Brown, Parkin,
Fender, Woolley etc. Published by C.
Smith, Central News. Minor wear,
otherwise G - cricket £20/30

The match was drawn

733 Australian tour to England, 1921.
Original mono printed postcard of
thirteen members of the Australian
touring party including the Manager,
Sydney Smith, seated and standing
in rows in cricket attire. Players
featured include Armstrong
(Captain), Bardsley, Ryder, Gregory,
Hendry, Mailey etc. Published by
Topical Press. Postally used. Creasing
to two corners, otherwise G - cricket 

£20/30

734 Australia v England, 1904. Original
colour printed postcard of the
Melbourne Cricket Ground with a
match in play. Printed title to lower
border ‘Melbourne Cricket Ground -
An English Eleven at Play 1904’. E.P.
Series. Minor ageing, otherwise G.
Rare - cricket £30/40

735 Australia v England, 1904. Original
colour printed postcard of the
Melbourne Cricket Ground with a
match in play. Printed title to top
border ‘Melbourne Cricket Oval.
Test Match- Australia versus
England’. Valentine’s Series no
50328. Postally used, minor wear,
otherwise G. Rare - cricket £30/40

736 South Africa 1929. Mono advertising
printed postcard published by Jaeger
of the South Africa team to England
‘in Jaeger Shirts and Sweaters,
Trousers.etc specially supplied for
the present tour’. Players featured
include Deane (Captain), Cameron,
Mitchell, Morkel, Taylor, Vincent,
Van Der Merwe, Dalton, Christy etc.
Photo by Hana, London. Tear to top
left corner, otherwise G - cricket 

£25/35 

737 Australia 1921. Mono advertising
printed postcard published by Jaeger
of the Australian team to England ‘in
Jaeger Shirts and Sweaters’. Players
featured include Armstrong
(Captain), Hendry, Macartney,
Bardsley, Mcdonald, Collins, Oldfield
etc. Photo by Bolland. Minor
creasing and wear to card edges,
otherwise G - cricket £25/35 

738 W.G. Grace. Mono photographic
postcard of Grace in later life,
wearing suit and flat cap. Title to
base ‘W.G. Grace’. Canterbury Press,
Kent. VG £10/20

739 ‘County Test Cricketers’. Blue folder
containing sixteen, almost, full sets
of, covering each county team, of
twenty five colour trade cards of
county cricketers produced by
County Print Services. Fifty of the
cards are signed by the player
featured. Signatures are K. Barnett,
M. Holding, D. Malcolm, R. Taylor, T.
Bailey, K. Fletcher, G. Gooch, N.
Hussain, D. Pringle, M. Maynard, S.
Watkin, B. Athey, M. Procter, C.
Walsh, B. Cottam, B. Richards, R.
Smith, J. Stephenson, C. Hooper, C.
Balderstone, J. Birkenshaw, J.
Agnew, P. Defreitas, D. Gower, P.
Simmons, J. Whitaker, P. Willey, J.
Emburey, M. Gatting, A. Fraser, P.
Tufnel, R. Bailey, C. Broad, I.
Botham, A. Caddick, M. Lathwell, N.
Mallender, V. Marks, M. Ahmed, G.
Arnold, A. Stewart, G. Thorpe, A.
Oakman, J. Parks, B. Willis, G. Hick,
V. Holder, T. Moody, S. Rhodes, G.

Boycott and M. Moxon. Three cards
are signed to verso Athey, Gatting
and Fraser, the rest signed to face.
The Northamptonshire set missing
cards 8 and 16 and the Yorkshire set
missing cards 4, 10, 15, 19 & 21.
VG. Sold with a selection of cigarette
cards. G - cricket  £80/120

740 George Hunt. Somerset 1921-1931.
Godfrey Phillips Ltd ‘Cricketers’
series cigarette card of Hunt. Series
published 1924. Signed to front in
ink by Hunt. G/VG - cricket £25/35

741 Wally Hardinge. Kent & England
1902-1933. Godfrey Phillips Ltd
‘Cricketers’ series cigarette card of
Hardinge. Series published 1924.
Signed to front in ink by Hardinge.
G/VG - cricket £25/35

742 Clarence Bruce. Oxford University &
Middlesex 1905-1929. Godfrey
Phillips Ltd ‘Cricketers’ series
cigarette card of Bruce. Series
published 1924. Signed to front in
ink by Bruce. G/VG - cricket 

£25/35

743 First Australian Tour to England,
1878. Very rare original sepia cabinet
card of the thirteen members of the
Australian touring party including
the Manager, J. Conway, seated and
standing in rows in cricket attire.
Players featured included Murdoch
(Captain), Spofforth, Midwinter,
Bannerman, Blackham, Boyle,
Garrett etc. Printed player’s names to
lower captioned border, very faint.
Players’ names written in ink to
verso. Photograph by M. Hurst of
Sheffield. Card measures approx
6.5”x4”. Foxing and slightly faded,
with light creasing, loss and
bumping to corners, otherwise G.
Rare - cricket £300/500

744 Australian Tour to England, 1888.
Excellent original mono cabinet card
of the Australian team, seated and
standing in rows in caps and blazers.
Photograph by London Stereoscopic
& Photographic Co. Printed title ‘The
Australian Cricketing Team, 1888’
and players’ names to side and
bottom margins. Players featured
included McDonnell (Captain),
Bonnor, Turner, Bannerman, Ferris,
Trott, Blackham etc. Card measures
approx 6.5”x4”. Adhesive damage
to verso, otherwise VG. Rare  -
cricket £250/350
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745 Australian Tour to England, 1893.
Excellent original mono cabinet card
of the Australian team, seated and
standing in rows in caps and blazers.
Photograph by London Stereoscopic
& Photographic Co. Printed title
‘Eighth Australian Cricketing Team,
1893’ and players’ names to side
and bottom margins. Players
featured included Blackham
(Captain), Trumble, Lyons, Bruce,
Turner, Coningham etc. Card
measures approx 6.5”x4”. VG. Rare
- cricket £250/350

746 Australian Tour to England, 1899.
Excellent original mono cabinet card
of the Australian team, seated and
standing in rows in caps and blazers.
Photograph by London Stereoscopic
& Photographic Co. Printed title
‘Australian Cricketers at Lords, 1899’
to bottom margin. Printed players’
names to verso. Players featured
included Darling (Captain), Hill,
Noble, Worrall, Trumper, Trumble,
Howell, Jones etc. Card measures
approx 6.5”x4”. Minor ageing,
otherwise VG. Rare - cricket 

£250/350

747 William James Whitty. New South
Wales, South Australia & Australia,
1907-1926. Excellent extra large
mono ‘Imperial’ cabinet card of
Whitty, standing in cricket attire with
Australian cap, holding a ball. Very
nicely signed in black ink to the
photograph by Whitty. Photograph
by T.W. Bolland of London, taken in
1909 during the Australian tour to
England. Photographers gilt titles to
lower border and gilt to card edges.
Card measures approx 7.5”x12.75”.
Minor bump to top right corner,
minor adhesive marks to verso
otherwise in excellent condition. A
superb image  and a rare large
cabinet card in this signed form -
cricket £600/800

748 Peter Alexander McAlister. Victoria
& Australia, 1898-1911. Excellent
extra large mono ‘Imperial’ cabinet
card of McAlister, full length in
batting post wearing Australian cap.
Very nicely signed in black ink to the
photograph by McAlister.
Photograph by T.W. Bolland of
London, taken in 1909 during the
Australian tour to England.
Photographers gilt titles to lower
border and gilt to card edges. Card

measures approx 7.5”x12.75”. Odd
bumps to corners and edges, minor
adhesive marks to verso otherwise in
excellent condition. A superb image
and a rare large cabinet card in this
signed form - cricket £600/800

749 Albert Ernest Knight. Leicestershire &
England 1895-1912. Original sepia
cabinet card of Knight in batting
pose. Photograph by E. Hawkins &
Co, Brighton. Player’s name on card
laid down to lower border. Card
measures approx 4.25”x7”. Some
wear and small loss to card
extremities, otherwise G - cricket 

£60/80

750 Thomas Jayes. Leicestershire 1903-
1911. Original sepia cabinet card of
Jayes in batting pose. Photograph by
E. Hawkins & Co, Brighton. Card
measures approx 4.25”x6.5”. G/VG
- cricket £80/120

751 Herbert Tremenheere Hewett.
Somerset & Oxford University 1884-
1893. Original sepia cabinet card of
Hewett, head and shoulders in legal
attire. Photograph by Barrauds Ltd,
London. Card measures approx
4.25”x6.5”. G/VG - cricket £50/70

752 William James ‘Billy’ Bancroft.
Glamorgan, South Wales & West of
England 1896-1914. Original sepia
cabinet card of Bancroft, full length
in batting pose. Photograph by A.J.
Pritchard, Swansea. Signed to lower
border in ink by Bancroft. Card
measures approx 4.25”x6.5”. Small
nick and repair to right edge,
otherwise G - cricket £120/160

Bancroft was best known as a rugby
union player, playing at full back for
Wales on 33 successive occasions

753 Harry Creber. Glamorgan & South
Wales 1898-1920. Original sepia
cabinet card of Creber, half length in
suit and boater. Photograph by A.J.
Pritchard, Swansea. Nicely signed to
the photograph in ink by Creber.
Card measures approx 4.25”x6.5”.
Minor damage to left edge,
otherwise G/VG - cricket £120/160

754 Henry ‘Harry’ Pickett. Essex, 1894-
1897. Original sepia cabinet card of
Pickett, head and shoulders in cricket
attire. Photograph by F.W. Clark.
Signed to the photograph in ink by
Pickett. Inscription to verso reads ‘I
brought H. Pickett out when he was

16 years old. Got him a job at
Becton(?). He played for Essex,
M.C.C. & finished at Clifton College.
His body was found at Weston-
Super-Mare’. Card measures approx
4.25”x6.5”. Damage and loss to
three corners, heavier to lower right
hand corner, pin holes to top
corners, otherwise G - cricket 

£60/80

755 Kenneth Iltyd Nicholl. Middlesex,
M.C.C. & Free Foresters 1904-1921.
Original sepia cabinet card of
Nicholl, head and shoulders in
cricket attire. Photograph by Alfred
D. Kissack, Eton. Card measures
approx 4.25”x6.5”. Nice image.
G/VG - cricket £80/120

Captain of Eton 1903

756 Alexander Watson. Lancashire 1871-
1893. Original sepia cabinet card of
Watson, head and shoulders in
cricket attire, holding a cricket ball.
Photograph by W.S. Proe, Peckham.
Card measures approx 4.25”x6.5”.
Signed in ink to lower border by
Watson. Photograph faded, pin hole
to top edge, otherwise G - cricket 

£150/200

757 Sydney Herbert Evershed.
Derbyshire 1880-1901. Original
sepia cabinet card of Evershed, half
length in cricket attire. Photograph
by Richard W. Thomas, London.
Card measures approx 4.25”x6.5”.
G/VG - cricket £80/120

Evershed captained Derbyshire from
1891 to 1898. His father was a
brewer, whom he followed into the
family business. In 1929 he was
knighted

758 Frederick Aitken Leeston-Smith.
Somerset 1884-1885. Original sepia
cabinet card of Smith, half length in
a suit. Photograph by Heath of
Plymouth. Card measures approx
4.25”x6.5”. Minor wear and ageing,
otherwise G/VG - cricket £50/70

759 E.W. Ballantine. Original sepia
cabinet card of Ballantine, half
length in a suit. Photograph by
O’Byrne of Johannesburg. Card
measures approx 4.25”x6.5”. G/VG
- cricket £50/70

Ballantine was a South African
cricket writer and broadcaster, who
commentated on the South Africa v
Australia Test series in 1930/31
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760 George Lacy. Original and unusual
sepia cabinet card of Lacy in later
years, head and shoulders.
Photograph by J. Weston & Son,
Folkestone. Card measures approx
4.25”x6.5”. G/VG - cricket £50/70

Lacy was a literary figure and cricket
lover, who was known for articles on
‘Present-Day Cricket’ published in
‘Cricket, A Weekly Record’ in 1897.
His obituary appeared in the 1904
Wisden Almanack

761 William Barclay Delacombe.
Derbyshire, 1894-1900. Original
sepia cabinet card of Delacombe,
head and shoulders wearing a suit.
Photograph by Dereské of Derby.
Card measures approx 4.25”x6.5”.
Excellent image. Odd minor faults,
otherwise VG - cricket £50/70

Delacombe played ten matches for
Derbyshire C.C.C. and was Secretary
from 1889 to 1907

762 Frank Hardcastle. Lancashire, 1869-
11874. Original sepia cabinet card of
Hardcastle, head and shoulders
wearing a suit. Photograph by Kay
of Bolton. Card measures approx
4.25”x6.5”. Hand written name and
date, 27th November 1885, to lower
border. Excellent image. Odd minor
faults, otherwise VG - cricket 

£50/70

Hardcastle played two matches for
Lancashire C.C.C. and was M.P. for
Westhoughton 1885-92

763 Charles Turnbull Mannes. Scotland
1906-1908. Original sepia cabinet
card of Mannes, seated, three
quarter length in cricket attire, cap
and blazer. Photograph by R.C. Platt,
Airdrie. Card measures approx
4.25”x6.5”. Signed in ink to verso
by Mannes. Nice image. Minor wear,
otherwise G/VG - cricket £120/150

CRICKET SCORECARDS,
PROGRAMMES & MAGAZINES ETC

764 ‘Grand Cricket Match, between 11
of the All England & 22 of Lincoln’,
23rd-25th June, 1862. Original small
printed scorecard for the match
played at Lincoln. Published by E.
Keyworth on the ground. Very rare.
Minor faults and soiling but in very
good condition for the age - cricket 

£300/500

The All England Eleven won the match by
87 runs

765 All England XI v United All England
XI, 1858. Very rare and early original
‘F. Lillywhite’s Cricket Score’ printed
scorecard for the benefit match for
George Parr played at Lord’s, 26th-
27th July, 1858. Horizontal fold, but
otherwise in very good condition for
the age - cricket £1000/1500

The All England XI won the match
by an innings and 97 runs. Batting at
number 10 for All England, John
Jackson top scored with 45 runs in
the first innings, following up with
bowling figures of 12-68, taking six
wickets in each innings, including
clean bowling John Wisden twice

766 Surrey C.C.C, 1878. Early official
printed scorecard for Surrey v
Cambridge University, The Oval,
13th-15th June 1878. Handwritten
annotations in pencil, adhesive
damage to verso, small tape repair to
top left corner, some soiling
otherwise G - cricket £50/80

Cambridge University won the
match by an innings and 112 runs

767 Surrey C.C.C, 1884. Early official
printed scorecard for Surrey v
Cambridge University, The Oval,
19th-21st June 1884. Handwritten
annotations in pencil, adhesive
damage to verso, otherwise G -
cricket £50/80

Surrey won the match by 148 runs

768 Jack Hobbs ‘Record’. Somerset v
Surrey 1925. Official silk scorecard
from the match where Hobbs made
his 126th and 127th centuries
equalling and breaking W.G. Grace’s
record of number of centuries
scored. Hobb’s made 101 in the first
and 101no in the second.
Attractively mounted, framed and
glazed. Overall 9.75”x13.75” -
cricket £100/150

769 ‘Arthur Mailey 10-66’.
Gloucestershire v Australians, 20th-
23rd August 1921. Official scorecard
for the famous match played at
Cheltenham College where Arthur
Mailey took 10-66 for the
Australians in Gloucestershire’s 2nd
innings. His final figures were 28.4
overs, 5 maidens, 10 wickets for 66
runs. He took 3-21 in the first
innings. Australia won by an innings

and 136 runs. The scorecard with
fully completed printed detail is
mounted, framed and glazed.
Overall 13.5”x9.25”. Some minor
faults otherwise in good condition.
Rare £50/70

Mailey went on to name his autobi-
ography, published in 1958, ‘10-66
and all that’

770 Surrey C.C.C. 1955. Official Luton
Town C.C. printed scorecard for a
match v ‘A Surrey XI’ played at
Luton on 5th June 1955. The
scorecard signed in in to the front by
thirteen Surrey players. Signatures
include Surridge (Captain), A.
Bedser, E. Bedser, Stewart, McIntyre,
Barrington, Loader, Clark etc. Minor
creases, otherwise VG - cricket 

£30/40

An unusual feature of the match is
that the actor, Boris Karloff, is
recorded as one of the umpires

771 Robin Nicholas Stuart Hobbs. Essex,
Glamorgan & England, 1961-81.
Official Essex C.C.C. printed
scorecard for the match v Australia
played at Chelmsford, 23rd-26th
August 1975. Robin Hobbs, batting
at number 9 scored 100 in the Essex
2nd innings. Signed in ink by Hobbs.
G - cricket £25/35

Hobbs scored his century off 46
balls, hitting seven sixes and twelve
fours. Australia won the match by
98 runs

772 Ireland v Scotland, 1953. Official
scorecard for the match played at
Ormeau Park, Belfast, 11th-14th
July 1953. Signed to the verso by all
twenty two players from both
teams. Signatures in ink for Ireland
include Pollock (Captain), Bergin,
Boucher, Jafffey, O’Maille etc. For
Scotland, Edwards (Captain), Brown,
Chisholm, A.W. Henderson, J.D,
Henderson, Laidlaw etc. Horizontal
fold and some age staining,
otherwise G - cricket £30/40

773 Edrich XI v Norfolk XI. Two official
scorecards for the match played on
10th September 1955. One signed
to verso by all eleven Edriches in
pencil, two in ink, the other
somewhat untidily annotated in ink.
Odd faults, otherwise G. Qty 2. Rare
in this signed form - cricket 

£80/120
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774 England v India, 1952. Official
printed scorecard for the third Test
played at Old Trafford, 17th-22nd
July 1952. Handwritten annotations
in ink and pencil. Signed in later
years, ‘8-31 Best Test Match
Bowling, F.S. Trueman’. Folds, and
minor staining to edges, otherwise
G. Sold with an autograph card with
printed photograph of Trueman in
bowling action, signed by Trueman -
cricket £30/40

England won the match by an
innings and 207 runs

775 England v Australia, 2005. Official
scorecard for the fifth Ashes Test at
The Oval, 8th-12th September
2005. Boldly signed in ink by Kevin
Pietersen. VG - cricket £25/35

The final Test was drawn to give
England their famous first Ashes
series victory since 1987. Kevin
Pietersen was named man of the
match for his maiden Test century,
scoring 158 in England’s second
innings

776 England v Sri Lanka, 1998. Official
scorecard for the only Test played on
Sri Lanka’s tour, at The Oval, 27th-
31st August 1998, in which
Muralitharan took 16/220 in the
match, the 5th best bowling figures
in a match in Test cricket history,
including nine wickets in England’s
second innings to give Sri Lanka
victory by ten wickets. Scorecard not
complete. Signed in ink by Muttiah
Muralitharan. Sold with an unsigned,
but complete, scorecard from the
same match. Also a complete
scorecard from the drawn first Test
played by Sri Lanka in England, at
Lord’s  23rd-28th August 1984, in
which Wettimuny scored 190 and
Mendis 111 in Sri Lanka’s first
innings and 102no by Silva in the
second. VG Qty 3 - cricket £30/40

777 ‘Big match scorecards’. Five official
completed scorecards each featuring
a significant performance.
Scorecards are Warwickshire v
Oxfordshire, one day match, 1984,
Kallicharan scoring 206, Smith 101
in a total of 392-5 in 60 overs,
Warwickshire v Durham 1994, Lara’s
record score of 501no, Essex v
Surrey 1983, Surrey were bowled
out for fourteen runs in their first
innings, Oxford v Cambridge 1983,

centuries in both innings and seven
wickets in the match for Boyd-Moss,
Sussex v Leicestershire 2003, Murray
Goodwin scored 335no. G/VG -
cricket £20/30

778 England v Australia ‘200th Test
Match’, 1968. Official silk scorecard
for the second Test match at Lord’s,
20th-25th 1968. VG - cricket 

£50/70

The match was drawn, Australia all
out for 78 in the first innings

779 Sir Richard Hadlee. Canterbury,
Nottinghamshire, Tasmania & New
Zealand, 1971-1983. An official
scorecard for the second Test
between England and New Zealand,
Lord’s 21st to 26th June 1990. Sold
with a colour copy photograph of
Hadlee. Both items signed by
Hadlee. G/VG - cricket £20/30

The match was drawn. The
scorecard is the first to feature
Hadlee’s name printed as ‘Sir
Richard Hadlee’ 

780 West Indies tours to England 1960s-
1980s. A small collection of
scorecards for England v West Indies
matches. Scorecards include Trent
Bridge 1957 (Graveney 258, Worrell
191), The Oval 1976 (Richards 291,
Amiss 203) sold with a signed
printed colour photograph of Viv
Richards, Lord’s 1984 (Greenidge
214no) etc. G/VG. Sold with an
official souvenir brochure for the
1939 tour in fair condition. VG -
cricket £20/30 

781 Australian tours to England 1940s-
2000s. A small collection of
scorecards for England v Australia
matches. Scorecards include Lord’s
1948 (Morris 105), Headingley 1948
(Washbrook 143), Lord’s 1953
(Hassett 104) etc. Mixed condition.
Sold with an official M.C.C. Dinner
menu held at Lord’s, 22nd May
1972. Also a press cutting of a
photograph of Mark Taylor and
Geoff Marsh walking off the field
and the end of play at Trent Bridge in
1989, having scored 301 without
loss - cricket £20/30

782 England v India. Pair of official
scorecards for the Lord's Test match
1990, with match ticket, where
Graham Gooch scored 333 and 123
and England won by 247 runs and

the Lord's One Day International
2007, where England won by 7
wickets. Both attractively mounted,
framed and glazed. VG £25/35

783 England Test Players. Signed first day
and commemorative covers. Various
series including Benham, Lord’s
Taverners, M.C.C., T.C.C.B. etc
celebrating various anniversaries,
cup finals and players. Signatures
include Gooch, Marks, Brearley,
Dexter, Athey, Colin Cowdrey,
Gower, Gatting, Underwood,
Graveney, Botham, Bailey,
Illingworth, Gough, C.J. Barnett,
Robertson, Larter, Pope, Mitchell-
Innes, Milburn, May, Arnold etc. Qty
20. G/VG - cricket £30/50

784 Australia. Signed first day and
commemorative covers. Series
include T.C.C.B., Royal Mail,
Australia Post etc celebrating various
anniversaries, players and events.
Signatures include G. Chappell, I.
Chappell, Walters, Simpson,
Lawson, Border, R.Marsh, Thomson,
M. Walker, Boon, S. Waugh, Lillee
etc. Qty 8. G/VG - cricket £30/40

785 Warwickshire C.C.C. Signed first day
and commemorative covers. Series
include Benham, Post Office,
T.C.C.B, etc celebrating various cup
finals, anniversaries and players.
Signatures include Wyatt, Amiss,
Willis, Munton, Ratcliffe, M.J.K.
Smith, Humpage etc. Some
duplication of signature. Qty 8.
G/VG - cricket £25/35

786 First day and commemorative
covers. A good collection of over
fifty covers, the majority signed.
Series include Benham, Post Office,
M.C.C., T.C.C.B, etc celebrating
various County cup finals, anniver-
saries, festivals, benefits, players,
commentators etc. Signatures
include Crowe, Underwood,
Gatting, Fletcher, Willey, Frazer,
Marks, Moores, Frindall, Johnston,
Holder, Shackleton, Dare, Holding,
Boycott etc. G/VG - cricket £30/50

787 Northamptonshire C.C.C. First day
and commemorative covers, the
majority signed. Series include
Benham, T.C.C.B, Post Office etc.
Signatures include Milburn, Lamb,
Virgin, Cook, Larkins, Sharp, Walker,
Cook, Wild etc. Qty 5. Also a mono
printed photograph of the Northants
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team, c1975, signed by eleven of the
players. G/VG - cricket £25/35

788 The Centenary Test Match.
Melbourne 1977. Official ‘Australia
Post Cover’ issued on 9th March
1977 to commemorate the
Centenary of ‘Test Cricket 1877-
1977’. Twelve signatures to the front
of the Australia team, including G.
Chappell (Captain), Bright, Lillee,
Gilmour, Marsh, Walker, Hookes (2)
etc. Lacking the signature of
O’Keefe. The verso is signed by all
eighteen members of the England
touring party. Signatures include
Greig (Captain), Brearley, Randall,
Lever, Willis, Woolmer, Barrington
(Manager), Thomas (Physio) etc.
Originally the property of Ken
Barrington. File holes to envelope
flap not affecting signatures,
otherwise VG - cricket £50/70

Australia won the Test by 45 runs.
Derek Randall was man of the
match for his second innings of 174
runs

789 Australian Test Cricketers. Australian
Bicentenary postcard, date stamped
21st June 1988. The postcard signed
to the verso by eighteen Australian
Test cricketers. Signatures include
B.Brown, Stackpole, Burge, Lindwall,
Veivers, I. Chappell, G. Chappell,
Marsh, Walker, Lillee, Morris, Massie
etc. The card laid down to page. G -
cricket £40/60

790 Centenary Tour 1980.
Commemorative cover issued for the
1880-1980 Centenary Tour match
between Old England and Old
Australia, The Oval, 27th August
1980. Signed to the front by eleven
of the twelve Old England players.
Signatures include Barrington,
Titmus, D’Oliveira, Trueman, Evans,
Smith, Parks etc. Lacking the
signature of the Captain, Colin
Cowdrey. Limited edition no. 16/25.
loosely attached to page. G/VG -
cricket £25/35

791 David Anthony Murray. Barbados &
West Indies, 1970-1982. Official
T.C.C.B. commemorative cover
issued for the 1988 West Indies tour
to England. Nicely signed by the
reserve wicket keeper, David Murray.
Rarer signature. G/VG - cricket 

£15/25

792 Sir Julian Cahn’s XI, 1939. Official

itinerary card for the tour to New
Zealand, 1939, issued by the New
Zealand Cricket Council, decorative
covers. Sold with a scorecard for Sir
Julian Cahn’s XI v West Indies,
played at Sir Julian Cahn’s Ground,
19th-20th July 1939. G/VG. Qty 2 -
cricket £25/35

793 The Cricketer magazine 1950-1979.
Edited by P.F. Warner. Bound
volumes in green boards, 1950-1954
lacking original wrappers, the
remainder complete with wrappers.
Also 1972-1994 (some duplicates,
lacking 1986) in official Cricketer
magazine binders. The 1976 volume
lacking the April edition, otherwise
appear complete. G. Qty 52 - cricket

£100/150

794 Auction catalogues. Three large
boxes of approximately 200 auction
catalogues. Includes Budd,
Sotheby’s, Mullock, Vennett-Smith,
Winter etc. G/VG - cricket £25/35

795 The Cricketer Quarterly. Almost
complete run from 1974 to 2002,
odd duplicates. Also two Haig
Village Cricket Annuals for 1974 &
1975. G - cricket £20/30

796 ‘Association of Cricket Statisticians’
Publications. Selection of sixty
‘Famous Cricketers Series’
brochures. Numbers 1 (second
edition) to 98 inclusive. Missing
numbers 7, 9, 11, 25, 28, 34, 37, 42,
44, 46-49, 52, 56, 57, 61, 62, 64,
68, 69, 71-73, 77, 79-86, 89 and
92-96. Subjects include Hobbs,
Woolley, Larwood, Hammond,
Grace, Lindwall, Morris, Sutcliffe,
Tyson, Bradman etc. G/VG. Qty 60 -
cricket £70/100

797 ‘The Cricket Statistician’. Run of the
Association of Cricket Statisticians
journal from number 1 to 150
(incomplete). Numbers 1 to 20
bound in two volumes with black
boards, numbers 21 to 43 loose
(missing issue 23), numbers 44 to
110 in six official blue binders,
numbers 111 to 117, 134, 138, 130
to 140 loose. Also two index for
issues 1 to 77 and 1 to 100. VG -
cricket £70/100

798 ‘Association of Cricket Statisticians’
Publications. Selection of ‘Famous
Cricketers Series’ brochures in five
official blue binders. Numbers 1 (first
edition) to 53. Missing numbers 46

& 47. Subjects include Hobbs,
Bradman, Graveney, Verity, Simpson,
Geary, Marshall etc. G/VG - cricket 

£60/90

799 ‘Association of Cricket Statisticians’
Publications. Run of 5 volumes of
‘Important Cricket Matches’
covering the period 1801 to 1849, 3
volumes of ‘Cricket Matches’ 1850
to 1863, 26 volumes ‘First Class
Cricket Matches’ 1864 to 1878,
1881 to 1903 and 1920 to 1922.
Qty 34. G/VG - cricket £30/40

800 Minor Counties and County Second
Elevens. ‘The Minor Counties
Championship’. A run of 11 volumes
covering the period 1895 to 1905.
Published by the Association of
Cricket Statisticians. Also a run of 22
official Minor Counties Cricket
Association annuals, 1976 to 1997,
published in association with A.C.S.
and a run of 26 ‘First Class Counties
Second Eleven’ annuals 1985 to
2010. Sold with an incomplete run
of Chalfont St. Giles C.C. handbooks
from 2000 to 2010, some duplicates.
G/VG - cricket £20/30

801 Association of Cricket Statisticians
publications. A collection of Indian
Sub-continent publications relating
to first class matches in Sri Lanka
1988 to 2006 (Qty 17) and
Bangladesh 1993 to 2006 (11). Sold
with four A.C.S.S.I. Indian year
books, volumes 1 to 4 for 1987/88
to 1990/91. Also two Zimbabwe
Cricket year books for 1998 & 1999.
G/VG - cricket £20/30

CRICKET PHOTOGRAPHS

802 Laurie Gray. Middlesex 1934-1951.
Postcard size mono studio
photograph of Gray. Nicely signed in
ink by Gray. Levack Studios of
London. G/VG - cricket £40/60

803 George Geary. Leicestershire &
England 1912-1938. Original
postcard size mono press
photograph of Geary, in bowling
action. Nicely signed in blue ink by
Geary. Photograph by Reuter of
London. VG - cricket £30/40

804 Joe Hulme. Middlesex 1929-1939.
Original postcard size mono press
photograph of Hulme, head and
shoulders in cricket attire. Signed in
ink by Hulme. Photograph by City
Press of London. VG - cricket 
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£30/40

805 John Durston. Middlesex & England
1919-1933. Original postcard size
mono press photograph of Durston,
head and shoulders in cricket attire.
Signed in ink by Durston.
Photograph by City Press of London.
G/VG - cricket £30/40

806 Francis Thomas Mann. Cambridge
University, Middlesex & England
1908-1931. Original postcard size
mono press photograph of Mann,
head and shoulders in cricket attire.
Nicely signed in ink by Mann.
Photograph by Reuter of London.
G/VG - cricket £30/40

807 Arthur Wellard. Somerset & England
1927-1950. Original postcard size
sepia press photograph of Wellard,
head and shoulders in cricket attire.
Nicely signed in ink with dedication
by Wellard. Photograph by Daily
Press of London, dated 22nd June
1938. G/VG - cricket £80/100

808 William Greswell. Somerset 1908-
1930. Original sepia studio
photograph of Greswell, half length
in blazer. Signed in ink by Greswell,
dated 14th May 1931. The
photograph laid down to card. VG -
cricket £60/80

809 Austin Matthews.
Northamptonshire, Glamorgan &
England 1927-1947. Original mono
press photograph of Matthews,
head and shoulders in cricket attire.
Photograph by A. Wilkes & Son of
West Bromwich. Odd blemishes and
minor silvering, otherwise VG -
cricket £30/50

810 John Human. Cambridge University,
Middlesex & England 1932-1938.
Original mono press photograph of
Human, head and shoulders in
cricket attire. Photograph by A.
Wilkes & Son of West Bromwich. VG
- cricket £30/40

811 D.R. Jardine. Surrey & England
1920-1948. Original sepia press
postcard size photograph of Jardine,
half length, suited, with moustache.
Sold with a Gallaher’s ‘Famous
Cricketers’ cigarette card no. 62 of
Jardine. G - cricket £30/40

812 Patsy Hendren. Middlesex &
England 1907-1937. Postcard size
mono photograph of Hendren in
cricket attire. Walkers Studios of

Scarborough. G/VG - cricket 
£30/40

813 John Cornish White. Somerset &
England 1909-1937. Small original
candid mono photograph of White,
full length in cricket attire. Signed in
ink by White. Small mount marks to
corners otherwise G - cricket 

£20/30

814 R.E.S. Wyatt. Warwickshire,
Worcestershire & England 1923-
1951. Original sepia photograph of
Wyatt head and shoulders in
England cap. Photograph, by ‘H.J.
Whitlock & Sons’, laid down to
photographers mount with photog-
rapher’s title printed to lower border.
The photograph, nicely signed in ink
‘R.E.S. Wyatt’, measures 6”x8.5”.
Overall 6.75”x11.5”. G/VG - cricket

£50/80

815 Andrew Ernest Stoddart. Middlesex
& England, 1885-1900. Original
mono photogravure print of
Stoddart in batting pose. Printed title
‘A.E. Stoddart driving’. The print by
Swan Electric Engraving Co from a
photograph by Hawkins & Co,
Brighton. Signed in ink by Stoddart
to the lower border. Minor foxing,
otherwise VG - cricket £300/500

816 Arthur Percy Freeman. Kent &
England, 1914-1936. Original mono
photograph of Freeman, head and
shoulders wearing a suit, taken
during the 1928/29 tour to
Australia. Photograph by May
Moore of Sydney. The photograph,
6”x8”, is laid to mount, overall
8.5”x11”. VG. Rare - cricket 

£120/150

Annie May Moore and her sister,
Mina, built up a high reputation for
studio portraits, originally in New
Zealand, later in Sydney and
Melbourne. They adopted a
distinctive style of close-up-head
studio portraiture, the only light
coming from an open window to
shine on one side of the face, on a
plain, dark background

817 Leslie Ethelbert George Ames. Kent
& England, 1921-1951. Original
mono photograph of Ames, head
and shoulders wearing a suit, taken
on the 1929/29 tour to Australia.
Nicely signed in black ink to the
mount by Ames. Photograph by
May Moore of Sydney. The

photograph, 5.5”x7.5”, is laid to
mount, overall 8”x12” and
presented in the photographer’s
original presentation folder. Minor
foxing to mount, otherwise VG. Rare
- cricket £250/300

818 Charles Howard Eyre. Cambridge
University & M.C.C. 1903-1906.
Original mono cabinet card of Eyre,
head and shoulders in formal attire.
Photograph by Stearn of Cambridge.
Printers name in gilt to lower border
and gilt edges. Card measures
approx 4.25”x6.5”. Sold with an
official scorecard for the match
between The University and
Yorkshire at Fenners, 14th-16th May
1906, in which Eyre scored 153 runs
in the first innings, leading the
University to a 305 run victory.
Framed and glazed, overall
7.5”x10.5”. G/VG - cricket 

£70/100

Eyre was a member of the M.C.C.
tour to North America in 1905. He
was killed in action in 1915

819 Sidney George Barnes. New South
Wales & Australia, 1936-1953.
Original mono ‘Central Press Photos’
photograph of in batting action on
the 1948 tour. Signed to the verso
by Barnes. 7.75”x5.75”. G/VG -
cricket £40/60

820 Andrew Sandham. Surrey &
England, 1911-1938. Large original
mono ‘Press Association’
photograph of Sandham in batting
pose. Signed in ink by Sandham.
10”x8”. G/VG. Nice image - cricket 

£40/60

821 Don Bradman, Australia, 1938. An
original mono ‘Topical Press Agency’
photograph of Bradman, playing a
shot to leg in his innings of 258
against Worcestershire in the
opening match of the Australian tour
of England 1938. 10”x8”. Also a
‘Keystone’ mono press photograph
of Bradman colliding with Martin of
Worcestershire while attempting a
run in the same match. 8”x6”. Plus a
larger ‘Keystone’ mono press
photograph of Fingleton taking a
run, appears to be incorrectly
captioned as Bradman to verso.
11.5”x9.5”. Odd faults, otherwise
G/VG. Qty 3 - cricket £80/120

822 Don Bradman, Australia. An original
mono ‘Topical Press Agency’
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photograph of a young Bradman,
head and shoulders in blazer,
possibly taken on his first tour to
England in 1930. 6.5”x4.75”. G/VG
- cricket £25/35

823 Francis Thomas Mann. Cambridge
University, Middlesex & England,
1909-1931. Original ‘Central Press’
mono photograph of Mann in
batting action c1920s/1930s, signed
by Mann, 7.5”x4.75”. G/VG -
cricket £30/40

824 Scarborough Cricket Festival. A
collection of photographs featuring
players, teams and matches at the
festival. Nineteen photographs, in
lines taken in front of the pavilion.
The team photographs include T.N.
Pearce’s XI v South Africa 1951, T.N.
Pearce’s XI v India 1952, Gentlemen
and Players 1952 (2), M.C.C. team
who played Yorkshire 1952, T.N.
Pearce’s XI who played Australia in
1953, Gentlemen and Players 1955
(2), T.N. Pearce’s XI who played
South Africa in 1955, Gentlemen
and Players 1956 (2), M.C.C. team
who played Yorkshire 1956, T.N.
Pearce’s XI 1956, Gentlemen and
Players 1958 (2), T.N. Pearce’s XI
1958, Rest of England Ladies etc.
The photographs by Walkers Studios
Ltd of Scarborough. Sold with a
selection of thirty one individual and
group photographs of the players
taken at various Festivals, including
Maqsood Ahmad & Imtiaz Ahmad
and Alumuddin & Hanif Mohammad
walking out to bat for Pakistan in
1954 (2), portrait photographs of
Peter Richardson and Goonesena in
blazers, Hutton & Washbrook,
Edrich & May, Watson & R. Smith,
Edrich & Cowdrey walking out to bat
c1953, Trevor Bailey working out to
field, Sir W.A. Worsley (ex-Yorkshire
Captain), Leveson-Gower and T.L.
Taylor, Kenyon & Berry and Walsh &
Cranston walking out to bat c1949,
the Festival crowd 1949, Morris &
Hole, Hassett & Davidson and
Graveney & Cowdrey walking out to
bat in 1953 (Ashes), Hassett &
Yardley walking out to toss the coin,
Ingleby-Mackenzie & M.J.K. Smith
walking out to bat, the South
Africans taking the field 1951 etc.
The photographs vary in size from
11” x 5.5”to 3.5” x 5.5”. The
photographs are mounted to sheets
of black card and some have

captions typed to photographs.
Good/very good condition 

£140/180

825 ‘Australian and Gloucestershire
Cricketers at Messrs Carson’s
Chocolate Factory, Shortwood near
Bristol, June 9th 1921’. Original
photograph of the two teams, some
wife’s, factory owners and guests
outside the factory, standing and
seated in rows wearing formal attire,
the majority wearing hats and
boaters. The photograph laid down
to photographers mount with title
printed to top and players and
guests name to lower border. Signed
by E.L. Hendry to side border in later
years. Overall 15”x12”. Some
foxing to mount, some wear to
corners and extremities. Rare 

£70/100

The 9th July was the middle day of
the tour match played at Fry’s
Ground, Bristol, the match being
drawn. Bardsley and McCartney
both made good centuries for
Australia, Gregory took five wickets
in the match

826 ‘Australians v North of Scotland,
Grant Park, Forres, 14th & 15th
September 1934’. Original official
photograph of the two teams and
officials, standing and seated in
rows, the players wearing cricket
attire including some blazers and
caps. Players include Bradman,
O’Reilly, Fleetwood-Smith, Ben
Barnett, Wall, Kippax, Chipperfield,
McCabe etc. The photograph laid
down to photographers mount with
title printed to lower border. The
photograph by B. Wilken of Elgin.
Framed and glazed in contemporary
frame. Overall 21”x17”. Very good
condition. Rare £80/120

The Australians won by an innings
and 20 runs. For Australia, O’Reilly
took six wickets in the match, Wall
five. O’Reilly top scored for
Australia with 47. North of Scotland
made 49 all out in their first innings,
not one batsman got into double
figures, Wigram top scored in the
second innings batting at number
eleven he made 28no. Ian Peebles
took 5-84 in Australia’s only innings

827 ‘The English and Australian Teams
for the Second Test’ 1938.  Original
official photograph of the two teams

and officials, standing and seated in
rows, the players all wearing cricket
blazers. The photograph laid down
to photographers mount. Players
include Bradman, Hammond,
McCabe, Hassett, Wellard,
Compton, Hutton, Barnett, Barnes,
O’Reilly, Paynter, Verity, Waite,
Fingleton, McCormick, Hardstaff
etc. Part of printed label to verso.
The photograph by Sport & General
of Fleet Street. Overall 20”x15.5”.
Some wear to corners otherwise in
good condition. Rare in this joint
team form £70/100

The match was drawn, Hammond,
famously made 240 for England and
Paynter 99 with Verity taking six
wickets in the match. For Australia,
Bill Brown made 206* in the first
and Bradman 102* in the second
innings with McCormick taking six
wickets in the match

828 M.C.C. Australian Tour 1928-1929.
Large official black and white
photograph of the M.C.C. team who
toured Australia in 1928/29, seated
and standing in rows and wearing
tour blazers. The photograph is laid
down to official photographers
mount and very nicely signed in ink
to lower border by seventeen
members of the touring party
including the Manager Toone.
Signatures include Chapman (Cpt),
Jardine, Tate, Larwood, Freeman,
Hammond, Mead, Hobbs, Geary,
Sutcliffe, Hendren, Leyland,
Tyldesley etc. Lacking the signature
of Staples who was struck down
with rheumatism and did not play in
a single match, he returned back to
England. The photograph, by
Krischock Studios of Adelaide,
measures approx 15”x12” and
overall 23.5”x19”. Some light marks
to photograph, some bumps to
corners otherwise in good condition 

£250/350

829 M.C.C. 1936/37. Official mono
photograph of the M.C.C. team who
toured Australia in 1936/37, seated
and standing in rows and wearing
official tour caps and blazers. The
photograph is laid down to official
photographers mount with title
‘M.C.C. Team. Australian Tour
1936/37’ to top and players names
printed to lower border. Nicely
signed in black ink to borders by
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sixteen members of the touring
party featured including the
Manager Howard. Signatures
include Gubby Allen (Captain),
Wyatt, Leyland, Duckworth,
Hammond, Ames, Robins, Verity,
Farnes, Voce, Hardstaff,
Worthington, Fishlock etc. The
photograph measures 9.5”x7.5”
and overall approx 15”x12”.
Photograph by ‘Sydney Mail’. VG -
cricket £250/350

Australia won the series 3-1

830 Kumar Shri Ranjitsinhji. Sussex &
England. 1895-1920. Excellent
original sepia photograph of
Ranjitsinhji, wearing suit and tie,
with a cigarette to left hand and
leaning on a walking stick with cap
to hand, The photograph taken at
Ranjitsinhji’s country house at
Shillinglee Park. The photograph, by
Vandyk of London, from the
Ranjitsinhji family archive. Wear with
loss to top and lower borders not
affecting the image. Approx
11”x16”. G £100/150

831 Gloucestershire c1895. Excellent
original sepia photograph of the
Gloucestershire team, standing and
seated in rows, wearing cricket attire
and some in caps. Players include
W.G. Grace, C.L. Townsend, G.L.
Jessop, J.H. Board, H. Wrathall etc.
The photograph laid down to
modern card, some creases and
wrinkling, minor loss to top border
otherwise in good condition.
14”x11”. G £80/120

832 Eadweard Muybridge. Pioneer
photographer of moving pictures.
‘Animal Locomotion. Plate 289.
Original photograph showing a
naked cricketer playing a straight
drive, frame by frame, from the front
angle and behind. Twenty four
frames in total. The photograph
taken in 1887 as part of Muybridge’s
folio volume and constitutes the
earliest of all genuine cricket action
close-ups. His model was ‘the best
all-round cricketer in the University
of Pennsylvania’. Overall 24”x20”.
VG. Rare £700/1000

Eadweard Muybridge, birth name,
Edward James Muggeridge. He was
an English photographer important
for his pioneering work in
photographic studies of motion, and

early work in motion-picture
projection, using multiple cameras
to capture motion in stop-motion
photographs, and his zoopraxiscope,
a device for projecting motion
pictures that pre-dated the flexible
perforated film strip used in
cinematography. He lived in both
England and America during his life.
In 1874 he shot and killed Major
Harry Larkyns, his wife’s lover, but
was acquitted in a jury trial on the
grounds of justifiable homicide

833 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1907/08.
Pair of original sepia stereoscopic
action photographs of the Australia
v England Test match played at
Melbourne in 1908. The photograph
show the two batsmen running
between the wickets and a fielder
throwing in to the wicket keeper,
scoreboard to background. The two
very similar photographs are laid
down to card mount to enable 2
dimensional images to become 3
dimensional images by looking
through a special stereoscope
viewer. The photographs by
Underwood & Underwood
Publishers. ‘The photographs each
measure 3”x3.25” and overall on
card mount 7”x3.5”. VG. Rare -
cricket £80/120

834 England v Australia 1920/21.
Original official photograph of the
ship R.M.S. Osterley, by Exchange
Studios of Pitt Street, Sydney, the
ship that took the M.C.C. team to
Australia in 1920/21. The
photograph laid down to mount and
the borders of the mount signed in
black ink by all seventeen members
of the M.C.C. team and by fifteen
members of the Australian team.
Signatures including the two
Managers, include Johnny Douglas
and Warwick Armstrong, the two
Captains, Collins, Mailey, Macartney,
Gregory, Taylor, Oldfield, McDonald,
Bardsley, Ryder, Andrews, Mayne,
Fender, Woolley, Rhodes, Hobbs,
Howell, Dolphin, Waddington,
Makepeace, Hearne, Hendren Parkin
etc. Some damage to corners
affecting three of the Australian
signatures. Minor damage also over
the signature of the M.C.C. manager
Toone. Some scratching and slight
damage to the image, some age
toning to mount otherwise in
generally good condition. Overall

approx 13.25”x8”. Rare - cricket 
£200/300

835 Somerset C.C.C. 1922. Official
mono photograph of the Somerset
team that played v Middlesex in
1922, seated and standing in rows in
blazers. Players featured include
Daniell (Captain), Johnson, Greswell,
Robson, Considine, Lowry, Lyon etc.
The photograph by R.W. Brown &
Son, Weston-Super-Mare, is laid
down to photographer’s mount with
printed title and players’ names to
top and bottom borders. Overall
16”x11.5”. Some silvering,
otherwise G - cricket £150/250

836 Gloucestershire C.C.C. 1937.
Excellent official mono photograph
of the Gloucestershire team, seated
and standing in rows in cricket attire.
Players featured include Sinfield,
Goddard, Lyon Barnett, Neale etc.
The photograph by A. Wilkes & Son,
West Bromwich. 14”x11.5”. Superb
image. VG - cricket £80/120

837 Essex C.C.C. 1937. Excellent official
mono photograph of the Essex
team, seated and standing in rows in
cricket attire. Players featured
include Wilcox, O’Connor, Belle,
Nichols, Eastman, Avery etc. The
photograph by A. Wilkes & Son,
West Bromwich. 14”x11.5”. Superb
image. VG - cricket £80/120

838 Derbyshire C.C.C. 1937. Excellent
official mono photograph of the
Derbyshire team and officials, seated
and standing in rows in cricket attire.
Players featured include Buckston,
Townsend, Worthington, Alderman,
A. Pope, G. Pope etc. The
photograph by A. Wilkes & Son,
West Bromwich. 14”x11.5”. Superb
image. VG - cricket £80/120

839 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1936. Excellent
official mono photograph of the
Warwickshire team and scorer for
the match v Yorkshire at Edgbaston,
seated and standing in rows in
cricket attire. Players featured
include Santall, Collin, Kilner, Wyatt,
Croom, Dollery, Hill etc. The
photograph by A. Wilkes & Son,
West Bromwich is laid down to
trimmed mount. 14.5”x11.5”.
Superb image. Slight silvering, small
tear to top left corner, otherwise G -
cricket £60/90

840 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1937. Excellent
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official mono photograph of the
Warwickshire team, seated and
standing in rows in cricket attire.
Players featured include Wyatt,
Santall, Partridge, Kilner, Ord,
Croom etc. The photograph by A.
Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich.
14”x11.5”. Superb image. VG -
cricket £80/120

841 Leicestershire C.C.C. 1938. Excellent
official mono photograph of the
Leicestershire team, seated and
standing in rows in cricket attire.
Players featured include Geary,
Berry, Dawkes, Adcock, Cherrington,
Thursing etc. Hand written title in
ink to lower border ‘Leicestershire
County Cricket XII 1938’. The
photograph by A. Wilkes & Son,
West Bromwich. 14”x11.5”. Superb
image. Creasing to corners,
otherwise G/VG - cricket £80/120

842 Leicestershire C.C.C. 1937. Excellent
official mono photograph of the
Leicestershire team, seated and
standing in rows in cricket attire.
Players featured include Dempster,
Astill, Berry, Geary, Prentice, Corrall,
Bowley etc. The photograph by A.
Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich.
14”x11.5”. Superb image. VG -
cricket £80/120

843 Northamptonshire C.C.C. 1937.
Excellent official mono photograph
of the Northamptonshire team,
seated and standing in rows in
cricket attire. Players featured
include Brown, Timms, James,
Perkins, Grimshaw, Partridge etc.
The photograph by A. Wilkes & Son,
West Bromwich. 14”x11.5”. Superb
image. VG - cricket £80/120

844 Somerset C.C.C. 1937. Excellent
large official mono photograph of
the Somerset team, seated and
standing in rows in blazers. Players
featured include Molyneux, Bennett,
Lee, Luckes, Hazell, Wellard, Bunce
etc. The photograph by A. Wilkes &
Son, West Bromwich. 14”x11.5”.
Superb image. VG - cricket 

£80/120

845 Middlesex C.C.C. 1937. Large
official mono photograph of the
Middlesex team, seated and
standing in rows in cricket attire.
Players featured include Robins
(Captain), Edrich, Compton, Sims,
Muncer, Owen-Smith, Hendren etc.

Hand written ink title to lower
border ‘Middlesex 1937’. The
photograph by Sport & General,
London. 11.5”x9.5”. Nice image.
VG - cricket £30/40

846 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1937. Official
sepia photograph of the
Warwickshire team, seated and
standing in rows for Norman Kilner’s
benefit match against Derbyshire,
played at Edgbaston, 1st July 1937.
Players featured include Kilner, Ord,
Hollies, Santall, Wyatt, Cranmer,
Mayer and the scorer, Austin. Signed
to the verso by the photographer,
Ken Kelly of H.J. Whitlock & Sons,
Birmingham. The photograph, laid
down to photographer’s mount,
measures 11.25”x7.5”. Minor
silvering, otherwise G/VG - cricket 

£40/60

847 Worcestershire C.C.C. 1937.
Original mono photograph of eight
of the Worcestershire team, standing
in front of the nets in cricket attire
with the Cathedral at Worcester in
the background. The photograph is
signed to the front in blue ink by all
eight players, Abel, Perks, Jackson,
Gibbons, Bull, King, Howorth and
Warne. Photograph by A.D.
McGuirk of Worcester. 8.5”x5”.
Odd faults, otherwise G/VG - cricket

£50/70

848 Oxford University 1939. Original
mono photograph of the Oxford
team, seated and standing in rows in
cricket attire and blazers. The
photograph taken at the match v
Sussex played at The Saffrons,
Eastbourne, 24th-27th June 1939.
Players featured include Dixon
(Captain), Eagar, Macindoe, Sale,
Pether, Marsham etc. Signed in ink
to the front in later years by Sale and
Eagar. Odd faults, otherwise G/VG  -
cricket £30/40

Oxford University beat Sussex by 56
runs

849 Somerset C.C.C. 1938. Original
mono photograph of the Somerset
team, seated and standing in rows in
cricket attire. Players featured
include Longrigg (Captain), Jones,
Wellard, Gimblett, Luckes, Hazell
etc. The photograph, 8.5”x6.5”, laid
to mount, overall 12”x9.5”. G/VG -
cricket £40/60

850 Surrey C.C.C. Joint County

Champions, 1950. Official mono
photograph of the team seated and
standing in rows in front of the
pavilion at The Oval, wearing
blazers. The photograph is signed by
all sixteen featured players and
officials. Signatures include Barton
(Captain), Surridge, A. Bedser, E.
Bedser, McIntyre, Fishlock, Loader,
Lock etc, the signature of Tait faded.
The photograph, laid to photog-
rapher’s mount with printed title and
players’ names to lower border.
10”x8”, overall 12” x 11.25”.
Photographer unknown. Wear,
soiling and damage to mount
corners, light silvering, one signature
almost illegible, otherwise G - cricket

£50/80

851 Gentlemen v Players. 1928. Excellent
original photograph of the
Gentlemen team in line in cricket
attire. Assumed that the photograph
was taken at the match played 5th-
7th September, 1928 at Dean Park,
Bournemouth. Players include
Tennyson, Carr, Robins, Fender, Hill,
Ingle etc. Photograph by E.B. Bailey
of Bournemouth. Laid down to
photographer’s mount with photog-
rapher’s name in pencil to lower
border. Foxing to mount and light
crease, otherwise G - cricket 

£60/80

The Gentlemen beat the players by
one wicket

852 ‘Gentlemens XI v The Players,
Bournemouth 1928’. Page signed in
pencil by all eleven members of the
Gentlemens XI. Signatures include
Tennyson (Captain), Carr, Franklin,
Hill, Seabrook, Robins etc. Foxing to
page, otherwise G - cricket £60/80

853 Leicestershire, c1910. Original sepia
photograph of the players seated
and standing in rows in front of a
pavilion, the majority in blazers.
Fifteen players are featured including
Hazlerigg, de Trafford, Jayes,
Crawford, Astill, Coe,  Shipman etc
with an inset of Shields. The
photograph, laid to original mount,
appears to have been trimmed.
Photograph by J. Herbert Wilson of
Leicester, 11.5”x9.5”. Minor surface
damage to top and bottom edges,
otherwise G. A nice early image -
cricket £120/150

854 Somerset, 1935. Original mono
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press photograph of the players
walking on to the field for the match
vs. Nottinghamshire played at
Weston-Super-Mare, 14th-16th
August 1935. Ten players are
featured including Ingle (Captain),
Lee, Andrews, Cameron, Mitchell-
Innes etc. Bristol Evening Post,
9.75”x7.5”. Nice image. G/VG. Sold
with a reproduction scorecard for the
match - cricket £25/35

855 Warwickshire, 1935. Original mono
press photograph of the players
walking on to the field for the match
vs. Glamorgan played at Edgbaston,
27th-30th July 1935. Ten players
featured including Dollery, Ord,
Croom, Santall, Hayhurst, Wilmott
etc. Birmingham Gazette, 8”x6”.
G/VG - cricket £25/35

856 Denis and Leslie Compton. Original
mono press photograph of five
members of the Civil Defense
Service including Denis and Leslie
Compton with Fred Price, signed to
the photograph by each player.
Photograph by Sport & General,
1942. Sold with a mono photograph
of four Middlesex players, Price,
Roberts and the Comptons receiving
wartime instructions, and another
small wartime mono photograph of
the Comptons with Price. G/VG -
cricket £30/40

857 Kent C.C.C. c1937. Excellent official
mono photograph of the Kent team,
seated and standing in rows in
cricket attire. Players featured
include Woolley, Freeman, Hardinge,
Ames, Wright etc. The photograph
by A. Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich.
13.5”x9”. Superb image. Light
creasing, small tear to lower edge,
adhesive damage to verso, otherwise
G/VG - cricket £40/60

858 Hampshire C.C.C. 1922. Original
mono press photograph of J.A.
Newman and L. Tennyson walking
out to bat for Hampshire. Published
by The Times. 8”x10”. Some
creasing, otherwise G - cricket 

£30/40

859 George Henry Pope. Derbyshire &
England. Original mono press
photograph of Pope in bowling
action, signed in black ink by Pope.
Photograph by Central Press Photos,
London. 8”x10”. Sold with a typed
letter from Pope dated 25th

November 1943 replying to a
request for his autograph, ‘...we are
all looking forward to the end of the
War so that we can commence
playing Cricket again.’. Signed by
Pope. G/VG - cricket £40/60

860 Jim Laker, Surrey, Essex & England.
An official mono ‘Central Press’
photograph of Laker, head and
shoulders in blazer. Signed to the
front in ink by Laker. 8.5”x6.5”. Nice
image. G/VG - cricket £20/30

861 Arthur Wellard. Somerset & England
1927-1950. Original sepia
photograph of Wellard in bowling
action. Signed in ink by Wellard. The
photograph laid to card and
trimmed. VG - cricket £30/40

862 Warwickshire, 1939. Two original
mono press photographs, one of
Surrey vs Warwickshire at The Oval,
June 1939, of Garland-Wells batting
for Surrey with Croom of
Warwickshire fielding at gulley. The
other of Warwickshire Captain, Peter
Cranmer, in batting action, signed by
Cranmer. Published by Central Press
Photos of  London. Signature faded,
otherwise G/VG - cricket £20/30

863 Middlesex, c1936. Seven small
original mono photographs (some
press), of players in action, each
photograph signed by the featured
player. Photographs include Peebles,
J.W. Hearne, Price, Smith, Robin etc.
Some photographs trimmed,
otherwise G - cricket £30/40

864 ‘The Australian Team, 1882’.
Original sepia albumen photograph
of the Australian team. Printed title
and players names to borders.
Oblong printed border. Overall
6.5”x4.25”. G - cricket £30/40

865 Gloucestershire 1877. Original sepia
albumen photograph of the
Gloucestershire team with players’
names printed to lower border.
‘From a photograph by Mr C. Voss-
Bark, Clifton, Bristol’. Overall
7”x4.5”. Small tear to top edge,
otherwise G - cricket £30/40

Captain Kingscote, wicketkeeper,
featured in the photograph, played
only three matches for
Gloucestershire, and one for Kent

866 England v Australia ‘200th Test
Match’, 1968. Original mono ‘Sport
& General’ press photograph of

Cowdrey and Lawry tossing for
innings in the second Test match at
Lord’s, 20th June 1968. Signed in ink
by both Captains. 10”x8”. Light
folds, otherwise G - cricket £80/120

The match was drawn, Australia all
out for 78 in the first innings

867 M.C.C. tour to Australia, 1958/59.
Original mono ‘Central Press Photos’
photograph of Richie Benaud
shaking hands with Peter May
following Australia’s victory in the
fourth Test at Adelaide to win back
the Ashes. Signed  and annotated by
Benaud ‘5 years and 5 months after
losing the Ashes at the Oval’.
10”x8”. VG - cricket £40/60

868 M.C.C. tour to Australia, 1928-
1929. Original mono ‘L.N.A.’ press
photograph of a boy viewing the
Ashes urn, 5th January 1929 after
England won the third Test to clinch
the Ashes in Melbourne. 8.5”x6.5”.
G/VG. A nice image - cricket 

£40/60

869 Rodney Marsh. Australia, 1970s.
Original mono ‘Press Association’
photograph of wicket keeper,
Rodney Marsh, taking a spectacular
diving catch to dismiss Tony Greig.
The photograph signed by both
players. 8”x6”. Sold with a mono
copy photograph of Marsh playing a
lofted drive with Alan Knott
watching on, signed by both players.
G/VG. Qty 2 - cricket £30/40

870 M.C.C. Tour of Australia 1932/33
‘Bodyline’. Two original sepia candid
photographs of England players on
tour in October/November 1932.
Players featured include Paynter,
Nawab of Pataudi, Ames,
Duckworth, Voce etc. One
photograph of the players in a
dinghy wearing bathing suits and
the other more formal on board a
boat. G/VG. Qty 2. Approx 4”x3”.
Ex Sutcliffe collection - cricket 

£60/90

871 Ken Barrington and Peter May,
Surrey & England. An official mono
‘Central Press’ photograph of
Barrington playing a sweep shot.
10”x8”. Small tear to top edge. Also
a mono ‘Sport & General Press’
photograph of May playing a pull
shot. 9”x6.5”. Both photographs
signed in ink to the front by the
respective player. G/VG - cricket 
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£35/45

872 England Test Cricketers. Ten small
mono copy photographs nicely
presented to three large album
pages, each with a signed piece laid
down below the photograph.
Signatures include D’Oliveira,
Graveney, Washbrook, Cowdrey,
Dexter, Illingworth etc. G/VG -
cricket £25/35

873 Bill Lawry. Victoria & Australia,
1955-1972. An original ‘Central
Press’ mono photograph of Trueman
taking a catch to dismiss Lawry in
the fifth Test at The Oval, 14th
August 1964. 10”x8”. Sold with an
original mono photograph of Lawrie,
head and shoulders in cricket attire.
6.5”x4.5”. Both photographs
signed to the front in ink by Lawrie.
Press masking to larger photograph.
G/VG - cricket £25/35

874 England Test Cricketers. Three
original ‘Central Press’ mono
photographs, one of a young Brian
Close walking out to bat c1949,
nicely signed to the front by Close.
5.25”x2.25”, Colin Cowdrey taking
a catch at slip to dismiss Barlow of
South Africa at Trent Bridge, 1965,
signed by Cowdrey, 6.5”x4.75”, and
a signed head and shoulders
photograph of M.J.K. Smith,
8.5”x6.5”. Sold with a ‘Keystone
Press Agency’ mono photograph of
Tom Graveney in batting action,
signed by Graveney, 8”x6”. G/VG.
Qty 4 - cricket £25/35

875 Australian Test Cricketers 1970s.
Two original ‘Central Press’ mono
head and shoulders photographs,
one of Greg Chappell, the other,
Doug Walters. Both signed by the
player featured. 7”x5”. G/VG. Qty
2 - cricket £25/35

876 Ian & Greg Chappell, 1970s.
Original ‘Sport & General’
photograph of Ian Chappell in
batting action, 10”x8”. Sold with a
‘Central Press’ mono photograph of
Greg Chappell missing a catch at slip
off Ian Botham, 7”x5”. Each
photograph signed by the relevant
Chappell. Odd faults, otherwise G.
Qty 2 - cricket £25/35

877 Three modern copy colour
photographs, one of Richie Benaud
signing an autograph, another of
Graham Gooch signing an

autograph. Both pictures signed to
the front, 7”x5”. Sold with a larger
colour copy photograph of Mark
Butcher on the shoulders of Dean
Headley in a swimming pool in
Australia, Test win, signed by
Butcher, 12”x8”. VG. Qty 3 - cricket

£20/30 

878 Cricket scrapbooks, late 19th
Century. Two albums containing
press cuttings, copy photographs,
scorecards for the period. Lacking
much of the original material.
Viewing essential - cricket £30/40

CRICKET BATS, BALLS &
EQUIPMENT

879 Jack Hobbs. 200 runs. Hampshire v
Surrey, 3rd to 6th July 1926.
Summers, Brown & Sons ‘Force’
‘Specially selected. J.B. Hobbs’
cricket bat used by Hobbs to score
200 runs exactly for Surrey v
Hampshire in July 1926. The bat is
inscribed to back in Hobbs hand
‘200 v Hampshire at Southampton
5th July 1926’ and signed by Hobbs
to top corner of bat. To front is
inscribed, again in Hobbs hand,
‘Presented to Arundel Kempton
September 21st 1936’ and again
signed by Hobbs below. Some wear
with loss to handle rubber, old tape
mark to bat otherwise in good
condition. A unique piece of Hobbs
memorabilia £600/900

In the match Hampshire batting first
made 328 all out and in reply Surrey
were 401-2 when rain stopped play
and there was no more play in the
match due to the weather, spoiling
Kennedy’s Benefit match. Hobbs
made 200 runs before being
stumped by Livsey off the bowling
of Kennedy. Hobbs scored nearly
3000 runs in the 1926 season, at the
age of 43, and topped the national
averages with 77.60

Wisden reports....... ‘Kennedy,
however, blundered badly late on
Saturday afternoon in missing
Hobbs when 22 at short leg.
Profiting by that mistake, the
famous batsman went on to play a
great innings of 200..... Stumped as
he stepped out to drive Kennedy,
Hobbs on Monday played faultless
cricket for three hours and twenty
minutes. He drove, cut and placed
to leg in magnificent style hitting

twenty two 4’s..... There was no
more cricket after four o’clock on
Monday

880 England v Australia 1930. Jack
Hobbs ‘The Oval’ cricket bat signed
to verso by the England and
Australian teams who played in the
first Test match at Trent Bridge
Nottingham on the 13th-17th June
1930. Twenty eight signatures in
total, thirteen of the England team
and fifteen of the Australian team.
Signatures include Chapman (Cpt),
Duleepsinhji, Tate, Larwood,
Sutcliffe, Hobbs, Hammond,
Hendren, Woolley, Tyldesley, Robins,
Duckworth, Woodfull (Cpt),
Richardson, Kippax, Bradman,
Oldfield, Grimmett, Ponsford, Wall,
Fairfax, McCabe, Jackson, a’Beckett,
Hornibrook etc. Some bleeding to
signatures, the Grimmett signature
fading, some scratching over
signatures otherwise in good
condition. Perished bat handle 

£300/500

England won the Test by 93 runs.
For England, Hobbs made 78 & 74,
Chapman 52 & 29, Hendren 72 and
Robins took seven wickets in the
match. For Australia, Bradman made
131 in the second innings, Kippax
64no in the first and Grimmett took
10 wickets in the match. This was
Don Bradman’s first Test match in
England

881 England v West Indies 1980.
‘Duncan Fearnley’ full size bat
signed to the face by fifteen
members of the West Indian squad
and eleven England players.
Signatures include for West Indies,
Lloyd, Murray, Holding, Roberts,
Haynes, Croft, Gomes etc. For
England, Botham, Larkins, Gooch,
Old, Boycott, Dilley,  Gatting etc.
Signatures fading and faded. Sold
with a ‘Mitre Avenger’ full size bat
signed by members of the
Glamorgan and West Indian teams,
1991. G. Qty 2 - cricket £50/70

882 Somerset C.C.C. Two full size bats
signed by the Somerset squads from
the 2000 and 2002 seasons.
Signatures include Trescothick,
Caddick, Bowler, Turner, Burns Rose,
Blackwell etc. G. Qty 2 - cricket 

£20/30

883 Sussex C.C.C. c1980. Duncan
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Fearnley full size bat signed by
nineteen members of the squad.
Signatures include I. Greig, Stewart,
Ward, Bullen, Robinson, Atkins etc.
G - cricket £20/30

884 Northamptonshire C.C.C.
c1980s/1990s. ‘Gunn & Moore
Clubman’ full size bat signed by
twenty one Northants players.
Signatures include Lamb, Bailey,
Wild, Cook, Roberts, Govan, Walker
etc. G. Sold with a full size bat for
David Capel’s benefit year, 1994,
signed by members of the Northants
and Yorkshire teams. Signatures
faded. G - cricket £20/30

885 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1997. ‘County
Autograph’ full size bat signed by
fifteen Warwickshire players.
Signatures include Munton, Donald,
Moles, Knight, Giles, Neale, Small,
Penney etc. G/VG - cricket £20/30

886 Leicestershire C.C.C. 1994. ‘County
Autograph’ full size bat signed by
seventeen Leicestershire players.
Signatures include Whittaker,
Maddy, Parsons, Simmons,
Hepworth, Briers etc. G/VG - cricket 

£20/30

887 Worcestershire C.C.C. c1995.
‘County Autograph’ full size bat
signed by seventeen Worcestershire
players. Signatures include Curtis,
Hick, Moody, Illingworth, D’Oliveira,
Brinkley, etc. G/VG - cricket £20/30

888 Nottinghamshire C.C.C. 2003.
‘Gunn & Moore’ full size bat signed
by fifteen Nottinghamshire players.
Signatures include Gallian, Robinson,
Johnson, Read, Tolly, Welton, Stemp
etc. G/VG - cricket £20/30

CRICKET CERAMICS, METALWARE
ETC

889 Warwickshire County Cricket Club.
Ornate gold metal and enamel pin
badge with centre figure of the bear
and ragged staff to centre  with
‘W.C.C.C.’ below and Warwickshire
colours to sides. Marples & Beasley
of Birmingham c1940/50’s. G/VG 

£30/40

890 Gunn & Moore advertising panel
c1920s. Excellent original colour
enamel metal panel, titled ‘The
English Eleven 1885’. The panel
features colour vignettes of the
captain W.G. Grace to the centre,
surrounded by slightly smaller

vignettes of the teams superimposed
on Gunn and Moore bats with
cricket scenes and local attractions in
the background. Players’ names are
listed to lower border with
advertising slogan ‘For Over 50
Years, leading players, the world
over, have used Gunn & Moore’s
‘Autograph’ Bats’. The free standing
panel with fold out flap to reverse
measures 8.25”x10.5”. The panel
with rust spots to edges - cricket 

£80/120

891 ‘I’m Here For The Ashes’ 1926. Rare
and unusual dish, early 20th century,
with centre inscription in green
lettering with monogram ‘GR’ and
Kings crown above. The centre and
rim with colourful flower and floral
decoration. ‘Losol Ware. Keeling &
Co Ltd, Burslem’ backstamp in
green. 5.5” diameter. Good
condition - cricket £50/70

Losol Ware was produced between
1912-1936. The dish was made to
commemorate the Australian tour of
England in 1926

892 ‘Hambledon’. Wool rug featuring
the ‘Bat and Ball’ pub sign on a red
background. The rug measures
22”x42”. VG - cricket £20/30

893 Australian tour of England 1926.
Cotton table cloth, with floral design
border, signed by sixteen members
of the touring party and then hand
embroidered in various coloured
thread. Signatures include Collins,
Taylor, Ryder, Richardson, Bardsley,
Collins, Grimmett, Ponsford,
Woodfull, Mailey etc. Minor
foxing/rusting marks otherwise in
good+ condition. unusual - cricket 

£120/160

894 Cricketing charm. Silver metal cricket
charm, with loop suspension for
attaching to bracelet. The charm
with ball and bat leaning against
stumps. Initials stamp/seal to end.
Appears to have had repair to join
where bat meets the stumps. G 

£30/40

CRICKET PRINTS & PAINTINGS

895 R.E.S. Wyatt. Warwickshire,
Worcestershire & England 1923-
1951. Original pen and ink
caricature of Wyatt by Victad. Nicely
signed in ink by Wyatt and the artist
and dated 1939. 4.75”x7.25”. Light
foxing, otherwise G/VG - cricket 

£70/90

896 Arthur Mailey, New South Wales &
Australia 1912-1930. Original pencil
caricature portrait, on small album
page, depicting a lady, to right hand
side, head and neck, wearing a
sunhat, with a self portrait of Mailey
to the right hand side, by Mailey.
The page is faintly inscribed ‘To
Annabel, do not rub this off’ (she
obviously did!) with further illegible
writing to page. The page measures
approx 4.25”x3” and is mounted to
card in a small contemporary period
frame which measures 6.5”x5.5”.
Inscription to the back of the frame
reads ‘May 1934. By Mailey while
waiting for a telephone call’ . Good
image. Good condition - cricket 

£200/300

897 Arthur Mailey, New South Wales &
Australia 1912-1930. Original pen
and ink caricature portrait, on album
page, entitled ‘Types seen at
Cricket’. The sketches are of the
Australian Press Box showing a wind
blowing and papers swirling about in
the wind, an Umpire wearing several
cricket hats and caps with finger
raised, a lady wearing a sunhat, an
oldish man wearing a flat cap, coat
and muffler smoking a pipe and a
fielder with arms held out, by Mailey.
The portrait has been initialled
‘A.M.’ in ink by Mailey. The page
measures approx 4”x6.25”.
Excellent image. Good condition -
cricket £400/600

898 Roland Pretty Hill. Pseudonym ‘RIP’.
Original pen and ink drawing of,
what appears to be, John Thomas
Tyldesley, Lancashire & England
1895-1923 in batting pose wearing
cap with wicket-keeper to
background by RIP. Signed ‘RIP’ to
left hand corner. The drawing is
titled in pencil ‘The Greatest
Professional Batsman of the Year.
MacLaren’s Australian Team’.
12.5”x9.5”. VG £200/300
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A.C. MacLaren led a touring party of
cricketers on the tour of Australia in
1901-02 which included Tyldesley.
Australia won the series 4-1

899 Edmund G. Fuller. ‘A Prominent
Player’ and ‘Leg Stump’. Pair of
original humorous watercolour
paintings of cricketers at the wicket
by Fuller, signed and monogrammed
to right hand corner of each
painting. Excellent images.
Attractively mounted, framed and
glazed. Overall, each 13”x17”. VG 

£700/1000

The paintings were sold at Christie’s
in the early 1950’s as part of the
Hutchinson collection. Edmund
Fuller was a famous golf artist

900 Richard (Dick) Lee 1923-2001. Pair
of oil paintings on board, one of a
cricket match and one of a tennis
match, both signed by Lee.
Attractively framed and glazed. The
Cricket match measures 19”x16”
and the tennis match measures 16”x
11.5”. VG £300/500

Dick Lee trained at Camberwell and
had strong associations with the
Euston Road School artists such as
William Coldstream and Victor
Pasmore. His work draws very much
on the linear, clean styles of this
group and he enjoyed working on
the spot, concentrating mainly on
interiors and landscapes.

He had an impressive exhibition
record, showing with Francis
Hoyland in France, New Grafton
Gallery and Cadogan Contemporary,
the Arts Council, the Royal
Academy and the Beaverbrook
Foundation among others.

901 A nice collection of seven large
limited edition colour oleographic
reproductions of famous paintings
which hang in the Long Room at
Lord’s. From the M.C.C. Portfolio of
prints. Attractively mounted, framed
and glazed. ‘William Gilbert Grace’,
Archibald Stuart Wortley 1890,
‘Cricket Match at Christchurch’,
Thomas Musgrave Joy c1850,
‘Game of Cricket’, English School,
c1790 (Qty 2), ‘Sophisticated Village
Cricket at Moulsey Hurst’, English
School, ‘Thomas Hope of
Amsterdam’, J.F. Sablet and ‘Cricket
at Eton’, English School. Excellent
images. Qty 7. VG - cricket 

£150/250

902 ‘Kent v Lancashire at Canterbury
1906’. Albert Chevallier Tayler. Large
colour limited edition print of the
famous painting of Blythe bowling
to Tyldesley with the fielders around
the bat. This was a special limited
edition print produced for Kent
C.C.C. county members in 1990.
Signed to lower border by Les Ames,
E.W. Swanton and Colin Cowdrey.
Limited edition 139/150.
Attractively mounted, framed and
glazed. 43”x29” overall. VG -
cricket £80/120

903 ‘Kent v Lancashire at Canterbury
1906’. Albert Chevallier Taylor. Large
colour limited edition print of the
famous painting of Blythe bowling
to Tyldesley with the fielders around
the bat. Mounted, framed and
glazed. 42”x27” overall. VG -
cricket £40/60

904 ‘Player’s Please’ 1930. Large original
poster for John Players cigarettes
produced in 1930. The poster
features all fifty colour cigarette
cards from the ‘Players 1930’ series,
with to side borders the emblems of
the English County and Australian
State teams with ‘Player’s Please’ to
centre. The poster on original board.
Some wear to lower border, corners
and extremities otherwise in
good/very good condition for its
age. 19”x24”. A scarce item 

£250/350

905 ‘The Great Schools of England -
Charterhouse from the Green’. Hand
coloured engraving showing
Charterhouse school with a cricket
match in progress, to centre of the
image, on the green after J. Storer
c1800. Oval mount, framed and
glazed. Overall 19”x16”. G 

£70/100

906 ‘The Charter House’. Colour
engraving showing the original site
of Charterhouse School, with a
cricket match in progress. Drawn
and engraved by J. Storer. Published
1st August 1804. Published by
Verner & Hood of Poultry, London.
Mounted and framed. Overall
13”x11.5”. G £70/100

907 ‘Leg Volley. Dedicated with
permission to Herbert Jenner Esq by
N. Felix’. Original lithograph by G.F.
Watts. Published by S. Knights and

printed by W. Sharp c1837. Classic
and very scarce lithograph of the
batsman on tinted paper but sadly in
poor condition. The lithograph
measures 9.5”x11.5”, mounted,
framed and glazed, overall 14”x16”.
Viewing essential £150/250

908 Harry Furniss. ‘A Century of Grace’.
Two pen and ink lithographs of
Grace, with handcolour. One in
batting stance at the wicket and the
other walking off. Mounted.
3”x3.25” and 3.25”x5”. Overall
with mount 7.5”x10.5”. VG 

£70/100

Harry Furniss was primarily a Punch
artist who worked for the magazine
from 1873-1894. He produced over
100 small pictures of Grace in the
same attire and doing essentially the
same thing

909 London Illustrated News, 31st
January 1891. ‘Winchester College
from Meads’. Original double page
spread depicting the a match, nicely
hand coloured. Mounted and
framed overall 26”x20”. G/VG -
cricket £30/50
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Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for the following lots (overleaf) up to prices specified. 

I have read and agree to comply with the Notices and Conditions of Sale. 

I am aware that there is a buyer’s premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. at 20%) on all lots.

PLEASE NOTE:  We no longer accept commission bids by fax. 

Please post this sheet (in good time), send us your commission bids by email or give us a call.
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auction of the lots you are bidding on. 
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